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j BURQDUCTIOS ' I r 

The main probIsm of electrical communication is to insure reli- 

able transmission of communications over a distance from one point 

to another (and sometimes from one point into many points) with the 

aid of electrical means. 

In accordance with this task, the scientific-technical problem. 

/l, 2j  can bs broken up into basic groups? 

!)■ Insure the transmission of communication over a distance. 

2) Insure connections between definite points. 

In the first group of problems, one solves problems of pro~ 

duc5^g coramunication channels. The principal Indices here are the 

correspondence between the received 'communication and the transmitted 

one, and the degree of utilisation of the volume of the channel and 

of the communication line« 
The 

' second group of problems concerns 

the construction of networks, stations, and circuits of the commuta- 

tion apparatus, such as to insure the possibility of interconnecting 

any points in the line at minimum cost, or to transmit communication 

in the necessary direction. The main qualitative index here is the 

speed of establishment of connection or the speed of transmission of 

•communication from one end point to the other. -    • 



. The problems of the saceM"group oaa be presented In general 

form as folios.    »are exists an area,  over vhioh subscribers 

are looatea -- source« and reoeiwc of infow»tion.    A certain volus» 

of information is transmits between them, and is of randoa charac- 

ter.    It is required to ooaetrapt a net«ark, i.e., to joia alii the 

subscribe t^ita each otter a*3 «itfc the eooasutticfttloti channels ia 

evoh a vay, aa to insure on the one hand the required quality of 

service  (nuaber of failures, waiting ti»f &0*y, «to.), ana on tte 

otter hand at a minimna cost.    For the sake of eooooap,  IttUvidual 

groups of subscribers are conoscted to conation stations. The connec- 

tion 'betveen the latter is either direct a? through interstate 

station — centers« 

Vitbin the stations and tt* centers there should be apparatus 

that connects or trenesite cotaaualoatione is the necessary älreetloa. 

TMs apparatus oan be subdivided iato swltebboei-ö apparatus and 

control eppsratiis* 

Previously, switching and coatrol systems were ooasJdereä ss 

a whole. Recently there is a separation of the apparatus of those 

svstoios became of the difference in tte fuactlons perfanwd 

and the qualitative as! quantitativ© raquixeoents. 

Switching «pparatus aJwuM insure tte transmission of the 

ooamunlcatious and ia used during the. eatire tins of this trans- 

»Issioiu 

The purpose of control, «pparfitu» is to act oa tte switching 
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apparatus in such a way that the latter transmits the communication | 

in a specified direction. It follows therefore that the control 

apparatus can be engaged for a much shorter, time than the switching 

apparatus. 

.Consequently, in the second group of problems we can single 

out three principal problems* the construction of the communication 

network* the switching system, and the control system. 

For broadcasting end television, all these problems are solved 

relatively simply, since the transmission is from one source to many 

consumers, located over a definite area, and no automatic switching 

is necessary« ^or telephone and telegraph communication, this 

problem becomes more complicated because of the need for insuring 

transmission of messages between any two subscribers. The problem 

is particularly complicated for telephone communication, where the 

number of subscribers is so large, and a connection must be estab- 

lished rapidly in simultaneous transmission of communications in 

both directions. 

A construction of reliable communication networks, particularly 

for the USSR, 13 possible only when all the     connection pro- 

cesses are automatized, and also when unattended amplifier pointst 

telephone stations, telegraph stations, and radio stations are built 

with suitable remote control, remote signalisation, monitoring, 

and automatic regulation of the parameters of the channels and 

the apparatus. Automatization of communication and the creation of 

6 



„I. 
unattended points and stations make It possible not only to increase » 

the produotlvity of labor,' but in ssany cases to reime  considerably 

the capital expenditure by reducing the volume of building, • and in 

some se&sss by a more rational construction of the network. 

Automatization of Ootmunication is.primarily a question of jeo-4, 

dueing automatic control systems for the switching apparatus and 

for other communication apparatus. It is therefore no wonder that 

the question of creating control systems has developed into a separate 

problem precisely because of the. wide adoption of automatization. .,. 

The problem of creating an optimum control system is much 

sisailsr in its JBoroulatioa to jprdbleas in telemechanics, for here 

one solves -aany problems on the transmission of a number froa the 

subscriber to a station, within the station, and also between sta- 

tioae, as well as the problem of creating control circuits for the 

station» It does, however, ' . have its own peculiarities. The 

principal problems in control apparatus is the receipt from the 

subscriber of "an address" to direct the communication (the nuaber 

of the    called station), the deterainatim of the unoccupied 

channels in the necessary direction, the transmission of the 

ordar to the switching circuit, the establishment of the connection, 
forth©!* 

and if the connection is not complete, the ^fcraasaissioa of the 

nua&er. On the other hand, the control apparatus must insure 

automatization of the verification and monitoring of the state 

and operation of both individual installations and lines (including 
i 
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-L. . 
1 the control apparatus itself), as well as of the systems as a vhole. i 

Consequently, control apparatus performs several specific 

functions,      different from the functions of the other apparatus. 

At the same time, it is connected with the switching and other appsra- 

>  tus, as well as with the communication channels. , 
~"! 

i 

In the problem of constructing control systems one can separate 

out two basic groups of problems, that of designing control-appara- 

tus circuits and the creation of systems for transmitting the control 

orders over the communication channels. 

The present book is devoted to an examination of problems in 

the first group, 

Jfcdern control devices used in telephone, telegraph, and radio 

are made up of apparatus of discrete action. The elements most ex- 

tensively used in this apparatus are electromagnetic relays and 

selectors«. Recently all kinds of contaotless relay-action elements 

have come into use — semiconductor diodes and transistors, 

electron and ion tubes, f erritss, etc. 

The process of creating any relay device consists of the 

following fundamental stages: 

1) Structural synthesis, consisting of making up the struc- 

tural diagram — the principal diagram without indication of the 

parameters of the elements contained in it — on the basis of the 

operating conditions of the network (on the functions it is to 

perform) and the choice of elements. 

g 



2} CalottUtion of the par alters of the elßaeate that eater 

Into the circuit, fox which purpose a «iriftg or principal diagram is 

made up* 

3) tfjLrtag of tha units and completion of the device* 

The carreotases vita uhich these stages are performed is veri- 

fied by an analysis of the operation of tfe circuit during individual 

stages of the ccnstructioa. 

The initial d&ta far the design of the circuit of any device 

wtotever ere' the conditions of interaction between this äeviee ana 

otters, as veil as the elemnt& that can'be uasd to build this device» 

relays, vacuum, tt&as, seadoorsöuctor diodss, transistors, ferrites, 

ionic device's, etc«, 

Tha device may have to satisfy other requirements» for example, 

those involving the paraaetars of the power source, diwsaslottal 

requlareioants, various ecoaomio requirements, reliability require- 

ments, inuauaity «gaiost noise»  stability agaiftst oeohanical action 

«cd agatast cbaages iß temperature and humidity, and technological 

feasibility of nanufaoture. All these requirements asay influence to 

sos£ extent both the choice of the eleaaats and the oonstruotioe of 

the circuit« 

Each stage in the synttesis l»a its own specific nature «nd 

calls for different steps* While the last state - wiring - is a 

purely manufacturing peooesa, ifi the first two stages the corrgot 

choice of dlenenta is determined by suitable computation. 



1 from the list of problems discussed, the most extensively ~~\ 

developed have been procedures for calculating the characteristics 

of individual elsasents, including electromagnetic relays, as given 

in the Marks by V.l. Kovalenkov, B. S.Sotskov, M. I. Vitenberg, V. A. 

j Govorkov and others»    Much experience hag also bean accumulated on 
i j_ 

the compilation of wiring diagrams and on firing« 

The synthesis of the structure of networks (the specification 

of the operating conditions of the network, the choice of elements, 

the determination of the necessary, number, and the compilation of the 

asost economical connection diagram), as well as analysis (the dis- 

closure of the operating conditions of the completed network) began 

to be theoretically treated only daring the last ten or fifteen 

years. Theoretical methods are not used even at present,- and new 

networks are built in analogy with existing ones. In this case each 

step of transforming the network should be accompanied by a verifica- 

tion of  its operation, and this complicates the problems of 

synthesis and analysis considerably. It must be added, that in such 

an «intuitive» construction sight is frequently lost of the cri- 

terion of necessity and sufficiency. 

fhere are several methods for developing the structure, 

differing in their procedures and sequence of operations, as well 

as in the mtheastical formalism used. 

In the present book we ©hall consider aom  of the scientific 

methods for structural synthesis of radio networks, based on the 

/j& 



rtheory of relay-contact networks« ©sd we shall lean mostly on       I 

methods that can be reccns2K>ncleci for angineerim, practice, and arc 

aitaed at creating ths simplest possible networks. 

In tha general farm., tha structural synthesis of a network of 

any device or center reduces to the followingJ , 

1} Determine the operating conditions of the receiving elements 

(incoming fertornal actions) and actuating circuits (transmitted by the 

action circuit) from, tbo specified 'coalitions of ths operation of 

the natvork for definite elements»   . 

2) Deter/sine th-e nuaaber and character of memory elements (inter- 

jjBdiats relays), vhich must be Introduced into the network to realize 

the specified conditions, 

3) FI.EÖ tha operating conditions of individual intermediate 

elements (action circuits) and the dependence of the actuating 

circuits on the receiving and interasdiate elements. 

4) Hake up sevev&l versions of tha network structure and choose 

the most applicable one by comparison. 

In soiaa cases one specifies not an element, but a set of 

sleraents, and one deter (nines oaring the synthesis process ufaioh of 

these are best tiaed for the construction of a network* 

Finally, a case stay occur when during ths synthesis process 

it is found advantageous to change the specifications or to change 

the character of ths receiving or transmitted action» 

If the circuit must perform a large nuasber of functions, it is 

£$ 
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■ advantageous to break them up into individual groups, which can be   ~j 

perfarmed by individual centers of the network.    Such a subdivision 

of a complicated network into individual, centers makes it possible to 

reduce the problem of creating a complicated network to that of de- 

signing several simpler networks.    This say increase somewhat the 

number of elements in the network, but. it simplifies its design» 

One establishes simultaneously methods of connection between the 

individual centers (their action on each other), and also methods of 

external action on the network produced and methods of having the 

network act on other devices and instruments, This serves as a basis 

for formulating the operating conditions of the individual centers 

of the network, after which the circuits made up of these canters 

are synthesized. 

Many researchers and engineers have expended consider- 

able work on the creation of scientific methods for structural 

synthesis of relay networks, mainly devoted to generalisation and 

ordering of the "intuitivert methods of network construction.    Thus, 

one can point to work by several Austrian and German electrical 

engineers, dating back to the beginning of the 20th century, (by 

E, Edler, H, Bode, and others}.    Somewhat later, in the 20th, 

the Soviet scientistsM. G.Tsimbaiistyy , /3/ and A. K. 

Kuttl /4/ have developed at the Lsningrad Experimental ELectro- 
I 

technical Laboratory, headed by V.    . Kovalenkov, methods that 

make it possible to construct a relay system for specified 
■ t 
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conditions.    However, the lftek of mtheoatleal wane at that time       ' 

has made such sethods cumbersome and these have therefore not found 

wide application» 

It becaa* possible to lay the ground «ork for the theory of 

relay circuits only after one of the branches of mathematical logio   ^ 

-- algebraic logic /5, 6/ or Boolean algebra (and 'named after the 

British mathematician Bsole) — has been applied to contact networks. 

An important role was played In the development of siatheastlcal logic 

by the Russian scientists, P.S. Poretskly and I. I. ghegalkia &x& 

later by A. H. Kblaogarov, A„ A, .Markov, P. S. Kovikov* S« V. 

lablonskiy, S. A, Xanovskaya ftt&/-*aA others. 

(The possibility of employing algebraic logic for relay circuits 

vsas first indicated by the Russian physicist P.g,Ehrenfest in 1910 

in his review /9/ of the book by L. Kutyura ?iAlgehreic Logic1' /5/.) 
an 

The hypothesis of the possibility of creating algebra for con- 
is, 

tact networks was confirmed in an unpyfolished paper «Algebra of 

Relay Circuits* written by the Soviet physicist V. I. Shestakov in 

January 1935,       which served as a basis for his dissertation /lo/* 

V. I. Shestakov has show that a contact network can aimtat© 

functions of algeteaic logic, and the tenth and falseness of the 

predictions are simulated by closed or open states of the circuit» 

while disjunction and conjunction of the judgements are simulated 

respectively by parallel and series connections of contact circuits. 

Analogous deductions vere obtained at the same tlaa (1936 — 1938) 

43 



by the Japanese Kakashiaa /ll/ aad the Acaerieaa C.E.Shaaaaa /l2 —   ~1 

15/. 

OK the basis of this natheoatioal farttallsm aad the geaerslis&~ 

tioa of the experience in the syathegie and analysis of relay aet«orks, 

, M. A. Qavrilov laid the grouod *?ork for the theory of relay-eoataot    L 

'networks aad its practical applicatioa in'several papers, published 

in 1945 — 19149, as «ell as in his moaograph ßh/t which «as the 

first      book la the « erM devoted to this problem. 

Beceat3y there has beea a great eaqpansioa in'work is the field 

of the theory of relay circuits* and its application. Following the 

book by M.A.Gavrilo^, translated into Czech, Gerffiaa, Ghiasse, aad 

ft&Uh, several papers have been published coneeraiag this theory 

/I? — 21/» inoluäing the book by V. N. Roginskiy aad A. B, Kharke^ich 

/IB/ pt&lished ia the üSSft aad traaslated iato Ghiaese. The 

missfoer of «orks ia the field, of theory of eoatact and relay cir- 

cuits is coatiauoasly incowasing /22/, aad they iacluds a large num- 

ber of Soviet papers (bibliographies for rsceat years are published 

periodically ia the joisraal «Attomatika i teleaekhaaika® /Aytosaatioa 

sad KeiBote Control/ /23/.M   We are usable to discuss all the «orks, 

bat <we shall start oa a few of geaeral character /24 — 75/» 

The most highly developed part of the theory is the theory of 

coatact parallel-series circuits, where there exists a possibility 

of autual siagle-miyed traasitioa froa a circuit to a fccraula, 

expressing not only the actioa of this circuit, bat also its structure. 

/¥ 



...L By suitable algebraic traiujfcsfiBatioafl of formulas, ons can       ~j 

obtain different version© of a aetworlt, interconnect contacts, re- 

distributed oontaots over the relays, a^ simplify the circuits, on. 

the bests of the oooditioa that iofiivldusi states are not encounter«! 

. durtag the paroeass of öpavatioa of the network.    One om find here, 
* j 

' for ißdi^idttal parallel-series networks, the simplest solution« 
regards 

the aoßber of contacts» . 

. I» the general f«a, the problem of findiag the «ost economical 

network tes not yet been solved theoretically and .   is of great 

interest and treae&doius difficulty« 

" Leas developed are bridge oJrautta, vMeh; esqperience has 

ehaatx, srs .simpler in isany oases for tha same conditions. 

In many «arks, including those of M. A. öawilov /16, 69/, and 

A. K. BrilayOT /^A **« «lveß fw s«Papatin8 brid^e e3*"»nts 

after constructing parallel-series contact networks. M. A. Gawilov 

/69/ has formulated the conditions for the possibility of separating 

a feriogo eleosnt. A considerable step forward in the transformation 

of bridgs circuits ua» ti» application, by A.G, Lnats ,30 —■ 32,» 

B, I. Awiwvieh /71, 72/ «a X. K Taetlin /61, 74/ of «trios* for 

recording the structure and aotitfc  of coataat networks*   .       A 

mtrixfleaottLtts for contact.nei^orks *»s also used by Hohn aad 

SohlsaLer /75/,M»soh /W» Seshu /76/? end a f«i others. 

In bridge contact network«, the nuaibar of contacts oan be 

reaped by introducing valveo, while the methods of M. A. Qawiio» 



Tand A. G. I*unts, referred to above, make it possible to determine the > 

points & which the valves should be connected,    M. A. $avrilov /77/ 

has developed the theory of construction of so-called rectifier grids, 

which made it possible to reduce the number of contacts in each relay 

to one double-throw contact,    toother analytic asethod of the con-        , 

situation of bridge-type (1, k)~pole network -was proposed in 1955 

by G. S, Povarov /4'i, 44/. This method, called the «cascade assthed5' 

uses for its construction the separating properties of contact 

pyramids (trees), 

Finally» notice should be taken that in recent years methods 

lave appeared of constructing contact networks, which do not use the 

formalism of algebraic logic directly» although the theories of 

contact networks have been used in their development. One such method 

is that of the indeterminate functions, developed in Caechoslovakia 

by F.Svoboda /5% 78/. The method consists of selecting successively 

elementary circuits, which satisfy the conditions of conductivity 

from the outputs to the input and to other centers. This includes 

also the graphical method developed by G. N. Povarov /43/ for 

symmetrical contact (1, k)~pole networks, and a graphic method 

developed by the author /45 — 47/ and detailed in the present book. 

Along with studying the general properties of contact net- 

works, of practical interest is also the study of the so-called 

ordered-type networks. These networks include above all syasmetrical 

and functionally-separable networks» whloh have been considered by 

l& 



r, mn$ authors, including Shannon /12 — 15/, M. A.G*vrllov /X6/t and ~1 

6. S. Povarov /Al, 42, 43» 79/.    Of great importance for communication 

devices are switching networks, which, aa show* by A, 'D. Kfaartawich 

/8ö/, represent an independent group of ordered contact networks» 

QQB of the shortcomings of modern theory of relay-contact net-   j 

works is the fact that it 1B applicable, in accordance with the 

terminology of Qc. C. feisil /81, 62/ to ideal contacts, which ehangs 

their states instantaneously.    In practice, during the time of opera- 

tion, or of release of any relay, its contacts close and open not 

sioultaaeoualy.    There are many papers devoted to a study of this 

problem, but there are still no* good enough engineering methods for 

taking into account the noa-siiaultaneity of operation of contacts in 

the synthesis of networks» 

Along with a study of networks with ooataet-naklng two-position 

relays, works have also appeared devoted to networks With multi- 

position element contacts (such as selectors).    V. I. Shestako^? 

/83/ showed asjearly as in 1946 that. one can apply to such 

networks the £azml±m of a-valued calculus of propositions.    One 

can indicate also later works by V. M, Ostianu /84/ aad V, I. 

Shestakov /85/, pertaining to such networks.    In the present paper 
graphic 

we (dire a rasthod of constructing networks made of contacts of 

multi-position elements. 

Everything sectioned above pertains only to contact networks. 

The problem of synthesis of relay networks» i.e., the 

a 



networks containing the windings of the relays, and also realstanoesTl 

have been very little developed.    Individual mention« of trans- 

formation of relay.networks &xe found in the papers by V. X. Sfaeetakov 

/86 ■— 88/, M. A. Gavrilov /16/ and many others /IB, 63, 89, 90/, 

l but all these pertain essentially to so-called normal networks, ^ 

i.e., networks in which the contact circuits are connected to one 

pole of the battery while the relay windings are connected to the 

other» 

Iraasiorfflations connected with introducing of  bucking 

windings into relays, have been developed by A. N. lurasov /64, 65// 

and B. I. Shnarevioh /9l/. The author has considered the possibility 

of transforming such networks,in class IT/51 — 53/y for certain cases 

of ratios of the relay parameters.    T. L. Taystrova (still unpublished) 

has shewn that in this case one can employ for the transformation of 

relay networks the mathematical formalism of logic of classes 

(multiple-valued logic).    Further development of the theory is 

necessary in this direction, so as to create a general theory of 

transformations (and then of construction) of relay networks with 

parametric relationships, i.e., to produce a mathematical formalism 

for the transformation of relay networks. 

It is also necessary to study the use of such elements in 

relay networks, as capacitors, which have the ability to store energy 

/50/. 

The analytical method for writing down the structure has also 

/.? 



haade aeceesary the development of cceraspoaaiQg saäthoöa of wit-lag 

down tha ooaaiUoaa. The beat uathod of reooa^iag operating 

conaitions of auLtJL-ooataot ralay artworks as-® the so~ca31ed conn- 

ection tables, widely uaad *y M. A.(towilcw and otto.    The author 

_; has formulated cooUtinns of real^febllity of oon»etioa j_ 

' tables /IB, 49/, while V. 0. Haw       /92 - 94/ obtained estimates 

of tiw miaiaitaa number of lirteraBdiate relays, that mt3st 

be introdueed in erdes* for the table to became realisable*    • 

A eoaevhat differeat aathod of tabular recording of the opera- 

ting conditions of a aetwark has been proposed by Buffroan /95, 96/. 

M. h, Teettia proposed the use cf mrtrW of states and reactions 

/62/ far witijag down tha operating conditions of multi-step network*. 

Mwy author», for eawaju«, V. I. Shestako* /85, 97 —'99/, s-n3 

Or. C. Ifeiail /36/ ana otters employ algebraic methods £ac vMtiag 

down the conditions.   Reoeatfcr V. I. Shestake* proposed for this 

par-pose tb» use of «pedal punched cards /lOO/, on which unique 

connection tables are made up. 

Qaa of the features of the operating condition» for relay 

aetwarks is that a certain circuit may be : toÄiffi£$atly closed or 

opsa la csrtaia states of the rat* ark.    In particular, this per- 

tains to       ao-wOled «».■used slates   /48/? 1.©.» states vhich are 

not encountered during the process of operation of the nsiwork. 

«tore exists several Methods of taking tteee states into accouat. 

la particular, M. A, Gawilov b&8 infcroduoed special equivalences   . 

./f 



Pfcr specified sequences of relay actions in the network.    In the       "1 

present book we give a system, developed by the author /18, 49/, for 

recording such states in the connection tables and in the formulas, 

as veil as methods of ©banging over from conditions to networks with 

, allowance fear isdiffereat states« 4 Certain operations of three-valued 
i ", ' r 

logio are used hers. 

It should be noted that the existing zaethods of writing the 

conditions cannot always be employed as yet. In particular, certain 

networks must realise such a number of sequences, *hat they cannot 

be written down in practice in the form of     connection tables. 

Thus, for example? if a network has ten inputs and ten outputs and 

actions enter through the inputs in any sequence, while the network 

must give out the actions in the outputs in the same sequence as 

they are received in the inputs, except with a certain delay, it 

is almost impossible to write down these conditions, since it is 

necessary to construct 10 ; different 

connection tables (this example was borrowed from K. A.Gavrilov). 

It is also of practical interest to investigate other net- 

works with ordered sequences of action (in analogy with ordered 

contact networks). Such include, for example, cyclic A01» 102A 

and counting /l03, 104/.networks, which have extensive application 

in control natworke. la the general case, however, control net- 

works are not.networks of the ordered type, and not much atten- 

tion will therefore be paid to them in the present book*» 

44 



.L 
r la analogy-vith sioßle-rtep"^tw<rk«, one oan apeak in the easel 

of ^tljae-iSp^Swks, apparently, of mused gequaqces of relay 
A. 

operation   or of external actions. There exists as yet no general 

method of taking such sequences Into account In the synthesis of nat- 

.works, and everything reduces eseantiaUy to tto disclosure of unused ^ 

states. 

The: task in the synthesis of a relay network consists of not 

«re3y obtaining a network corresponding to specified working con- 

ditions, bat satisfying ia addition several other raquire^nts.    Let 

us dvell oa some, of thesa requirements. 

' 1, The production of networks with a roiaimua number of elements, 

particularly if it is considered that the number of contact springs   , 

on each relay is Halted, The minimus* criteria for contact networks 

have not yet been established, ard therefore it is necessary in the 

synthesis of networks to resort to a comparison of versions.    How- 

ever, certain raoonmendaUons on the simplification of networks do 

exist an* are given in the present book. 

2a The production of reliably-operating networks. This problem 

has not been developed at all, and there are even no criteria by 

which to judge the reliability of a given netwarifc.-Hote should be 

taken in this respoot of the paper by Shannon and. Moore    /105/ on 

the construction of reliable wjtKcorke from less reliable eloaants. 

3,    Th© construction of technological networks, i.e., net- 

works with' only ono type of relay and standard wiring. 
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^Satisfying this requirement to soae extent are the oyclio networks      ' 

considered by ¥. I. Ivanov /1G1, 102/, 

i.. Use of oontaotlass elements in relay networks. 

A feature of relay networks is that one and the saiae require- 

ment and oae and the same set of conditions can be realized by a ( 

large number of networks, Therefore the* choice of versions becoaas 

very difficult« This leads to the tendency of mechanizing the process 

of constructing and analysing networks.    Attempts at using universal 

computers for this purpose were not crowned with success, and there- 

fore the scientific thought has    ,         been devoted to the creation 

of specialised machines» 

Mention should be made here of logical machines developed in 

1951 in England /I06/ and in 1954 in Austria /26, 27* 108/, which 

cade it possible to analyse single-step contact networks,    The 

machine of Shannon and Moore /107/, developed by the Bell System 

(U.S.) in 1953 , makes it possible not only to analyse the network, 

but to discover excessive elements in the network.    In 1954» 

T.TsTsukaaov /l<09f produced an apparatus which makes it possible 

to deter mine, for a complicated contact network, all paths between 

selected terminals, 

In 1955 — 1957, engineer P. P. Parkhomenko /24, 110/ 

developed at the Institute of Automation and Telemechanics, 

AcadeiEy of Sciences, tSSR, a machine far the analysis of the operation 
/sequential/ 

of multiple-step relay networks.    (This machine was demonstrated at 
\ < 

TÜV.***- • 



Tths World's Fair of Brussels in 1958 and TOS awarded the highest I 

■   prise, together vlth. a oaehlne for ajrathesi.«). 

Tie question of automatisatioB of the ©yathssis process for 

contact a»d relay.'networks' has remained unsolved far a long time, 

; The main obstacle to the creation of s«ch a machine me the absehe.   ^ 

of a sufficient good rogubar method for network synthesis. 

la 1955-1956, engineer F. Svcfooda of the Institute of   Mathe- 

oatloal Machinery oi> *^» Caoohoulovak Ao«iß*ffly of Soieaoeö,       «  "   * 

constructed, on the basis of a combinatorial method for the oon-^ 

«truetion of contact networks /57 — 59/ developed by him, a semi- 

automatic machine for the «synthesis of single-step 'contact saultipole 

networks. 

At the end of 1955 the author, in the Laboratory on the 

Deyelopaant of Scientific Problems for Wire Cossaranieatioa, Academy 

of Sciences, Ü8SR, proposed on the basis of a graphical method a 

machine /2, 111/ for the synthesis of networks of contact (l,. k)- 

pole networks.    (A sample of the aaohine/developed at the Labora- 

tory for Wire Conaaunication, Aeedesgr o£ Sciences, 83SR and produced 

by the Machine shop of theInstituts of Automation and TelsmeohanJft», 

Aeadsrsy of Science®, USSR, was exhibited at the World's Fail' in 

Brussels in 1958 and vaa auard©d~the highest priae together with 

the machine for network analysis.)    Later on the possibilities of 

\        operation of this machine vere expanded by adding devicee for 

/        introduction of tasks in the foarat of «Hitching tables and for auto- 
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Eiatic ohoioe of the necessary ms£<&r of ia-teraßdiate rs'&sys asd ~~] 

their opferating aequsace- fU2f. This is tfas firsrfe of known ssaoUaes 

far complete autoMatisation of the process of construction of .relay 

ßatworks» 

In oooolusion, it must be noted that the theory of relay- 

contact networks Is fioditig increasing application also ia rslay- 

action networks with ooataetless elesaaats. 

In a book published «oder the editorship of 8. Mkea /Ü13/, 

a special sjmholiera is developed which caa be called a unique algebra 

of electronic switching networks.    Analogous ^methods -have been used 

also-by esany authors for networks with ooatactless" eleisasts /34, 39» 

44, 62, 114» 115, and otters/. Bouever.* there ars no geaer&l prac- 

tical methods for the creation of relay networks with coataotless 

elements* 

The ä«¥8lopß»nt ajtsd geaeralizatioa of the research being 

carried on at the present iiae shotüd lead to the creation of a 

general theory of construction of disereta-actioti networks.    la 

the present paper we to«h upon only individual problems, coßaeoted 

with the creation of rslay .control networtai, as applied, to telephosse 

devices. 

'The available experieaos of application of theoretical methods 

for the aaalysis of existing control eirci&ts for manual 

and atftomatio telephosgr «uad for synthesis of ae« networks shows 

that tteas aethods a»ke it possible to obtain networks that have 

«ay 



10 to 30$ fewer alejss&tsä fi&t 134/. 
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Chapter 1   : L 

BASIC DEFINITIONS 

1.    RELAX KETWCRKS AND TKSIR PMTS 

By relay network is meant a device containing a,certain axmber 

of electromagnetic relays and two or more position elements (switches, 

pushbuttons, double-throw switches, etc.), and performing certain 

functions*    Each relay netejcrk (Fig. 1} is connected with soas other 

devices (inclctiing otter relay networks) and its task is to transform, 

in accordance with a given program (in accordance vilth specified 

conditions) certain signals received by this network and transmitted 

in modified form. 

The signals can be introduced into the relay network both 

tarotigfa electric circuits, in the farm of changes in certain elec- 

tric parameters, to which the receiving relay responds, or «ith 

the aid of keys, pushbuttons, and other elements* ^hich respond 

to mechanical» thermal, auditory, and other external factors.    These 

eircttits and elements -will henceforth be called receiving» The 

sain feature of receiving elements is' that their responding or- 

gans (windings of relays, knobs of keys, etc.) receive external 

signals (relative to the given network), and all that enter into the 

a^S 



("networkdirectly are their actuatl% organs (contacts). ~~\ 

A relay network      produces output signals as a rule via 

electric.actuating circuits, but the circuit may contain also other 

actuating elements stash as eleetrotaagftets, tabes, signalling devices, 

, etc. • fhe feattsra of actuating elements is that only their reacting 

organs enter into the network*      -      ■    . 

To -transfers, the signals into establishing a connection between 

the receiving elesseats and the actuating circuits, the network may 

contain intermediate relays, the action of which is determined by 

the states of either the receiving elements or the intermediate relays 

themselves. In SOB» esses the relay network may include resistances, 

* rectifiers, capacitors, and otber electrical circuit elements» 

It should bs noted that the same relay may serve both as a 

receiving and an interiaediate relay. The same can be said of oirouitst 

one and the same circuit may .   during different periods of'the 

network operation be either receiving or actuating, 

A relay network aay be broken up into several smaller sub- 

networks or into individual circuits. 'In each relay network one can 

separate out a contact, network, i.e., a maLtipole network, consisting 

of only  contacts of receiving elements and intermediate relays. 

Depending on the relative connections between the contact 

networks and the relay -windings, relay networks ars divided into 

three principal 'groups» normal ones,, in which the relay windings 

in the actuating elements ars connected to the same pole of the 
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) 
/    ("battery, while the contact cÄrcuit'l.s connected at the other (Fig,    —j 

2a) j inverse, in which the «ladings of all relays and actuating 

elements are connected la series between the    , terminals of 

the battery» while the contact circuits are connected to the windings 

(Fig. 2c)f and mixed. 

The points of connection of the individual elements or net-        '' 

work circuits will be called nodes, while nodes to which external 

«ires (relative to the given network) are connected •will be called 

poles« 

la the general ease,a-r©lay network represents a multi-pole 

network.    However, in most cases the entire network or that part of 

it connected to the intermediate relay can be considered as a two- 

terminal network, in •which the poles are the points where the 

.currant source is connected« 

„2,.States of ■<* Relay Network 

Stech network mads up of n 2-positloa elements (relays, keys, 

etc.) can have 

L^ (1.1) 

different states. To number these states of the network we employ 

the following method.    To each element in any sequence we assign 
/ » • i - 1 a number i (1 » 1, 2, 3,  ..,., n) and a^weight" q^ = 2 , i.e., 

1, 2, 4,  *.., 2   ""    . The nmiber of the state is assumed to be 

the sum of the -»weights" of those relays, which operate in the 
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2ß efetög vlll have naatoer-a from aero Caot 
ja - 1 

'■ given state, 

Tbm, eli the 
IS   *■*   X 

one relay operates) to 2 (all relays operate). Table 1 gives 

an example of all 2^ a Bestates of a network with three eXsnents A, 

B, aad C fesd the attrissriag of t&e-lätates v.össa tbase elssaeats are 

numbered la thslr alphabetical order*   . 

Table 1 

i- 

•r   A* 

Cbcrcmgxx _» 
S.WMCKTCH     i 

4- 

+■ 

+ 4 
+ 

Hr»tp«|!M 

0 
i 
2 

4 
5 

7 

1) Elements, 2) auKberlag of states, 3) states of -elements« 

3.    PÄÜÜIiIBr-SH&iaB Al© 3SRXDSS NEXWCBKS 

Depending oa the aattsal interconnection, of iodlvidttal ele~ 

a^ats of a relief network, ve distinguish between two classes of 

networks. 
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TOB parallel-series class of networks (class ff) includes all 

networks -whose elements are connected tö each other either in series 

or in parallel.    For example, the networks in Fig. 3 belong to class 

" Networks of the class of noa-paralltel-seri«» networks (class 

fi), contain38 addition to series in parallel connections, also 

bridge connections.    In the presence of bridge connections in the 

network, ve cannot concerning certain elements (the bridge elements) 

that they are connected la series or in parallel relative to other 

elements., 

When direct current is connected to the poles of the network, 

the ciarrent flawing through each of the elements of a network of 

ßlass*^" can.   be    in only one direction»    In class tt networks, on 

the other hand, there exists for the case of brix3ge elements the 

possibility- of current flowing la two opposite directions, depend- 

ing on the state of other elements in the network. 

An example of a network of claes H is shown in 

Pig. 4a, which contains the bridge element e. 

Bridge networks, in turn, are divided into plansr, i.e., 

those -which can be drann on a plane without crossing the vires, and 

non-planar, which cannot be drawn without later sections.    An ex- 

ample of a non-planar network, is shown .In Fig, 4b. 
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r       A.   comet xmsmm ''     .    ■        "^ 
Like relay networks, coträfict networks represent mwltl-poHa 

networks sod laaost practical oases are oriented, i.e., oh© can 

separate in them the "inpats" from the »outputs," aad tha network 

. itself can be represented in the fara of a (pf k)-pole network,       ,    ^ 

''having p'inputs and k outputs (Fig, 55» 

In such a multi-pole network, ne are interested essentially 

in the circuits between the inputs and the outputs.    A particular 

case of such an oriented aulti-pale network is a (l, k)~pole network 

with one input and k outputs, or a (k, l)~pols network with k inputs 

and one output» 

Although in general it is immaterial which of the poles is 

aa input and which, is an output, we shall agree, in the ease of do 

networks (whew necessary to uake the distinction), to consider the 

inputs the terminals of the network connected to the plus of the 

battery«, 

IS it ig impossible to produce circuits iß. a (p, k}~pole 

network between any of its inputs (or outputs), such a network is 

called isolating on the input (output) side. 

An exsuspie of an isolating (1, kj-pole network is the con- 

tact pyramid (Fig. 6)„ 

The number of different contact 2-pole networks which can'be 

made up of the contacts of a relays is 

(1.2) 
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i.e., vfasa & = 2 there are 16 circuits (2-taroiaal networks), when   ~] 

a - 3 we have 256»' whsa as4w ha^e 65,536, etc.. 

ill these circuit® can be joined into groups, la which oas net- 

work ie obtained from, tha other either by changing the n&raas of the 

relays, or by changing the closing, contacts of one relay by opening 
• r 

contacts of another, and vice ■versa«    It W&B demonstrated by Polya 

/116/ that.there will be 22. such groups when a = 3, 402 groups •whan 

fls4} etc* 

Ifetyorks of on© group, eonstrtactsd in the eaase manner, *»ill bo 

of the sanse complexity, i.e., have tho SSKS mimber- of contacts on 

each relay»    Far.example, the networks of Figs. 7a and b belong to 
.since 

one group». the network of 7b is obtained- from the network of 

7a by renaming relays B and D and by replacing the contacts 

of r-ei&ys k and C by their opposites. 

Thus, if all the networks cannot be covered in practice \shen 

n        3, by breaking them up into groups one can investigate all of 

them separately for n - 3 anö n ~ 4, aswas done by G. K, Povaro*?? 

/4l/, and by Higgonet and Qrea /19/* 

Of all the networks that can be produced of contacts of n 

relays, we shall separate the one consisting of a -series oonnec-e 
one 

tion of .^contact each (normally closed or aormlly opened) of aH 

relays.    There will be 20 stash circuits acd each of these 

■will be closes!-only in one definite state of the network*    In other 

■siords, to each of the 2?* states of the system we can set in 

s?.* 



oarre&portieoee a circuit which is closed only la that state, 

Tb9 algebraic expression corresponding to this circuit is 

called, the constituent (see Chapter 4, Section 3). 

•   5.    CRDEEED .C03KACT SBTrfCRKS : 

Of :ppaotioal interest is the study of Individual types of 

ordered .networks, which are characterized by-son» feature'car another. 

In addition to the pyrata3.de indicated above, there exists a large 

auafcar of different ordered contact aetworks. 

Lot us not© soase of them. 

1. Symmetrical networks, i.e*> those in which the circuit 

is closed whan 4<2efiaita amber of any a relays from a total number  - 

of «i operate*    The numbers s are called the working numbers of the 
in 

relay. The syjsaatrical networks have been studied,* particular by 

C.Shannon /12 — /15, M» A. 'Qavrilov /16/, sM G. N. Pövarov /43, 

44/. 

Xö connection -with the development of tha graphic method of 

cosstruetlon of networks, the question faasbeen raised of investi- 

gating the properties of partiaily-syausetrical networks (see 

Chapter ?). 

2. Switching networks, i.e.,   (p, k)-pole networks that are 

isolating on both sides and have that-property, that each input 

can be connected with any output (fully aooossible networks) or 

with a specified part of the outputs (not fully accessible networks). 
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■ Devoted to a study of these networks,, are , in particular, the     > 

papers by A. D. Kharkevich /SO/ is connection with creating swishing 

systems far automatic telephone stations« 

A special type of  -   switching network is a (k, k)-pole 

network, in ■which each of the inputs mist always be connected 'with  , 

one and only case of the outputs, and toe changes in ditchings 

should satisfy specified conditions. Such networks are used in 

certain computing machines and in particular in the machine for the 

synthesis of contact (1, k)-pole networks. 

3, A universal network, from which one can obtain any of the 
On 

possible       2     networks by eliminating (shorting or disconnecting 

from the circuit) individual contacts* We shall a»et with the 

constrnstioa of such a network vttem producing a tableau for the 

machine for the synthesis of (1, k)~pol© networks (see Chapter 11). 

6.    ADMITTANCE OF CIRCUITS II RELAX KEXVCRKS 

One of the most important physical parameters of electric 

»tw'orks is their itepedance or the reciprocal, the admittance. - 

This parameter is particularly important in relay circuits, in 

vhioh the operation of the relay depends essentially on the 

voltage and impedance of the circuits connected to the relay.   We 

shall agree henceforth to speak of admittances rather than im- 

pedances, since it will be shown that it is acre convenient for 

algebraic notation. 
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r The adnittaaee of say electric circuit depend» on the admltt- ~j 

«noes of tte elements contra to tto eiftrolt art oa their inter- 

connection. Tm admit««»« of iadividml al*«w*n a» determined 

by ttoir pbyalcti iroperti« aM can be either constant or dcp«*«nt, 

, for essmple, ort the f*eqi*noy, on tte applied voltage» oa tte ^ 

' teaperatar©, <se other esdafansoug factor a. 

In relay nrtwortM *se ueuaUy deal vlth direct current, «ad 

therefore m shall consider tte propertta» of tte fonaatawrtal •!*- 

Mots (cooUota, wotlfiera, and «Ladings) used to-ths« networks «adar 

ßireot cxareat. 

• As is veil knew», tte overall admittance Sofa circuit con-   . 

Bisting of .©letssnts A. aarl B with'«dadttatioefl XÄ a*sä 1£B i& parallel 

is the sua of thsss admittances 

«rd   .   in the case of a series eoaaaotiag thej are determined from 

■ the followiog'faranüa 

,ö.ß'V vl»3"/ 

To simplify the notation tie shall write instead of the 

admittance IA öf the elan»at A maraJy the ayaibol of this «lawtA. 

In. this case farmrilas (1.3) oan be revrltten 

Y^A + B.     r    ■■ &•**) 
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i     The expressioa A +'B in Eq» (1.4a) can be considered not     1 

merely as as, expression for the calculation of the overall admittance 

of the parallel admittances & *md B, but also as a notation for the 

parallel connection of the eleaants A and B, Thus, a parallel 

-; connection is conveniently denoted, with' the plus symbol,        , . 

For a series connection of admittances, we do not have in 

general such a siapls relation. We shall agree to denote a 

connection of elements by multiplication sign, i.e., we  shall wite 

formula (l*4b) in the form 

or, even simpler, , A<B~~^-~, 

(1.4c). 

Thus, the expresalon A x B indicates, on the one hand, that 

the elements A and B are connected in series, and on the other 

hand that thsir combined admittance is calcinated from formula 

(1.3b).. 

In a relay network, the admittance between any two ter- 

minals is determined by the elements that are included in the 

circuit between these two terminals for each combination of the 

states of the contacts. Since a network with n relays can have 

20 stach combinations, the admittance of a relay circuit, can have 

up to 2s different values, and the change in this quantity can 

occur only in jumps, during the instants when the states of the 
J 
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i indivMtsal relays change» 1 

Let us consider now tha changes iß the admittances of relay 

circuits with different eloasats. 

The zsais element of a relay circuit is the relay contact, which 

©a** be either closed, or opened. Tm adra&ttaaee of a contact in the 

closed state -«132 be considered to be infinite, aod in the open 

state to'be aero» i.e», 

(1.5) 

la the case of parallel or series 'coocection of the coatacts 

having the extreme values of ataittaooe, the overall actoittaaoe can 

also assist» only these two values, as shows la Table 2, 

• Table 2 

J >) 

y0 *» nmnw ' 

0 0 6 0 
0 CO 09 0 

CO 0 00                1 0 

- 00 »         I c© 

1) Parallel eormeotion, IQ + B, 2) series connection Ia x Xb# 
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r To simplify the notation asd*" far convenience in changing over ~~] 

to slgebreie transfortoations, we shall agree, foiloidug V* I. - ■ 

Shestakov /iO, 86 —- S8/ to denote a«, infinite eclüdttance not by 

the Infinity eiga, but by unity (X). CM the other hand, the 

. admittance Ia of Isfae contact a of relay ,A will be denoted simply by    ; 

' a, i.e., \t?t -write expression (1.5) iflt the for® 

jo, 
1 l- (1.6) 

' In carder not to c oaf use this reduced' admittance with the 

cedijoary concept of aa admittance of one mho, m  shall call this 

a struatural admittance. 

In aooapdanoe vitb Table 2 and «Ith the values from expression- 

(1.6) j we can. find the following relations s 

■ a) Fear a parallel connection 

Ü + 0 = 0; 0 -H = ! + 0 ••*=■ 1; i -f 1 - 1; 

b) Fes? a series eoxmeetloa 

0x0 = 0; 0xl = lx0=*0;  1*1 «= I. 

These relations correspond fully to the re.lati.otts of Boolean 

algebra (far mare details sse Chapter 2}* Since the series connec- 

tion coincides in this case with Boolean multiplication, these 

symbols for seriee coaiieoticai will be denoted with the usual 

multiplication sign   («) 

The structural admittance of a contact network, consisting 

of contacts of a relays, depends GO the state of the contacts 

v?^- 



soatained in this circuit«    And sit&e tha coataots of n relays can   *~f 

be in 2fi'different combiaatloas (each relay either operates or does 

ao't operate), a«d tfae coatact cirotsit for each of these eostbiaatioae 

can be eitfesr closed .or opsaea* coosoqueatly, the structural adsd.tt~ 

aaoe of a contact circuit depends.» cm the oae hanö, oa tha connection 

between the oontaotfi theoeelves (i.s,, oa the structure) aad on the 

other hand GO tha states of tha relays included in the aetuark.    Thus* 

for exangpCLe, for the contact network «hova iß Fig. 3a, the depetrieooe 

of the admittance on the states of the. relays is shows la Table 3. 

Tafois 3 

;^j 3^    . 
0 ■  £ 

IfedMa» Ctgnetjumm 
«a»» esrsm tttumswoLt* 

.4 i * <k 

*#    H* p*& He?«*. 

 '  ►"'' ""■" ' 

0 0 
"*<}         5<sft. *     » s      » an * 

'    »*s*s. P»?.. »     * «S l 
P«S. » *     * m j 

II» paA. ifcfi««. Psft. ea $ 
Ps6. »    * • ' e 0 

J4e paö. P**. » cm « 
J«a6. » 

* 
» t 

1} Belay, 2) adffiiittaace of the circuit 3} structural 

admittance, 4)_not varklng, 5) varking. 



f~ Iaasotuh as the admittance of the contact Is independent of     "1 

the direction of the currant, the adoittaooe of tte contact circuit 

is iodepeideat of «Men pole i& considered the input and -which the 

outpufe»   -< 

J .' ' ■  '   U 
•; i 

In relay networks oae.a&kes extensive use of rectifier elements 

—   eemioooauotosr-- (cuprox, gerzBanlna, sslinitua, etc.) diodes, having 

a large adutlttenoe I»  (low resistance, on the order of several t^nee 
currents 'in 

10 ohms) for one direction and low admittance Is5 (large resistance, 
A 

on the ce*dar of ferns of tho'os&nds oh&s and mare) for currents in the 

opposite direction. 

Although the admittances of rectifier elatuu&B are finite, 

nevertheless, considering their action in relay networks, *m can 

assiase that the structural äd&ittaaoe of a rectifier element, de~ 

psadiag on the, direction of the current, assumes tte values X* =: 1 

and Y«» 0» 

In other words, tte admittance of a rectifier eleoant is 

oriented, i.e., it depends on the current la it» 

For the rectifier K, conducting from pole 1 to polo 2 (Pig. 

8), ve obtains 

Yn-*r.   ■■ " ■ 

or, going to struotm;al admittances 
-- ! 
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YK ** 1, 

(1.7) 

contains 
A circuit-yhlch  A- rectifier eleuanta can also .have an oriented 

adaittaaoe. Thus, for the circuit of Fig, 9a, the admittance will 

have the-values shown ia .-Siable 4« 

Table 4 

i) Ptaf *%J     Cjiefsa 4w.», u            i ~~7gr » 
■•       A                       • t±\    . ..... — 

'   "^ - * "»; r* /  • . 
$ A apoMWtMX'tfc 

»V. *■— 

4 ft: \     J (»j 1 
'M^'» *M 

v. *"*•!     1      ''« »i» »a 

—_ 
«H 0 •    |   „1 « 0 0 0 

■+■ — — «■ OS               I f oo w I        f° 

+ _. y; y\ » t «JXÖ£ & |0,X6i 

+ + — OS » S { on «o '       « 
—   + >Ä »"i i it c* c, 0    . 

+ •~. + 0 0 « 0 ÖI Os i       ° 
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1) Relay, 2) diagram Fig. 9a, 3} admittance, 4) structural 

admittance. - 

* To simplify ths notation we denote non-workisg relays with 

minus and working ones with plus« 
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3.   ^JiMi^M^^^M^MAkJ^^^M^siSMm [ 

Relay vladings and other active, resistances have' ßon-arißated 

fifii.t8-aam.ttaa.ee Gy i.e., oae satisfying the inequality 

0<G<oo. (1.8)' 

■■■ The admittance of a circuit which Contains contacts särd i 

elements of finite admittance oan have both the extreme values 

Z&TQ ma infinity} as well as finite values. Thus, far example, 

Table, 4 lists mluas of the admittance for the circuit of Pig. 

9b. The- presence of rectifier elements ia stash a circuit mkas the 

admittance etrisntad .in this case, as shown in this table  (the admitt- 

ance of the rectifiers is taken to ba QarresponäIng3y «ere or in- 

finity) for tha network of Pig* 9c The pro- 

perties of the active resistances in relay networks will bs con- 

sidered in greater detail In Chapter 8. 

7.    SlICiLE-STIP AND MILTIPLE-STEP MB1WCRKS 
the it' 

Depending on the character of action, relay networks can 

be either      single*step or  ■. ouliiple-step /sequential/* 

Single-step aeteorks are those in which tha state of tha 

actuating circuits is determined by the state of ih& signals at 

each given Instant.    Ia such circuit3 there is ao provision for 

a sequential action on the part of iaaivMual elemsats ia time, 

■with the exception of those aeq-uenaes which can arise in the 

uetwork during the .instants of operation or of the relays 

*U- 



Teither due-to a spread la their tfe parameters (in simultaneous      ~1 

operation of several relayu), or to to aon-alaniLtaiseoua closing 

and opening of the inaivlat»! contact®. 

If'wbenoto by x1# ^, ..., ^ the state« of the receiving 

, elegant*, and by *,. «,, ..., *p Uc Btutae of tte actuating oir- 

■ cults, then ia a eisgla-atöp natwork th» »tat«a of acy actuating 

circuit s, er« a Jtawtion of the states of the receiving elements 

only, i.e., 
Zi^ftiX,, X,...., Hd. faty 

la ffiultipXe-step networks»- the states of the aci-oating cir- 

cuits depeofll not only on the states of the external signals at a 

given instant, but also oa the sequences of these signals, i.e., 

.'#,* i*//(*»•**•-•»**• ft-»)» (1.10) 

vhore pt . x is the state of tte iwiwork (intermediate elewats) 

during the instant preceding the given signal. 

Sine« in a multiple-«atop network tbs sequence or geq'oeacea 

of glgnala is of pri» importance, PUOO a network must contain 

memory devices in the £ am, for example of intermediate relays. 

During the process of oporatioa of a multiple-step network, 

its elements change their.statas both as a result of external 

signals, and as a rasiüLt of internal interactions»    The sequential 

coafcinations of the states of the eleasents of the network, diff- 

ering ln&te state of at least a single element, will be called 

steps» 

#3 



Tbö period of operatioa of a network, däriag nhioh all the       ~~] 

elements return to the state assumed to b© the initial state, will 

be casllsd the cycle of the operation of the network* BepsMing on 

the ecttditioja3 of the external signals* aatworks can bs designed far 

a sisgla deflöite cyole,- but in practice erne encounters as a 

rule networks «Itfe several different operating cycles, dspeadifig on 

t&e aeqwa&ce of raoöipt of ejcfeeraal slgs&ls» 

Since the change ia 'the state of the elements of the network 

depends both on the eimage. is the external slgn&lg a»! oa the iatoraal 

interactions, vie shall äistiaguish two tgrpsg of steps during the 

process of operation of a sioltiple-step ßötwesrk /IB/j 

1} Steps ia whioh the o-faaaga ia. the stats of ths eieaeats 

upon goiag to the &e:cfc step is äna to changes ia the external sig- 

nals*    It is els&r that the duratio». of smk a stsp is iadepenäeat 

of ths paraasters of tba network itself or of ita elsmsßts*    Such 

etsps viH be called stable, 

2} Steps ia 'which local circuits are .produced, due to ths 

Operation or drop—out of a oertäia relay from this. network. The 

dtxratioa of such a step is cletsraiaed oaly by the operating time 

at %m re-lease   time of ths ccsrospoaalag relay*    &mh steps will 

bs called ffiistable. 

The operating period of a network between twe» ch&ogss iß 

©xtarfisi signals uiU be called a stage £» ths operation of the 

«atwork« & stage «ay consist of oaa or several ateps. 

^y 



r The control networks used ia communication devices ere as a    "1 

rule multiple-step networks with several operating cycles«, Single- 

step networks are encountered only as individual units in multiple- 

step networks* Therefore principal attention will be paid to aultipla- 

. step networks, \_ 

Along -with a general study of multiple-step networks, prac- 

tical interest attaches also to multiple-step networks of ordered 

type, in «Men the sequence of action of the relays obeys a certain 

nrescrlbed lav*   Such multiple-step networks include above all net- 
of 

works "With a single receiving element.    In these networks, particular 

interest are cyclic networks /102, lC3/,;uhioh includes counters, 

distributors, and other devices. 

Another important group of ordered networks are the so-called 

autonomous networks, which operate without external signals. These 

include, in particular, pulse networks (pulse generators).   A sepa- 

rate group is made up of clamping networks. 

Receiving Elements 

Intermediate 
relays 

AotuatlJ&g 'circuits 

Fig. !• 
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Chapter 2. 

3KTATI0N Pi» THE S3SXTIEE AND QPSUTIW1 CONDHIOKS OF 
A H3LÄX 8ETKCRK 

1.    lOfATIOS FCR TBS smDCTQRE OF RELAX NETWORKS 

As already indicated, by'structure of a relay network is 

meant its caispositioa (the eleassMts eontaiaed in it), the aurtual 

plaeesant of the elements, snd the conaeetions'between them«, 

One of the jaoat widely m®& ae tiled s of aotatioa fox* the 

structure of the aetwork is graphic aotatioa iß. the form of principal 

or- vicing diagpauas, i&whieh separate eleiasata-of ths network are 

repressntaci by srbi&p^ry s^Jrib.ols, &m tfca characteristics of these 

element® are demoted 'with numbers, «oscds, or some otter arbitrary 

g^iTibols» There exist .masy different ways of graphic ra pregestation 

'of networks, bat we shall sot deal with thes. here« 

Iß some cases it is correeaie&t to designate' the eleise&ts of 

a relay network vith. letters.    It is most customary to denote 

relay wiadiags with capital letters {&? 13 t **1? ^2) aa3 the con- . 

tacts with oarrespoisaiag lovsr-case letters (a?  ib   , x,, x*,  ..♦) 
break/3 

and. opening . (aoraaUj^closed) contacts are distinguished from 
A. 

&f 



/■casket/. _i~ . . —   L       ~1 
"closing (tenalJ^pen^contacts with a superior bar U.e., a, *>   , 

x     £"...).!* the relay has several «ladings which must be dis- 

tinguished from eash other, v»8 number (the order of numbering is 

laMtarlal) these vikings, and agree to «rite the umber in the fc**m 

»~* /*' «     &1   A
2 ^     'la cases vhan the individual, of a..superscript (i.e., 4 , *■ ,.•.;..*** "     . |_ 

«icings are so connected that their action JJjy.canoel each ote 

(opposing «lading»), « shall, agree to "   A*   the wirings, in «hieb, 

the current flows from the" end .of the «lading to tbs start of tba 

viadlng, by an arro« above the letter (for example A and A, or    ^ 

A1 »aal*}.   We eaa introduce symbols also for other elements. 

If we nw denote by the addition sign '< -4- )"a parallel 

connection, of network elements a«d by the multiplication sign a 

series connection,then the stature of up network of class    TT 

can be uniquely record in the faro of an algebraic expression 

or a structural formula. 

Thus, the networks of Fig. 10 can b8 represented by the 

following structural formulas* 

&■) l-zsußA-\- 6B) + üetAB + 6X\ 
Iß F =s(« + aß)[(«>6J.4 + ßß} + 6X; 
tJ F Ä|ß4+<Fß-|.tf(^fi + ä)!R+ 6X; 
^ Fzr.(u + aAE){A~\-6AB) + 6X. 

If is, however, impossible to write down a network of 

class H by maaas of a structural formula, for in these networks 

there exist elements of ^hich one cannot say «bather they are 

#$ 



connected la parallel or in seriess i.e., one cannot use the sign of_ 

addition or multiplication» 

Ths most aaave&iaab form far writing «own the structure of 

.-artwork» of class H       aye the so-called structural .matrices (or mat- 

rices of direct admittances, as they are sotastioss called). 

To      ■■••■.■    make up the structural «atrix we nujribar the nodes 

of the network in any sequence.    It is "hot. essential here to number 

the nodes that enter into'some circuits of class   if   , but aH the 

poles must be autsbered.    One then constructs a quadratic matrix with 

! nuatoer of rows and columns equal to the nunäber of numbered nodes of 

the network- and at the intersection of the 1-th row and the j»th 
t I 

column one .'writes down the syobol for the circuit from the node with 

number i to the node with nuriber j, not passing through any other 

numbered nodes. Then the circuit «ill be called the' direct circuit 

&j between the nodes i and j. 

Thus, the strtutural matrix with q .nodes «ill ha^e the form 
~>l »IS -    ■    • f iq 

hi 9-tt •  •  -<h, 

If there is no circuit passing through other nodes between the 

nodes i and j, one «rites in the corresponding cell ij = PH. s 0 

(null), corresponding to an open circuit (aero admittance)« 

If, however, two nodes i and j are connected directly, then 

we assume fa^ - ^ = 1 (infinite admittance). ■ It is   obvious 

that for any node ^.y. si,. 

Thus, the structural matrix of a network will be square, with 



.   Fig* 10. 

Pig.   11, 

cj*y 



rüftlte along- the prlnoipttl diagonal 

.. u 
&l) 

u 

If ths network contains ao rectifiers, thsa hi = l*jl» *** tte 

straotueal mtrix vili fee sjmaetarioal with respect to tha priacip&i 

diagoaai*    In this ease ths umber of the «lemanfts la the network «ill 

be equal the   nuBtoer of eleaeotd ia the matrix, 'tosated  on o»0 SMS 

of this diagonal, 

Oii9 oasn write analogously the etruetwe of a relay network. 

Since in relay adtwoork where the relays *»ve several «iödiJBgs each it 

Is iopoiptattfc to know ti» dircatlon of the cwre«* to tha inäiviaaal 

viaäiags, v« agresto «rite dnm ths syabol of a ^inäiag iß the ecrres- 

poaäifig cell "without an «re«, if the start of the winding is 

oowwffted to ti» oode from which the- circuit is traoed, aad ve shall 

use tha earn aynbol vith an awou, if the ©ad. of the winding is 
k 

contacted to the saa0 node, i.e., if a viaäiag A   is eomaotaä to the 

aoäes nuefc«r«3  <* And   f>, and the start of the ^ißßißg is connected 

to the jftode  <*. , then - 

/3* 



Thus, the networks of Fig. Il~can bö vtrltten down" iß the fatm. .*~| 

of tte following «atarlees. . 

I   0   a    e    0   ® 

t   » 

! a 
i 
i o « 
j 

La « 

5   ö i      4.^ & (IM   ö f 

We note that by adding suppleasatsry nodes in 

circuits of class 7T, ths form of the «atrlac is changed,    %ov~ 

e^er. since ' these   "• jaatrioea represswt     &» aid the saas network, 

vs shall call the» equal. Thus, for axampl^ if w introduce Jja the 

aatvark of Fig. 11s, additional node a 5 and 6, va obtain the ffillGW**j 

satrix. 

10    0 « fl 0 

oi« v o o' 

ft   *     S 0 A'* tf 

rt* K   0 i 0 A'* 

«   ©    X» 0 1 0 

_0   0    «5 X* 0 i  _ 
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To designate networks of class H, we oaa ass also otbar methods, 

for example tlss use of syabols for HRiltiple-pole parallel or series 

connection /lb/, or'characteristic functions /31/„ 

2.    NOTATION FCE STRÜCTtäUI, NSIWCRKB WITH RECTIFIED 

In the presence of rectifiers in a relay network, with admitt- 

ances that depend oa the direction of ths currant and -which can be 

assumed, ia view'of their low value compared vith the adfl&ttanc'es'of 

! the relay winding»» to bs considered . aero «ben the rectifier 

is »out offst &aa unity vhaa tlie rectifier «conducts,ts it is also *?ery 

convenient to use the matrix notation» since each, elemant of the 

matrix determines the adasittance it|cae direction«    If a       :rec~, 

tifier is 'included in the circuit between nodes & aad   p , then the 

strtictural adaittanoe from o( to p -will not be eqttal to the admitt- 

; anoe frsa p>  to o^ , as oaa be seen;, for ©sample, from Table 5»  . 

Table 5 
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kn a result, the struetural ofttarlx for a network with rectifiars { 

will be aqpuKtrioal vith respect to the principal diagonal. Xtaw, 

[the öatrlx for the network of Fig» 12/will be 

1 0 o 0     e n 

Ö » A" V   o 
a X J 1       0 

0 V 0 i    a 

c" z 0 ft-frf   i 
«UUy^gi 

To , designate .the network in tbe form of stricture! for- 

mulas, the rectifiers aBwi.be assigned soae soori of symbol, (M, A* 

Gatrrilov /16/ uses tbe symbol k^).    , 

J^- 
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3.    iWATIQM FCR THE OPERATING C0MD1T10ÜB OF CCOTACT NETWORKS 

la fcaraulatiag tha operating eoadltioaa of individual contact 

:circuits, oaa usually says that a give.» circuit ahotüd be or uaa bs 

cloaed at deficit© states* of the relays.    The particular oase when 

i tixia circuit acts on earn relay or, sose other device, one aaa say        J~ 

vfeethar this relay operates or does sot operate for 

gimn. states of the cirotsit ©Xeissttte* 

Let m oonsiäsr, for example, a control network vitfr three 

objects, ia which a sigaal W must appear if' sintxLtansoualy sot less 

than two control relays, A, Bf or C, operate..Thus, ths oooditioas for 

tha appearaae© öf tha signal W eaa be forajulatad ia the fallowing 

a&nner.    The elroult of tins slgaal should be closed vJbexx relqrs 4 

aad B operate but relay C üCöS not, or vhaa relays A aisä C operate 

but relay B does not, or vJbea relays B ana C operate aad relay .A does 

mtf or fiaally, •wfcaa all three relays operate. 

Tables 6 
** . -V... ~*2L~ 

H 6ariMHBMpM* "¥ 
/         3      ''S*""", - — t'i 

■ .4     («j-  i'i > 
1 11 

«*—,„». Ö I   e **• 
+ . —   — 0 © t 
-   +   - 0 t 2 
+     +     — * ■»»# 2. 
~    -     4- 0 6 4 
4.    —    .4. * i S 
—    4.    + i 0 s 
+    +    + 1 7 

1) State a of the relays, 2) .eiroults,' 3) mnfcer of state. 
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 ^""^aöti^TSsa snootmteJF^'iSößtay oÄflelTShftn it is immaterial 

undfr certain «täte» of the relay« of the MtHoark vtother a given cir- 

cuit in opened or closed,    HMer these ooaditlons, in verbal foar«ula- 

tiow, one us*sthe word» %aa be closed" car »can operate.« In parti- 

otitor, iß »ttsh-toftlfferait» «tat»» «ay be iaoltfed those combinations 

of states of the network, vhiah are -not eaooutftered during its opera-' 

ting process, i.e., so-called mused states A8* W» 

Let as specif for example, that in. the jreoeding c^m the 

signal relay Z «hotOd operate whsü relays laisiC operate bt*'relay 

B does bot, er when relay B pperataa aad relays A and C do not, or 

can operate «tea ail three relays operate, or when relays A and B 

operate but reley 0 does aot. 

Tteae states of the qjrstea, at ubich the given circuit must be 

cloacd, we shall cell obligatory, «fail« thosa at wbioh it out ba 

oloseö. will be ealled oer^itiosal* 

tm operating condition* can also be written la the form of a 

table of correspondency ia which fox- each oofribiaatioa of states of 

the circuit elements there are indicated the required states of tt» 

individual circuits. 

We shall ag£*ee to make up a table of oorrespoööeßce as shewn 

fox* our particular example ia fable 6» where the non-working states 

of, the relay are noted 'by adatis signs, aad the working oms by pluu 

sigfeg«, Ae to tho circuits, *?e shall designate by unity states is. 

which the circuit must be closer!» by aero the states    la wi2iGiJ___ 

vT ?    — 



they must be opened, aadbya tilde ( f*^ ) the     Indifferent states. 

If ue now number all' the states of the network (see Chapter 1, 

Section 2), than each circuit can ba written ia the fosra of an aassesibly. 

of ntaafaars of those states, la which the circuits should be or can be 

closed. 

If ia Table 6 relay A is assigned a wight 1, relay B a wight 

2, and -relay C. a ■weight £> *»© obtain the ntsmbers as indicated iß the. 

same table. 

We shall agree to «rite' down the assemblies for each cirouit^in 

eurly brackets, ;and include    the atsabers corresponding to the con- 

ditional states/ iß": rouad parentheses*   'For tha preceding exaasple 

•we obtain the following assemblies* 

/„,«!.% 5. 6.7|:    ^=12,5,(3.7)}. • (2#2a) 

Inasmuch as the numbers of the stats a depend on the weights 

assigned to the relays in the network, iß those eases when it Is 

necessary to do,so, -we shall designate by sseans of an index for the 

ctarly brackets the relays included in the network in order of 

decreasing weights. 

■ Thus, 3qs, (2.2a) are «ritte» in the form, (operations with 

such assemblies will be discussed -in detail in Chapter 6), 

(2,2b) 
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Embers correspond lag to obligatory states we shall call 

obligatory, and numbers corresponding to conditional states «ill be 

called conditional, 

Xa the general farm, "wben there are r obligatory states aod s 

conditional states w obtain 
f •« {HJ, %»•-•» v te» fe ■••. t*,)b "* 1^* $*>}*•   * (2.35 

where? *f) i — auatoer of obligatory states; 

H —assembly of obligatory numbers; 

i — number of conditional statesj 

M —- assembly of conditional numbers; 

B — base» 

Finally, the operating conditions of the network can also be 

written in .the fora of algebraic formulas. 

In forauLatvlng the operating conditions of aay circuit, wo 

usually use the conjunctions *»aä* and «cr.M   *Ehus> for esaaffiple, if 

the circuit of relay X irtust be closed, when rs3.»ys' I aed G 

operate, it is easy to verify that the closing (normally opened) 

contacts of relays A and P (Pig, 13a) must be connected- in series 

in the circuit of relay X.    To the contrary, the conditioa that the 

c x\ 
Fig. 13. 
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»"relay X must operate «faea relays k~ae B operate, leads to a parallel"] 

coonsotiott of the 'saae contacts (Fig, 13b). Analogously, If «e say 

that the circuit oast be closed uhen the relay does aot operate, this 

circuit must contain »a opening, (normally dossd) contact of the relay. 

• . We see therefore that ihs conjunction »and" corresponds to a 

series connection of contacts, or, in the symbolism adopted earlier, 

a ouLtiiOJLoation sign (.), while the conjunction "or" corresponds to 

a parallel connection,   i.e.» to the sign of addition. ( +  ).   Such 

a sgsfoolim corresponds to the symbolism of algebraic logic (see 

Chapter 4, Section 1)» 

Using the symbolism employed earlier for äes- 

igaatiag the .structure of contact networks, ve can -write do«a also - 

the action of individual circuits of the network in the fora of for- 

mulas, which give the dependence of this circuit on the states of the 

individual soataotst 

/*_ = / (u, a, b.b,,.., », n). (2.4/ 

Thus, for relay W   m obtain fro® the preceding example that the 

operating conditions are written in the form 

/ir st eon *j- aba -J. afiti -J- u6s. 

However, to wit© down the circuit % ia this manner is no 

logger possible, since its operating 'conditions include conditional 

states* Ia order to be able to represent conditional states in the 

farsa.ua, we introduce aa additional symbol üü, which indicates that 
6 . 

one can take any of the expressions standing on both sidas of the 
t 
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„L. 
rh^t    (Tba physical »anlag of' tüa" s^ol aM opnratioiw with It     "1 

«ill be gif»» belebt Iß Chapter 5*) .   . 

Taking this ^-BtoAioa into acootmfc, ths operating condition« far 

the ölrouit % is ti» fcsfegotßg esaBuspls will be Written 

flaw, ibs operating condition o&a be vritten la the ganeral 

form as follower 

L 

W*l«t 

whare k«, and k , . aro the coaerUUsn** of tfat, obligate e»3. of 

ths cwsaitioaal states yltfa respect to the nwobws ffj j, ana^j. 

Ia goss oaee», i>artIoularlj far a  >  4, It osy to oouvaniuxb 

to us9 a »oocffdiöäts* notation, tu»d foar sxaapio by 0, EUoKL /20/ 

and A,Svobc«3a /SS — #/.    Ift tM's notatioa ons Örawa & reo*aäguLar 

grid vith 2n oelle, oörreepooäios to 2K consiituests.    Ths variables 

are broken v® into t«o groups (wbes n is even — the geoups are 

equal), and tha coffibioatioatt of tte variablas la ©ach group tes 

ti» seoora5i'ia-tesff of tbe ro»a aaä the cdtunns, and each ooa- 

ötifcmwfc is detsrsyUisa by tte proätwt of tteso «coor^ißatsa^8 

Ths prseenoe or abseüoe of oonetittissts ia the forays is noted 

h-f aLscin? sitter one or- aero in the.corresponding cells (0* 

ELeebl useä-.;the ayssfcols infinity sJßd aaro, vbil* A* Svoboda used 

In Bom oaaeVa «<A iocrtsMd of oas and loam the cells carraspona- 

<»<# Jb 



ing to the missing constituents empty), The cells containing condi- 

tional constituents are «narked by a/^ or one-half (Etechi uses w * 
a question mark), 

Thus, we e&n write down 

Ml .7.*.&!0.ta#ML! i .13,14.15*), res/i 
£ «i *...? J._*JL 

o 

l 
(2.6) 

Ti' we new assign to the "coordinates" «sights la accordance 

with the weights assigned to the individual variables, the« each 

cell vill correspond to a constituent with a nwfoer equal to the 

staa of the weights of the Bcüc&*dlnates.H It is ciost con- 

venient to arrange the variables in such a «ay that the "coordi- 

nates" of the coltasns are 0, 1, 2*  ..»,  (2* - 1) while those of 

the rows are 0.2*, 2.2*, 3.2*,  .,.,  (2* "     - 1).2* where jf is the 

6 1 2 

6 0 1 2 

4 A 5 6 

8 a, S» 10 
i 

tz 12 13 14 

z 

a 

7 

it 

15 
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number of eolumas v&eä  in the "coordinates.0       - - 

For. example (2.6) \m  obtain the followiag nusaberiag for the 

joel.1-3 (constituents)« 

!        8 

~ 1 t 
1— 

0 T. 
.   0  |    o *%* a 

i      i i Ay 

s [- - 

IK the coordinate notation .eaoh. rm and column can be assigned1 

letter or amber syoibaLs and then eaoh constituent (each, vertex)    . 

can be denoted brief3^ by a combination of these symbols. For es&mple, 

if we number the rows of (2,6) vith 3,etters and the columns with 

numbers, than the ooastitt?sat k^ assumes a designation si, constituent 

k, becomes b3, ete.    Th© synfcol ad «ill correspond to tfas s» of 

two neighboring constituents \ and k?., i.e., to the expression abc, 

while b2.3 «ill correspond to the mm. of fc   and k7, i.e., to bod, 
o 

Ifae spxhol -M 2.3 corresponds to ths mm of four constituents k&, 

by ,&,,, ana k15, i.e., to be, sto.    These symbols are useä ia par- 

ticular by A«Svoboda to abbreviate ths notation. 
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We shall can tte dealgiurtiäa' of tbs ascessary ana possible      -| 

conditions for the eircuit ia the for« (2.3),  (2,5),   (2.6) or BOOB 

other form» the general solution for tola circuit. The general       solu- 

tion contains all tbe possible' Tereicns of the .particular conditions 

or particular solution» of circuit*, «hiqh can differ in the preeenoe^ 

or absence of ladivldvsl conditional terms, but vhiofa satisfy tbe 

specified conditions.    It is easy to verify that In the presence of 

a conditional ooufftitaents k^   in the general solution, the number 

of different particular solutions tf 111 be 2   / 57/. 

Tte operating conditions of a contact q-*ermiaal aetwtfk, .fort 

'^/circuits fsi between-«11 noäes (i = 1, 2,  ..•,-q and 3 « *» 2» 

... q) can be written iß the form of a characteristic matrix or a 

matrix of total admittances 

■1 f«. • -/»«"I 
iti\ . . .f„ 1 

A** 

(2,7) 

It aaist be acted that for a q-teraüjsal network not all tbs 

admittances f^ can be specified arbitrarily, sinoe several cir- 

cuits will appear between the poles I and j through other poles. 

As sh«n W A.G. Lunta /31/, in order for & aätrix M to be a 

characteristic matrix, it is necesssr?/ and sufficient to have 

$.->B 



' - '    _1_ 

M*-A«. (2.8) 

i.e., that tha sqwariag of tfca «.trix (1» tia sense of Bool©} leata 

to the same matrix«, 

If this is not oatiafisa, tbsn the oonäitioto äesign&teä by 

.' the' ssatrix M caa&ot be realiaed by. a ooatact aetwcffk. ; 

It «wgrt be noted, tefttever, that in most praotioal case,9 it is 

aecesawy to specify tba eirsulta between all the poles, «md thare- 

fare the uöe of tie notation fear the eonditioiw la the farm of mat- 

• TIG&S is ^sry Uaited. 

i, NÖEASIQH KE THE QHRÄTIM& COSDI2IOS5 OF MÜLTXELE-S1SP 
MEWCRIS 

la atiltipsle-step.iaeworica,.;   .„■;- 'dt» 'pcixBoey ispcortanoe attaolies 

to the sequeace of the arrival of the ©xtaraal gigia&Ls and of the 

•operation of the actuating circuit®, sad also the InsrUtffts ssk la 

vhich the iaieafmeaiata relays 'operate or drop out* 

la tte fcaroulaüott of the operatiag Goaditloüs of the aetweark 

o&@ usually asjr» that ths        ., closing-or opeaing of a certain 

oiTG-oit or tbs operation or drop-out of a certain, relay-is followed 

by tisa opssrstion { release.) of a seooad «slay cr by ths slosiag 

(opening) of SOJES actuating circuit. A distinction is ssaste ber© 

betweea tha operatioa of ths areoelvifcg el&meats,* which are operated 

bj estteraaT &^pels» «sä the. ops-ratio» of the iafcerMBdiate relays, 

vJaioh operate as a rale iß local aüroutts. 

*iy 



P Thm, for essample, for the eirctiit of ths biasry pulse divider""! 

with two iäternediate relays A mid B, \ ' ; .operated by the ooa- 

taets of the receiving pulaed relay P, tte operating cofiditioas «re 

fanwüAtaä as fallows t vbes pulse relay I* operates for tfae first 

, time, relay A operates.    After 'relay P drops out,' relay B operates, 

' During the seeoad operatic» of the relay P, relay A drops out aad 

after .dropping oufe of the relay P, re3.ay B drops out». Ths operating 

cycle of'the network termiaates and the aet^ork returns to the 

initial state. The. aoitocting circuit X should be closed during the 

sfäöo&ä pulse atJd can be closed during the iater^sl between the first 

&aä sQoofiä ptalses. 

'She operating sequence of a affiltiple--step network oan be 

represented by a relay~bper«tion graph (Fig. 24) consisting of 

sevar&l stage?? of the network operatic», separated by different 

easterns! siguals (in this case instants' of start anä e«a of the 

incoming pulses). 

fhe graph, howe»r,   dpes not give a complete picture of the 

irteraction betwesa ths iadividtsaL network elements waä therefore 

the aost oomrenieat form for the notation of the operating conditions 

of a mtÄtiple-step network is ths «so-called connection table, con- 

sisting of steps, i.e., periods during wM.ch the receiving anä 

intermediate elements (relays, keys, etc.) of the network do not 
has 

change their states. The connection faisW for each element, as well 

as for each actuating cirei&t, « line in which are noted the states 

&J~ 



' of the elements and the circuits during each step. The operatiag I 

states of the receiving elements which respond to e.icteraal signals 

. are deaoied by a heavy line.    In the lines for the iatermediate relays 

those steps in which ..conditions ha^a been created for the operation 

of the given relay (but the relay has not yet operated) are desigaated, 

by an arrow { -^ )% steps ia which the"'relay operates are designated 

by a plus (+), and steps during which conditions are created for 

its  -release  (but it is still pulled in) are designated ( ~H     ), 

For the actuating circuits, a solid line designates the periods tihea 

these circuits should be closed, and a dotted line designates whea 

they m&j be closed, 

The ooaaeetioa table for a binary ptdse divider is shorn in 

Fig, 15» 

Ths changeover from oae step to the aext is am to a ehaage ia 

the state Coperatioa or drop-out) of oae of the relays of the circuit. 

This change, is turn, is made possible either bj & changs ia the 

external sigaals, or by the oreatioa of eorrespoadiag oosditioas for 

the intermediate relays inside the network.    Xa the f aroer case the 

steps •HiH be stable, i.e., their daratioa will be determiaed by 

the duration of the external signal, «hieb caa be arbitrary and 

iadepeadeat of the glvea network. 

Ia the secoad case, the steps will be aastable, siaoe their 

daratioa is detern&aed by ths operatiag or drop-oat time of the 

relays, aad the table mast hai?e ia these steps Bither a *—+ siga 

4& 
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For a minus sign. i 

HI these sfcsps can be muaböred, for example, in .the order of 

their sequence»    It is raore cosweaisntj howetrer, to urn IMFS the saase 

systeia of »limberlag as in. the correspojoäeaca tables (Copter 1, Sec- 

,tioa 2), , 

'Fig.- 15 show3 the numbering for tha cases «bsa the relay P is 

assigaed a weight I. relay A a weight 2, aad relay B a weight 4«    la 

this case the steps numbered 0, 3, 6S and 5 ©re stable* 

There exists also otter /eatiaoia of writing döw& conaection 

tables, Thus, for eaxi&pla, Doctor of- Technical Sciences M. A, Gavrilov 

/16/ rsGoasagads that the connection tables be -written iß a somewhat 

'different foe-a, without separation into receiving aaä iüterjssäiate 

eleasnts, as shown its Fig«, 6d* ' 

Table. 7 

•.lapafea atxti outoufes 
«? «/. w n 

0 3 ffl 

r**" 

«■ 

0 © S © 5? 

0 * ® 0 w 
* ® © © Ü0 
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D. Huffman /95, %/ give« another tetoubsr mthtti of wlti&g 

.   dew operating conditions of maltipia-Btop network». 

la Ms table he places on the horizontal lines different coifr- 

;binaticns of the nt&%e& of the it^& (receiving elÄwata), aM 

' on the vertical ha arranges the .state* of" tte output® (actuating 

circuit»).   At the later aeetion ere placed the serial nuribera of the 

states of ih© network, and if thie «täte is stable the aunfcer is  «r 

.elossd. in & elreX®. A ohanga in the stats» of the iapafca ^sde to a 

• change in the amber of the atate along ths horizontal line.    If this 

auste is not encircled, tfai« indicates that the circuit should change 

as a result of the change in the stetes of the Intosedlate relays, 

along the vertical into a stable state vith the eaass nuasber* 

Table 7 i& ooapiled by the Huffman method, starting with the 

following condition. 

'In the initial state of the network, *** <>ns of the tuo re- 

ceiving relays Ix asd X2 operate. Whan one of these relays operates, 

the corresponding Actuating cirouit 1* closod aad the- state of the 

actuating raises ohoxM remits the saaa until a state ie produaed 

in vhioh only      . the seoenft relay operates.   Hoa the actuating 

circuit should be'        cjjenad, and the circuit should rettsrn to the 

initial state only after both receiving relays are disconnected. 

The xreeaaoe.jpf several circuit numbers along the same column 

indicates the need of iatorodiMing intermediate relays into the 



i network, i 

This .method of notation imj be convenient ■wiasja the. input 

signals are reosived by several inputs and arbitrary sequeaces of the 

signals are possible, i.e,, uhen for aay state of the network any 

• signal can be received*    la this case it is .necessary to construct 

a large niscbsr of eoimectioa tables for different sequences*   As 

•regards telephone control syateas* stich c eruditions are not encountered 

there in practice, and the aumber of possible sequences of external 

signals is 'oatsally limited. 

la addition to tabular aethoäs,- thsra exist otter methods of 

writing dowa the operating coalitions of sequential networks* Thus» 

far example, a record.       can be'made ia the farm of the 

so-callad coaßeötioa formulas. /16/, or in the form of- a sequence of 

ßtaabers of states of the network /99/e The operating coMitions of 

the network can also ba represented in the fans, of transition dia- 

grams and by other methods /60* 61f 114» 117» 3,18/« 

Fas syathesis purposes, -the most eaavenJUmt is a notation in 

the fexra of coxaection tables» since, as «ill he show» below, such 

a notation is clear &aä aakes it possible to determine simply the 

at»ii)©r of ia* erased iata relays and to proceed to the ooastactetion 

of ttea strttotuars of the ßetwarks, 

5.    OHMOE FROM CGNNECXIGN TABLES TO CffiRESPOHBSNCS TÄBLSS 

The c©«section table .ia the fcaria shown in Fig. 15 hot only 
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shows the operating sequences of the individual elements and       i 

circuits of the network, bub makes it also possible tc establish in 
of 

what states the network ths actuating relays should and ©ay be closed, 

aad also specify conditions for operation of the interasdiate relays. 

In other words, m can change over from the connection table to a        ,_ 

correspondence table, while the latter "should also contain the inter- 

laadiate-^elay circuits. These circuits should be closed in all steps, 

in which the symbols -» and   -f - are designated for the relay. Thaw, 

the connection table of Fig. 15 leads to Table 8. 

Table 8 

$ 

0 ^ 

tk 

Pfr.tf              I U«is 

OCNXWWH 

> *   \B    I'f* **. .'* 

0 „ -   i    0 0 0 

1 + — — I 0 0 

■»   + — ,   1 1 *" 
3 + 4- — ! » 0 

/, —•   + 0 0 *w 

5 •+■ — + « I 1 

i> — -t- + I s -\, 
7 ■+- + -4- « 1    1 1 

1} Relays, 2) circuits, 3) number of states. 
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Chapter 3 !_ 

SENTHßSIS OF SSJUEHT1AL NETWORKS      • 

As already Indicated» the principal relay networks in telephony 

are sequential networks* The oonstruotloa of a sequential network is 

based primarily on the conditions f or the interaction, between the 

network and other Instrtunents, devices* and networks, i.e., the 

sequence of tip external signals fed to the given network and'the 

requirements on the signal® produced by the network» 

In addition to these basic, conditions, one raay specify also 

otbsr supplementary conditions. Thus, for examp&s, a limitation may 

be imposed on the number of springs in. as^r particular ..relay, on 

ttoa number of iaooaing or ottfcgoiag wires, etc» Requirements may 

also be specified for the operation of the network under definite 

types of faults or distortion in the incoming signals, All this 

can influence the network to a considerable extent. 

The problera of structural synthesis of a sequential network 

includes the following! 

a) Formulation and notation (for example,, in the form, of a 

connection table) for the operating conditions of tha projected 

network. 

/*&». 



fo) Subdivision of the network into functional blocks (if the     "1 

operating conditions iseke it neeessery} ©ad detemtaation of the 

nutsber of interasdiate 'relays whieh must be introduced into the net- 

work to insure a normal dependence of the states of the actuating 

circuits oa the states of the receiving elements. , 

c) CoagiiJL&tion of the fttraoturo of tha network.  ■ 

In rthe present book we consider the oonstruation of networks 

■with a ffiiciiatiEs number of relays «ad other elements. 

2,    COMPHATIOH OF CQN3GBCTIQS-TABU» 

Tias most convenient fcuria for writing dowa the operating condi- 

tions of a -sequential network are connection tables (ese Chapter 2,  ' • 

Section 4), 

- The process of cpEjpiliixg eanneotlon table ss refuses-to the 

following. 

1,    One determines the skeleton of the designed network with 

aß iadioatictt of the inputs aad outputs, receiving eleieents connected 

with the inputs, and actuating circuits and elements connected with 

the outputs. 

2*    A preliminary table is compiled, ia which one enters only 

the operation of the receiving eleraenta (or the sequence of tha 

external signals) and actuating circuits, i.e., one records 

essentially the basis requirements iaiposed on the designed network. 

If several sequences of signals are possible in tha operation 
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"of tlsä/as'faiarkj these geq\»ao«ss should be refloated ifi the fwm of 

iadifidtml parts of tfts csojassactio» tables. 

3*    Kroa ea aaalyals of tfais table om äatsrödößs tee fractional 

blooka iß vi&ch it Is aacesssry to break'daw» the mteark mä the 

aeoessssry number' of relays which :must ba introduce«! i&to the network 

ia carder to make the table realJLsaabl©j sad also those periods, 

dupiag tsfcieh tb» iaieräflacliatö relays sheuLä oiaange their states. 

4* Ube table is ti»n ©ap&edad by irr&pad'ößijag lato it the inter- 

msdiate yel&js asd at-epsj dtieisg vhloh theoe relays change their 

state«. After mrifgixng for 'readability» om can proceed to 

a cospilatioa. of the aetwork itself. 

By ■««$* of &a exaaple of oonstrtseting a preSJjaajaery       co&&aetiaa 

table, let ms oo&sMer the (^atbaeläs of a röisjr asaeafoly (RSL) fear  ■ 

two'»vaj oosaeetiixg lim /129/ betwoea stations TsBx3x2 w& TsBx2 

(a complete eyatfessis of the fcatwark is glwefi, In /l8/? pp 148 — 

153), 

Pigs- 1     shews a a&slsttoa «liagr&ai of the set 8SL, uhich 

iaclnsass the ißcon&ag liae wires a ead b, jack J, rsaaiviag relsgr 

L (to reoeiw tfas osil from tim lias)? Ps &öä I? which iastare 

tciaraaiioii 'with th© relay of the sard pair of the' TsBx3x2 switch- 

board, aad the following actuating eieassaatas the bm^c blinker BB 

and the calling lamp CL.    The game figtaro shovss SOBM of the 

devices la the*card pair, in'teraotisg with ths KSLs pltsg F/* sign™ 

off relays 0^ and OF^j, asd the contest of the slga~off relay OP?, 



\*bicfa shunts the 4-00- oim rs sistaa.ce vfhe& a sign-off signal   ' 

arrives fir-em the other stfoscribsr.   Belay Gi»   operates only vhsn the 

rosiöt-a&c© of its circuit does not exceed 600 ohms, ubile rela^ X 

operates c-nlj at a circuit resistance tip to Ü00 ohms. Relays P 

aad OsP-j operate in all eases vhen their circuits are closed,    In f 
*** f 

accordance with the reqtdreKQHts,- ths following additional circuits 

should be produced ifc the networks   that of the calling leaps (fox,).* 

the buss* blinker (£3), tha grounding of a vire  (b(%)j for the trans- 

mission of the response signal, to tha RTS, &M for too shunting of 
2000-oiui 

theresistance (fg^J, to control Vm relay 0P„ is ths oord pair. 

The etrfclra process of network operation consists of 11 basis 

stages, listed in the preliminary oo&aectioa table (graph of the 

operation of the receiving       a«ct actuating elements) on Fig, 18« 

0} network not opseratiagj 1) receipt or call from ths SsB%2 

station? 2) interrogatloa (the interrogation plug is ■in- 

serted ia ths jack)} 3) establishment of the connection with ths 

Hue of tha' «ailed subscriber; 4) coaaactlo» after the called 

subscriber or station TsBx2 answers? 5} sigtt-off oa the part of 

the local subscriber arsd transmission of tha giga-off to the SsBx2 

statical 6} diseoimeetioa oa ths TsBx3x2 switchboard (pl«g removed 

from jack.); 7} eigo-off on the peart of the TsBx2 station after 

sign-off on ths pert of the local subscriber $ 8) freeing of the 

linej 9) engagement of the lias ofi the part of the TsBx3x2 

stations 10) sign-off oa the part of the TeBx2 station ahead of ths 

./V> 
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-L. ■     ' 
sign-off on the part of the local subaorlber. ~1 

The actions my oaeur in different sequences. Thus, the line 

m&j be engage both on the side of the ■TsBx2 station (Fig. 18&) as 

veil as on the side of the switchboard (Fig. 18c).. 

Analogously, sign-off can be on the part of the subscriber 

of the switchboard (Fig. 18a; b) or oa the side of the TsBxS station 

(Fig* 18c).. All theses possibilities should be noted on the connection 

table«, 

3.      GQMMTICHB OF HSälXMBILIK OF THS TABLE 

In order for ths table of connections to be realisable in the 

' form of a relay network* it is necessary on the one hand to insure 

the remembering of the seqnanoa of the signals,'and on the other 

handy to produce the actuating circuits owing the corresponding 

steps. ■ '   . 

On the basis of the analysis of the action of the relay net- 

works, the following realisasb ili of conditions have been formulated 

/IS, 49/J 

1) Different states of the actuating circuits should oocrrea- 

ponä to different states of the receiving and intermediate elements 

of the network» 

2) If one encounters in the operation of the network steps 

with identical states of the slamsnts m& if at least one stash 

step is unstable, all these steps should be unstable, and in the 
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•"next steps the states of the elaoents should bo the saiae. 

If any of ttese coöäitions is violated, it is necessary to 

iatrodao« into the wstweark on© or several interuediate relays or 

to change In a oarraspooäiag aaaner their    . operating se- 

_; qias&oe* . r 

It is necessary to bes? iß. «dad »re that -if la «ay step 

several relate change their states simoltaaeöuely, intercalate 

states may appear due to alaaxLtaMoue chasgs ia the states of these ^ 

relays.    Unstable steps corresponding to these intermediate states. 

must be tafcsa into account '^hsn verifying the correctness of the 

operation of the aetwork.   - 

Starting «itfa the first realisability oonflitioa, the irrter- 

asdiate relays should bo iatrodrased iß such a «ay. that'one can dis- 

tinguish those states of the network, in vhiefa the srfeate of the 

receiving elemsats is the &ame, but- tfcs state of the actuating cir- 

cuits is different. 

Thas,  if there are two stages with identical states <X -x eas& 

o£_ of the receiving eleoeafc» with different actuating circuits, 

separate by stage   p> (Pig« 19a), one must lafcroduoe an intermediate 

relay, vhioh cMages its stats first during the stage   p , and 

a second time beyoM one of the stages <A .■ 

If on the other faaad there exist two pairs of states 

$(, — 0<vo and   ßi — ß> 2* whioh JaWst be distiogt&shsd  (Pig. 

19b), then the interaadiate relay must change its state dicing the     ^ 

4 
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ftliaß of fcpaasitioa £PO& state   P x to o( 2*    However, it is djrapossible' 

to reali&e stssh a oo&strtstios of tte »etwork, eiaoe tha sacond condi- 

tion of re alienability* vill not be satisfied*    Astyally, If the inter- 

aeäiate relay A i& m% to operate at stage   0( of tbea ae 'uaatable 

step with stats «K 2 of^seiviu^arelaye appears*    Kowevax', tte s&saa   , 

state is ohssxnj'ed at t.ha stags   o^ &M cöössq'üsa^Sy, relay Ä vill 

operate already at this staga, therefore foa? the seqasnca of the 

states of the relay as rejsf-essßieä in Pig» 19las it is iaeca&ssry to 

introdiase two ißternssdiftta rel&ya Ä aaa B, of which 009 tuill change 

ifae atafe at tte stags  P ^ asd the- seooad at the stage °( «, as shmn. 

ia Fig* 19o. 

It ba«oaißs ßaoeesary also to distinguish between periods vith 

identical states ia those oases vskm, in these states the' aotua&i&g 

ciyoidts are Mairtioalj but ihs seqiffiaos of thsae states is of 

iaporteace foe the ohaßg« of aisy actö&tlag circuit* Thus* for ex- 

aaipiej, if a. cotaatiag 3±äS3fc%mk sat^es-lc usust close tiae circuit only 

after e definite masbei4 of iacoadjag |mLs<3% tbea ail tfoa iatoriasdlate 

srsetse of the artwork ehouk! "be different» so aa'to be able to say 

&sw imay pulses havs already been received« 

i«    DSffglMI^TlOH. CP THE MftBER OP 3jfflB£M8MME RSLUS 

"la smlysis of thss ooaaoctioa tabla oa tba basis of the 

realisabilitgr ■ eonditioas isak.es it possible to oetsrsia« the ataaber 

of relay a which, must be iiitrodyoed into the tafela, ia order to »afce 



Tit realisable art also too» perils   In ubioh tfasse relays nmirfe     "1 

change their states. 

As has besis shows by investigations oarxdod out by V.O. 

Lazaarev /92 — 94/, the auntoor of relays *hi*h must be introduced 

J depends on the *a*l«H» smber ^x of identical spates (»colaoi- , 

' denees,«.   la the terirtaclog? of V.u. Laaarcv) of the rewdvtag 

eletiastt,-, in nhioh the state of the actuating circuits Is different, 

or elee tbese states are essential far the realisation cf the 

speoifled »qyeiue. Tto smallest mate s of tta Interrelate re^ys 

Is obtaiß&d .in this case f*b«a the following imqmlltiess 

2*>2m««- 1. . (3.2) 
a 

The first of these insqualitiö» giveyainiasuBi Tali», but ti» 

network with this nucsber of Inter relate relays caa be realised 

only xto between these Statical states of the iatefmedlste «lays, 

^ixich lauat be distinguished, there exists states vtblch      not be 

aiffbiÄgu3.8hDd.    In the opposite case it beecoes necessary to use 

ixwqtßlity (3.2), vhioh gives one additional relay» 

') Thag, for example, for the connection table (Fig. 10) *e, 

see that identical states of the receiving relays -exists at 

stages I - 6, 2 - 4, 3 - 5, aad 9 - ID, »hereAii the state of 

tte aotratiag circuits should ba different In these stages (vith 

the exception of ßtagos 9 aud 10 }* 

We thus obtain m       s 2, tenoe ^ = 1 and s2 = 2.    In order 

4./ 
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-to distinguish the states of the fhay, it is enough to introduce anß~] 

relay, wbich efeaagas tfae state bother,     stages 3 and 4 aafl after 

the sixth stage«    How«er, to insure operation of the relay la stage 

U after the drop-out of relay Y ie inaosslble, sifloo the second 

resliJBability condition «ill act be ' aaiief isä»    It is therefore  - ^ 

neeossery'to Introduce into the astwoark twa irrtarxnediate relays. 

Fig. 20 shows the total table of oonr^ctions obtained far this 

casa vith a breakdown of the possible variants of network cparaiiom 

d — on the sttitehbosra TsBx3x2 tüte diseonnect takes place without 

establishing a oonaectioa with the ssbscrlherf e — siga-off vben 

the called subscriber does not answer? f — sign-off on the part at 

the TeBs2 station prior to slgo-off by the switchboard ^aiÄacrlberj    •. 

g — the earns in tfaa oas» of failure of the esUed sultcifcoard 

stibscriber to answer. The same table indicates the ntaaber of the 

states far each step with allowance for the transition steps, which 

can oootB- as a result of noa-siaiultaneous drop-ottt of relays P aaä 

I. States vith auabers 4, 5, -6, 7, 12, 13, H, 24, asd 38 ere 

not used * 

5,    Choice of Connection Sequence for the Interaadlate Relays 

PollcwiBg the aeterainatioa of the nuwber s of iabanaediate 

relays, vhioh must fee introai^ed In the network, it is neoessary 

to find the sequence of operation of these relays.    For this pur- 

pose ve note first those stages, ia vhioh the intermediate relays 

fca 
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should change tlaair states«    la Ä cases this m& ba cot a single —] 

stage» bwfc ss-rer&L stogos, .I.e.» the period during, vhloh tbs state 

of the Jjriawnsöäiate relays should eiaesge* Thas» fat* example,, far the 

amguuue shoifa la Fig« 21» ths iaterEssäi&te relays ohould efe&age 

tbelr stetes at stages ^.^s   Ä'^  (to separate '/^ from /3), Jg 

|o separate   ö^ —   P1 £ror& tf*^ —  ft s) aed /J 2 to separate 

1<l tsüi&. /J)J aad .ftmJly aibaaä of /^ caf  o^ ?* 

He shall agre« to cell tbssa stages of the operation of the 

network, dtzriag wMcfo the iM^rasäiate i*elays aast ofa&oge tbair ^ 

states, the iüst&ats Car p&ricds) of co&osotioa. 

Thus, oso obt&Sas la täa table a Bobligatory*8 iast&ats (or 
the state of 

psrioäsJ of eoixasetios. Sinea e&oh relay should change during the 
then» / 

cycle     ' an ovea aiMser of tiaes» Ju» the ess© -of is oäd^oaa 

ffiust of aeeessity acts os» is&t&Gt of comasotioaj wfeioh, from the 

point.-of view of 'u'ealiaabillt^ of the raiuark, caa be ehestes ar- 

bitrarily (aM say also ooiaoMs ..with say 012® of the obligatory 

iastaats)*    Gaa osu» choose squally srbi"«arlly any iromber of 4 

iast»&ats of eo&asetiem* froa aaaong     • 2s » m, iß the case wfaaa a 

*<L  2   - 1* '«Ms1« 2° is the smxlMMs Kuabesr of ohsäges öf the states» 

%!ßiek G&B be ofoialaed fca* ,s iatersfödiate relays* ... 

After the. obligatory i&staats of eosrisetion tewe beerr'detar- 

min«ü,. and the aMitieaaal »saaber of &mh iastaats wMo.h can be 

created, is asofarfcaiKsscl, it is »seassary to eisoosa the operating 

geqtssßoe «ith i&teyas&late relays sad to       add thsm to the ocmaao» 

^ 
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Itloa table»    la most oases this problem is solved la .many ways* The 

ambigtdty is <ius oa one hard by tha aforementioned arbitrariraso iß 

the choice of astral instants of conneotio», aad on the otbsr hanä 

by the fact that'at ■...,     specified Instaots of oonaectloa. and at a 

• specified ntaaber of relay», different seqwnces cfta be ohosea. ^ 

Tims, for example, in ti» Q&m of two Jiiterineciiate relays (s » 

2) and four Instants of connection U a A)» oaa can obtain only one 

sequsxuw (if om disregard* ths case of interchange of relays), as 

ehovn «a -Fig. 22a6    In the cass of three relays oxA eight points of 

oonaeetlon (s s 3» a « 8} there can. be nade up two different sequences 

(Fig." 22b) which are mutually reversible. Par four.relaye (s s 4* n ~ 

16), there are nioe different sequences (iacltdlng the inverse ones) 

/L2Q/, three of which are shown in Fig, 22c.    TJpoa further increase 

la the nuafcar of tho relays, the aiMfcar of sequence» iiwreaaes sharply. 

If m -< 2s, tfaa -nunfcer of possible seqteaces increases. 

The choice of any p^ticulaa« operating sequence for the inter- 

pellate relays juaaifeet Itself in the oostpXeadty of ttemetvork, since 

the nuntoer of contacts changes both to the irrtaraedtete-relay-otr- 

euits, aaä ia the acttatiag circuits.    This, in tura jaay reader the 

network aoa-realisable because*of ths .lack of springs on the relay 

aad'-vHl oak» it necessary to increase the m&feer of relays in the 

oetwcHc. 

There is still no geaeral rule for the oboicse of operating 
the 

sequence of relays.    In this .book w raake &K attempt to 

#r 
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IW* .«r* ».-«taU«. o^bis «tier, „Wi* ft- *>»   "1 

pofcrt of vie* of obtains »ta«to «l*h » ■•»«-■ «■*« of ""*"*• 

on the intermediate relays* 

ftp«**«» in the design of relay networks ehnia thai as the 

. nu^er of relay, to a «putlal »tu«« tocreasas,, vhere the network ^ 

to the »to«**, the nmber of contacts greases »nch raora rapidly 

than the' Jttnber. of steps produced by tteff) relays. 

Actually, 1* a network that reali-a all the 2* states, the 

action of each relay depends on all the re.aini.Bg *, and eon- 

sequent^, to *he circuit of each relay there should be tooled 

contacts of all other relay., Since In a netvork having n relays 

the fitter of operations ard drop-outs of all those relays ie 2°, 

during the entire 'operating cycle tie*. vlU * P«*»* n2* contact 

circuits» 
is a result, it ie possible to construct in general networks 

„ith five relays of the Biff type, «hioh *ould realise all the 32 

states. This leads to the concluaü*, -thus far not confirmed 

theoretical that circuit« vith five and raore relays «utft as a 

rule be broken down into indivtol blocke, operating by functional 

ftatur» or cyclically, vhae the operation of one block (cascade) 

depends on the preceding block (cascade)..   In either case it be» 

cornea impossible to uae all 2* atatea, since sorae of them should 

be used for the transmission of signals from one block to the other. 

£7 
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Consequently, it may be found necessary to tsse more relays   ~~] 

than given by inequalities (3,1) and (3.2). 

In the operation of the intermediate relays, ^hen tbsy are all 

broke« dovn into several      cascades, and the receiving elements 

act only on the relays of the first cascade, while the relays of the 

succeeding cascades count tha periods (cycles) of operation of the 

preceding cascades, the total number M of the connection Instants. 

which must be realised by the network in the case of a cascaded 

structure, depends on.   the cascades into which the network is 

broken «own aa3 ho« one cascade acts on the succeeding ones, 

Without stopping in detail  for derivations, we give the 

formulas for tha determination of the maximum rtuaiber M of the in- 

stants of connection, which can be obtained vith a network containing 

s intermediate relays, broken up into k cascades, swell that 

We consider here only the following basic sethods of action of 
cascades 

the preceding   ^ on the relay of the   following cascades, and 

we  shall assume that there is no inverse reaction between cascades* 

1. The action is transmitted only from one relay of the pre- 

ceding cascade, which operates only once during the operating 

cycle of this cascade. 

If the network is constructed such that the last stages of 

the cascade are retained still during the period when the acting 



"reley of the preceding cascade has not yet changed its stats, the   I 

number M Increases somewhat 

Af4«2"-*+*(I + 2-**X (3.5) 

2e The signal is transmitted from all relays of the preceding 

cascade« {_ 

M3--2^0 (2s' -1). , 
i*t C3.&) 

In the particular case vfae«. Sj_ ~ sz -•••"%~ SA va iiave 

M;^'(2^- l)*-32s». (3.7) 

3, The signal is transmitted-from all the relays of all the 

preceding cascadess 
k 

Wo can SOG from (3.4) — (3.Ö) that as a rule there should 

be si >   1, aad otüy in the cas&s (3.5),   (3.6),   (3.8) can one 

relay be employed in the last cascade, i.e., m can have hare sk 

It follows from, the saae formulas that 

is shewn, for example, in, Table 9 far s = 5 and 6.    It should be 

noted that M is increased here as a rule because of the complica- 

tions introduced into the contact network. 

6r<? 
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fig»  23» 

ft s; *» A** M, 

I 5 32 32 3"* 
2 4,r — 24 «> 

3.2 !« 20 28 
2,3 16 88 2« 

•> 2.2,1 — & !8 

i 6 64 r,4 ti4- 
Z 5.S — 46 62 

4.2 32 40 60 
3,3 32 .16 58 
2.4 32 34 48 

3 .3.2.1 — 24 42 
2,3.8 — 24 42 
2.2.2 is 20 36 

Table 9    I 

28 

22    j~ 

(H 
G2 
«0 
5«i 

54 
46 
44 

In references /1Q4/ it has been showa that ia corating net- 

works it is advantageous to use a cascade construetim, using two 

or three relays per cascade»- 

Considerable ©conoasy la the jmeiber of coatects caa be obtained 

if the net«or]; is constructed such that each of the iafcewoecliate 

relays changes its state       exactly t«4ice dtxriag the cycle of -the 

cascade    ia «hleJhi this rsiay is iiioltaded, as shown, for example, 

in Figs» 23a ajod 23b,    ia su«h a sequence»  s^ relays produced 

d taring oae eyelid two 2s£ steps, 

Dspsxiäiag on the interaction betweaithe cascades and on the 

»tafcer of relays ia each cascade, the total .»lieber M of the in- 

staats of connection, -whiah smat be produced, is give» 

by the folio«lag formulas« 

a) When the signal is fed to the nest cascade from one. relay     , 

*6 



of the preceding cascade ~~\ 

Aft = 2s,s4.   .   . sk: ^aoj 

b) When the signal coraes front all relays of the preceding 

cascade 

iMg,«2sAri(2sr--l); U 

(3.11) 

o) When s±i the signals ooas from aH relays of the preceding 

cascades 

/Wj = 2*s,s, .   .   . st~22Sisrt!x'42 •   •   • SA- 

(3.12) 

In the particular case when g^r S2 = ... - %, we obtain 

^; = 2s»; (3.13) 

M; « (2s,)* - ^£^ . (3.15) 

¥hea s£ - s Vfe obtain the same solutions as in the preceding 

case of cascade action, (Networks 

of the last type were studied by Candidate of Technical Sciences 

V, I. Ivatioif,    He calls them simple cyclic networks aaä shows that 

to insure operatic of stich networks it is necessary to have nearly 

two or three contacts on each relay, and all relays need be of 

the same type /lOlj 102/.). 

The use of cascaded operation of the intermediate relays 

makes it possible to redizce the ntsnber of contacts in the network, 

but this may make it necessary to fuse more intermediate relays than 

$j 
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given by Sqs*  (3.1) and (3,2)*    la. soma cases this must be done»    Ia~~] 

the argußßöts given above we mentioned oaly contacts necessary to 

ta-nirs operation of tha intermediate relays of the ss± network. The 

need of placing I« ths relays contacts for the actuating BE circuits 
and the 

itmoms st3XL additional reqxdresisnts.in tlxs compilation of a ßetwork 
ft. L 

such c-catacfct roMsi l?e taken lato account» 

Cdaag« 'in the State of Several Relays Hithln a Single Step 

When choosing its operating sequence of the relay,  one may 

e no canter a ease vhan «wring one step conditions are prod used fee 

the change of state of several relays, aa shown., far example, in 

Fig» 24e<    -I.n practice, however, the operating times aaä tha drop-out 

tS.aes'; of relays always differ    &am\ib&ts and consequently fessslMsH 

trassiert steps occur, as shewn in Fig. 24'fa and 24c    If one considers 

th/rt the relative daisy of each relay is a raMoai quantity,, then any 

possible corigination of ths states of these relays is possible* 

In other vords, if dtriag any OWJ step conditions ere pradtKj-ad 

for a Ghangc in the states of v relaysj ths appaarance of 2'^ - 2 

different coKbinatlons is püssiblßf .      .these combinations should 

not be ijeed in otter periods,  tut cannot be  considered nott"»-useable. 

vfe seo therefore that in ths construction of connection 

tables it is JöQoeassry to avoid transie*3ts5 in uhieh several 

jjstermediate' relays must change their state© simultaneously, Such 

a seqaeaco is permissible only-in the exceptional case» when» for 

f.tk 



1 exaaple, the circuit must be returned to its initial"position. 

In those cases, when the coalitions for the change in tho state 

of several relays are proäraaä simultaneously (particularly in the 
when*- 

case vten these relays are receiving relays), and^upon appearance of 

J transient steps tha operation of the-network may become faulty, 

ffisaswes Must be taken to insure that a definite sequence in trie 

relay operation be observed, either making one relay dependent on the 

other, or by using relays with suitable tin» delays, 

Thus, for example, in the network of Fig* 17 the relays P and 

I are disconnected simultane otisly •»ben the circuit opens during the 

Instant vhan the plug is removed from the jack» Hera, as can ba seen 

front the connection table of Pig» 20a, «there ffiay be produced, during 

<the start of stag® 6a)trsnsient states of the networks nrambered 21 • 

(relay P drops out first) or 19 (relay I drops out first},   Analo- 

gously, states nuaher 20 or 18 can oeour upon transition froia the 

stage 7a to 8a (Pig. 20b, g) and 29 or 27 upon transition from 

state 3 to stage 6& (Fig, 20a).    Steps number .IS and 19 ®r$ sn- 

count«r6d during the operation of the network, and in these states 

the actuating circuits do not correspond to the circuits in the 

same steps* between which transient steps occisr with the same 

numbers (23 — 17 in Fig. 20a —* 22 — 16 in Fig. 20b, g).    The 

appearance of transient steps numb-area 20, 21, 27 and 29, on tfas 

other hand, does not-violate the Yealiaat&lity of the table, 

Consequently, the network should be constructed stich that relay   I 

9.3 



"drops out later than relay P. This can be obtained by making the 

relay with the time delay or by .   - 

providing an additional supply to the voltage 1 so that it 

is retailed in tho local circuit through, a normally open contact of 

re.Lay 

7      CHOICE U< SEQUENCE OF OPSUTIüN OP INTERMEDIATE RELitfS 
TO OBTAIN- k MINIMUM OF CONTACT IK THS ACTUATING CIRCUITS 

We now consider how to choose the sequanee of operation of the ^ 

intermediate relays from tho point of vie« of the alnimum number of 

contacts for ths activating circuits.    It is quite obvious that if 

one introduces into the netvork as aany 

ioternaediate relays as there are actuating oii-ouits 

necessary5 and if these ralsys are set tc operate in the same ae~ 

qmnce       vxbk which tho actuating oircuits must be closed, then 

for each of these circuits it is necesrnary to have om contact, i.e., 

the total number of contacts in the actuating eircmits will be a ^ 

minimum.    However,  in this case tha network as a whole may not be 

optima from the point of via« of the number of relays and the total 

mister of contacts, 

Siariiag ■with ' sv«ch arguments, vse can recommend that 

from. the. point of viev of reducing the number of contacts in the 

actuating circuits, it is necessary to choose the instante of 

connection aafi disconnecting of the individual intermediate relays 

G 



stach that the operating pariöäTodf these reSayäToöllttoide with the 

closing {or opening) periods of the individual aotuating 

circuit», particularly those la which it ig required to produce 

siaultaöeo'ttaly several circuits (to close the clrouit to 

several linss). ' 

La oon^iswation 'with these :'recoaifl6ftrlatlona, which ware give« 

ahovs, one car« ohooae the operatiag sequaoos for the iHteanaeaiate 

relay'such that the total nuofcer of coatacts will be close to a 

ffilaimun« 

In the investigation of counting circuits, the author has 

shown /LG3, 204/ that if a decimal counter is made'with a RBI relay 

viAik 15 springs, the» in the cascade oonatruotion one can obtain 

networks with the characteristics shown In Table 10, ■ 
n\ Table 10 fi ri 

£? 1*4* S "«*l 

I yt -H 
iHcaa 

yf-f 

B Mt'CTBMK XCtlilX   1 MHWtO KOHT31? 

Bofi urns 

5 
8 

U 

7—8 j      36 
6—7 41 
5-6 63 

a«-4 
2  ' 
i 

H2 JO OAHÖnpO-j »JWSWIHOCTb 

27 

20 

i 
2 
4 

!  i 

franMent steps 
Fig*   24, 

i) Number of relays, 2) number of springs in local oirotdts, 

3} per relay, 4-) total, 5) cumber of contacts in each actuating 

circuit, 6) r/aaber of apriags for csach group of ten eiagle-cosductor 

pleads, 7) aaodMuaa n^ggagr^pf^±ges^^jtijfche_ actuating circuita» 
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l) Clamping relay 2) Counter 3) Tens 4) Units 5) Clamping relays 
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By way of anotter example,of simplification, ve give a 
i counting network naeä in key-pulsing apparatus /121/ to establish     ~~\ 

correspondence circuits after a definite nunfoer of pulse«, depending 

on the state of the""""'    "relays Xhe greatest eooaoay in tag con- 

tacts, arid sometime B also in relays, is obtained if the - eiasrpAsig 

code is matched with the counting systea, i.e., if the stats of the     ^ 

clawing rolays Alr Cx, %, and % to ©ach m^ber a^r^de the szrm 

as the state of the cotartiixg rei-ays ^A, u, 1>, ono is.; ö,.&«,<   *a« bo»« 

of the corresponding aumhsr of pulses,    In this case, to establish 

)    the ccraespaaaeace circuit it is »3c©8sary to toe one relay each 

in each dotbls-ths-c« ooctaot group, connected as shown in fig, 25a, 

Ths diagram of the correspondence olrcutts for the 'ksy-pulsi^g 

apparatus» .etsnsfcructed to accordance with this principle /18/, assiaaes 

the farm ahowa in Fig» 25b, yJxr? ap % c, and d-j, are the contacts 

of the relays that fix tbs mit .msabers? a2, b2, c2 and d2 are the 

contacts of the relays that'fix the tens .siaabers, etc.; pf arid pd 

are contacts of the feats, aotibla-tbröw relays, which close res- 

pectively the circuits vhen unit ntwibars (pW) and tens (pi) are 

IK an existing key-pulsicg appar&tus network /121/.  shewn 

in Pig* 25e, these functions require only f^/e relays and 88 springs. 

Ö.    WHS 0? EEDU01KÖ THE JJIMJSi OP UTOEEtMEDIAIE REUIS 

As seen from the analysis of the otauseotion tables, by OOIB- 

mritts the -work of the receiving elements and of the actuating 

*9=£ i> 
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cirouits one can obtain the asinimuia namfasr of intermediate relays, 

necessary to introduce lato the network to realize the specified 

soqtBnces. 

In eooe eases^ however, this number can be reduced somewhat. 

One of the maens of reducing the number of intermediate relays is       i. 

to use receiving relays as itrteraadiate relays....Such .a use is 

possible in the case vhea in accordance with the operating conditions 

there exist period, duriag which the gives receiving relay does not 

operate, i.e., vtaan the signal received by this relay does not 

arrive.    In this case the give« relay can be «sad as an inter tnsdiate, 

operating dtsripg these times. 

The simplest method of usüsg such a possibility is to retain 

the receiving relay ia a local'circuit after a short signal, if 

ths succeeding analogous signals cannot in general be received, 

or else their receipt is       not essential. 

Another possibility of-redwing the number of relays and con- 

tacts in the network is, in somß cases»      through-transmission of 

the external signal along the actuating circuit /!?/.    This is 

possible «Ijon the signals received and transmitted by the network 

my be identical ia-certain periods of operation» " In this case 

it is possible to connect the incoming wire;, with the 

network relay -uitfc-ottbgoiag contacts. An example of snch a solution 

are the relay sets II/XVGI of the otep-by-step atefcoraatic telephone 

.   station /122/, in which after selecting the necessary outgoing lead, 



the talking «axes are connected       and further control pluses pass 

directly, without acting on the circuit of this group selector. 

.. la those cases whan the character of the external signal is 

such that it can be received directly by an interasdiats or actuating 

element,  it becomes possible to exoltsde; the receiving element from 

the network. Since m speak of relay networks, sttch a« exclusion 

becomes possible whan the signal is transmitted over electrical 

receiving circuits and whan the values of the voltages and resis- 

tances in tisss circuits' are such that stable operation of the inter- 

mediate or actuating elsmsnts is Uaswed. 

In this car.8 the receiving circuit say be represented as a 

closing or-opening contadt with a series-connected resistance  (if 

EH such ia used in the external circuit).    If the circuit is nov 

converted such that only one contact is used on the receiving relay- , 

then this relay ears, be excluded from the network, and its contact 

can be represented as an external signal circuit. 

By •way of an example,- Fig.- 26 shows the diagram of a binary 

pulse-nnabar divider, in which the signal circuit is arbitrarily 

denoted by u.    The counting relays A and B receive the external 

signals, and the windings of one relay should: . hatra     an identical 

number of arapare turns. 

In some cases the axclttsion of the receiving relay may 

lead to the ; fact that during the process of 

operation of the network it feeds to the incoming circuit certain 

9f 
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voltages,or else indivldtjal input circuits may beeosae inter-       1 

connected» If this is not permissible in accordance with tfaa opera- 

ting conditions, the circuit can be separated, for example, by using 

rectifiers. 

9,     USE OF TBMBLÄI RELAIS IM SEQUENTIAL NETWORKS 

Re-lays In which the operation or drop~;otit are delayed are 

used in relay networks prlaartly as receiving relays, responding to 

prolonged pulses or to intervals'between thaia, i.e., to receive a 

temporal distinguishing feature» This functions is perfowned, 

for example, by the series and holding relay in many automatic 

telephone station networks, connected with the receipt of the number 

from the stjbscriber* 

Sometimes the time delay is used in intermediate relays, ao as 

to reduce sose^hat the number of contacts in the network» 

The use of a       relay with a       time delay in drop-out makes 

it possible to construct networks stach that short-duration (within 

a time shorter than the time delay) of breaks in the circuit do not 

disturb the operation of the relay*    This means that the circuit 

of a relay ^ith time delay exceeding the operating time or the 

drop-oirt. time of other relays iß the network may be disconnected 

during the unstable steps, produced by changes in states of the 

latter.    In other «ords» feu* circuits of time-delay relays, the 

/ao 
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'unstable steps can be oonsMarsd m conditional ones* asd in some      ~~i 

cases this'may make it possible to siißplify the ratuork-considerably, 

£buss for escample j to obtaift . sequential actloa    s (Fig. 27a), 

the circuit of relay A should iaave ia it coniasts of relays X aM 

..B, as showa, for example, in Fig. 27b.    If the relay 1 is made with     , 

time delay, then the saas seqt^nce will be retained mtkotai intro- 

ducing into the circuit of relay A the contact of relay B (Pig, 27c). 

TMs principle serves as the basis for ths construction of the 

fieiwork used to transmit a mxthvv from, a cotmiing netuork into a   . 

fixator in relay registers (Fig. 28).    The number is transmitted 

after the arop-otxfc of tha aeries relay C (noticg the ead of the 

series) during %h& time vhsn the auxiliary relay PC holds (because 

of -äk the tin» delay) relay BC briaging the comtiag circuit baok 

to the initial state after drop-out.   .Had tiaae delay juefcbeen used 

hero«, th» circuit of relay PC vouM-haw to pass through the con- 

tacts of the fixing relayo, ia order to have the relay BO drop out 

only after t&e fixing relays have operated. 

In son© cases the time delay of the relay can be used to 

increase the reliability of the opsraticc  of ths network ia traas- 

iofit conditions,, tihen shart-äwatioa breaks or ciosttras are 

possible 5M tha circuit because of aoa-^i£Kulta»ooiis reswitoMag of 

different ooataots of cert&ia relays during operation or drop-out« 

/.& / 



lo.   CHMKSE arm mm smmrnm TABLSS TO THE KSTMCRK -| 

The ooaopatioa table stakes It possible to find'directly ÜB 

analytical expressions for the conditions far iöiiviätal circuits, 

both actuating and those acting on the intermediate relays. 

' The corresponding expressions can he obtained as a sum; of 

constituents fear those states, la which the circuits•should be 

closed, '.(denoted, la the eoafisotion table by the synfcols —* and plus 

for inter Mediate relays and by haairy bar for the actuating relays). g 

Eram the table one can determine those constituents, which, can 

be taken as conditional terms. The latter are the constituents of 

the taaussd states iwhich do not eater into the connection tablß), and 

also the constituents of states shown dotted far the actuating cir- 

eisits. .. : 

Tinas», one can obtain, directly from the connection table the 

following general solutions far each circuit of the network in the 

form 

'«-SN + Sfr. 
(3J6) 

Thus/ for example, from the table of connections of Fig» 20, 

the circuit fb is 'written iaphe form 

U   - {10, 1!, 15, 18, 19, 26, 27, 31» (2.-3. 16, 25, 29, 30, 4» 5, 6, 7, 12, 
13, 14, 24, 28))£UM. 

The transmission of these solutions and the change over 

to the choice of the structra*e will be considered la the following. 

/J£, 

i 



'■ chapters, 

in some cases, particularly for actuating circuits, one can 

see directly from the table on wbioh relays the closed stete of the 

individual circuits depend^  and tho result can be written directly, 

vithout any traasformtions whatever.    Tiros, fear example, if in all    ^ 

the -steps during which the relay A operates tho circuit fx should 

be or cant be closed, and in steps «ten this relay does not operate 

it can or should be opened, we can write immediately 

' I'x ~ ö. 

If the preceding conditions pertain to stops in which the 

relay A doss not «gerate-, we write respectively 

Analogously, wo can obtain alao'tha circuits that depend on 

two or more relays. Thus,  for e»Mple, from the connection table of 

Fig. 20 ve can sec that % should or can be closed in all cases, p 

when the relays L or P operate (or both simultaneously} and simul- 

taneously we can write directly frcai the table 

In cases when the number of steps .in which the circuit should 

ba closed is large compared with the number of steps during which 

It should be opened, it is more convenient to compile a "non- 

operation circuit« as the sum of the constituents of those states, 
in , 
dHSEfcäg which the circuit should or can be opened, i.e., 

fr-E*.,+ £^. (3.17) j 



uhare k * - is the constituent of the forbidden state with nturiber n^H 
I 

Then ,P        ?— 
■ ix «*> IX. 

■ (3.18) 

In ansdyalng the operation of any later mediate relay, one oaa 

obtain the following steps for this relay from the tablei        ^ 

Operation, in which conditions are produced for operation of 
di.. 

the given relay (noted -~? ). 

Holding, in vhioh the relay operates, toÄtopc operates by 

being fed ia local circuits &&■$; (-4) ■ 
/release/ 

Drop-out, ia 'Which conditions are produced for ärop-out of 

the relay ( -—I  }« 

Conditions when the relay does not work. 

In this case the circuit of a given relay should bo closed 

dtiring the operation and holding steps' aM opened dicing the steps 

of drop-out and non-operation. We note that steps that follow the 

operatioa steps differ from the» only in the state of a given relay, 
BX1Ö. 

it fellows froa this that in the stm of the ooastittjents of the 

operation step with the constituent of the next step* the- -contact 

of the considered relay is eliminated, i.e., we obtain a sub-con- 

stituent of-the operation step.    (We shall call atfla-oonstitueata 

/18/ of a circuit consisting of a relays those oonstitUBafco of 

the network, obtained from a given .network by exKltsding the con- 

tacts of this, relay, whose operation is considered, i.e., a net- 

■work of n - 1 relays») 

/#y 



We introduce the concept of formulas for the- operation, r¥, 

holding %, and drop-out by, which characterise the states of a 

network la different instants of operation of the relay W, and 

which do not include the contacts of this relay. 

In accordance with thiss it la most convenient to write   ^ 

down the formula for the operation of the relay W in the fers 

/r-V + ^r *3*1<>* 
/» "o* *V-f vft^.. (3.20) 

The first of these foraulas insures the closing of the relay 

circuit ■. the operation steps and fe all the holding steps, while 

the second Insures the closing of the circuit during the operation 

and the opening (the inversion of the drop-out formula is taken) 

during the drop-out steps. 

SiD.ce the contacts of tfaa relay W, do not enter into the ex- 

• pressionfr^, gy, and bg, -with respect to which the formulas are 

given, they VHJL consist of sub-constituents of the corresponding 

steps. 

In accordance with the subdivision of the steps, we intro- 

duce the following symbols* 

r   — sub-constituents corresponding to the' steps of 
.5 

operation of a given relay; 

h.' — sub-constituents correspond teg to drop-out steps; 
J 

P , — sub-oonstituente corresponding to the remaining 
J 

steps, .inwhieh a given relay operates, and 

/J& 
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g  . — those in vhich it doss not operate* ~j 

j 
Hare j is the serial number of the corresponding stfo-soastitueat. 

Ths fcsmatla for the operation r-y caa be represented äS a sura 

of sub-constituents r., corresponding to ail the stsps <f operation 

of this relay« 

IK addition to these sub-constituents, «hich are obligatory 

terms, oae can .sod to the formula terras corresponding to certain 

unused' states. It is clear that oaeeannot add to the operation 

forrsmla the aub-constituents g*.: corresponding to those unused states, ' 

in which the relay W must not operate, sine« the addition of such a 

syb~con3tituaat will cause operation of the relay during a step when 

it should not operate.    If on t.ha other fcaad the sub-constituents 

g1.. will be found among the unused states* it can-te added to the 

operation fcrania»    On the other hancij a sub-constituent gi* corres- 

ponding to those mused statas in which the relay W operates, cannot 

he added, since a sub-constituent g'-? equal to it, oorres~ 

ponding to the nofi-<workiag state of relay W, s?&y be found among the 

unused states* Conesqusatlj,  one can sod to the operation formula 

only the sub-constituents of those unused states, dwing which the 

relay W does not operate, 

Ths holding formula gu is made up of the sua of the süb- 

coastitxieats g.-, corresponding to the holding steps. By way of 

conditional teraa ona can take the sub-constituents r;s cerres- 
«J 

ponding to the operating steps, • and also the sub-constituents 

/W 
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"correspottdiag to the unused states during ^hicfe the relay W operataeTl 

If the relsy has a arep-out time delay, then the coaäitiona^^ 

can be considered to be the sub-constituents of the uaetab^stspe, 

and if it has-fin operating time delay, ttess aub-constitusntg 

correspond to tha unstable eteps, vbea the relay does act operate. 
t , i 

The drop-out formula b»   is aadc up as the sa of the sub- 

constituents h., corresponding to tbs drop-out, steps, aad the eondl- 

tional sab-oonatitusßts are here those corresponding to the unused 

states, during vhioh the relay V operates, as veil as the sub- 

constituents r< of the operating steps.    For a relay with drop-out 

ties delay, the conditional constituents can be those of the iadi- 

vidual unstable steps» 

üsißg the symbols introduced earlier, the general solution for 

the formulas for operatic«, hold lag, and drop-out bscorae 

*V-2*+2T+2£! (3-2ä> 

*r-2*'+2Tf+2*' ,    , 
(3.23) 

vbere the indices i correspond to the used states«- and the indices 

/ to the mused ones, i.e., g/ is a sub-constituent corresponding 

to an unused state in which the relay W operates, while g'j 

carrespojnds to one iavhioh relay ¥ does not operate. 

Thus, for example, from the connection table of Fig. 20 we 

/Jt? 



["obtain for the relay A (relay A does not operates in* the unused     ~~] 
states'4»  5* *>i  and 7j and operates in states 12,13,14,24,and 28). 

ApyZ , #py6  , 7py6 
o 

gÄ ~ <*#yö »f j«/y0 -f- ^/?Jö ~f Apy6 ~\~ jipyB 4> Apy6 -f'' 

It should be noted that the ©llmiaatioa £roa the 

holding formula of the smb-constttt»nts r^ of the operating steps or 

the 'iataroditttiöa of these svb-oaagtitueatB Into the drop-out formula 

may cause tbe circuit to bs opea for a short tlas  (during the time 

of aovefifößt of the' contact)» 

When tbe oomitioaal terms are taken, into accouat with the 

aid of the tables of neighboring constitue&ts (see Chapter 5), there 

is no xxmä of paying attention to whether reiser ¥ doss or doeimot 

operate ää the uatsaed state» which is taken to be m the ooaditioa- 

&L teras and the operations can be carried out in their. entirety 

•with coagtitumts ectrr*spoa&tag both to obligatory aod to conditional 

terms» excluding only firo» the results the contacts of the relay 

•whose cirtmit is being eyafchesiaea. Thia is possible because vfaen 

using the taM.es of aeighbaring oonstitaajots oas can add to the 

obligatory terms of the operation formula o&ly those for «hioh 

the give« relay doe,«? aot operate? aad'o&e eaa add to the holding 

/J>-S~ 
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Taad drop-out formula onlj those eoÜfifcifcueats tawhieh it does operateTl 

If holding relays are used ia the' network (aeohaalo&L, magnetic, 

or electric) «1th two winding», ttm miti « (operating) and 

ibtK&lng ttoa for normal operation of s'uch a relay it 

.- is eflseatial that tha circuit of tha mala viadlng W be closed osly      L 

durleg the operating steps, «cd that thie circuit of the  :taekin£' 

• viaaias M be olo»«* fcs* a ßboapt P«1«* «Swing tha drop-out 

steps* 

Tfaue, the ateuotaral formula of tha oatHork becomes ia this 

" ease «- 

(3*24) 

For relays vith electric holding, it is necessary to produce 

a tooldifle otrouit after operation through a closing (noraally- 

open) ooötaot of ths relay, asd the circuit aa&afxaaB&K emrgfr- 

sing the cttbuckiugi    .. winding mast also eoafcain a eloaißg contact 

of the »affl© relay,  so that the relay äoes not operate again through 

the >Jokisg -«dJa8;tag*»iii5g« 

Ths fffcrwstural focrmtsla of tfaf, network (Fig* 29) becomes in 

thie case /I6/s 

F _ as {rw ~j- a?) U7 + MhwW ... (3»25} 

13.26) 

We aote that ia tha expression % la formulas (3*24) 

(3,26) one oazmot ioteoäuce ooodltio&al stib-eo&8tit\»a^s r^ oorrea- 

/M 
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t poßdlttg to the operating steps«    '"'" ~| 

tta the basis of the conditions obtained for the individual 

circuit, one can make up tha diagram of the circuit, using, for 

ejcaaple, the transition from the formula to the diagram after trans- 

j foraiations   for the purpose of .yedasiag the suaiber of cooa- 

tacts (see Chapter 4 and 5} or using tha graphical method developed 

in. Chapter 7.    Experience hag shoim, however, that the greatest 

eoooony in contacts Is obtained If there is a possibility of unifying 

several circuits as& to construct the network-ia such'a 

way, that on« and, the ssiae contact acts on as Biaagr elemsafcs as 

possible,    General coasidaratioss regarding; these rlroblsES are givsa 

In Chapter.9, 

The simplest method, of joining circuits is to constsruat a 

aoraal aetwark (Pig» 2a) in vhieh Individual contact circuits are 

joined into a \l< k}~i.poieiwstwark-,. ths coiamoa point of which is e& 

or* of the poles of the battery.    In this case the joining of the 

contacts is obtained bj transforming the faraiOas with the symbol 

for these contacts taken outside tshe brackets«    Farther simplifica- 

tion of the contact circuit caa soaetises be obtained by gclßg 

over to s. bridge circuit, for which can reconunead the methods of 

It A.Gavrilov /I6/ or A.G. .Lasts /30 — 32/.    The bridge contact 

network eaa also be obtained. direct.lv. from the written down con- 
by 

diticns by a graphic method  (see Chapter 7>> or the method of P. 
"   *\ 

Svoboöa /59, 76/. 

/y/ 



By vey of aa exaaple, Fig. 30 shot« a BSL aetvork constructed ~~] 

analytically /IS/ in sccoro&nee with the coaaection table of. Fig. 20» 

la the oaso.wfao'a the connection tabla is so compiled that ocly 

a aoall part of all the possible states Is wsed aa$ the nüaber of 

unused. states is large,- ths general method developed hsre     .   } 
r 

' calls for ovufoerson» maalpuletioaa,    In this case one can recommend 

for aacii Interrnediate .relsgr to construct partial tables of coansctioas 

ia which one. introduces first otdy the 63.ems.ttts -which change their 

states directly ahead of tfce operating stops or the drop-otcb steps 

of a given relay, aod if thase tables are not realisable, one can 

make' ths network realisable by iatroäuoißg other elements   ■ 

from anoag.those ooataioad ia the overall table, as Is recouHueaded 

by, M. A.Oavrilov '/69 73/. Other simplified methods- of obtaining 

£rom the '''tables gtruotueal foenwlss far ths intermediate 

ralays ia analogous cases are give» by A* N. Xurasov /65/ and 

la« I» Msltlör /135, 136/. 

//<Ä OS 
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Chapter 4 

ALGEBRAIC T&ANSFCIUATIONS OF COHTA-3T NETWOU® 

1.    BASIC MÄ.THSJATICAL TGGLS 

The basic mathematical tool of meiern theory of contact net- 

works is the formalism of algebraic logic (Boolean algebra), ^hioh 

operates vith two numbers — aero and one» 

In a3.gebra.lo logic /5, 6, 123 , '124/ there 'are many functions 

that characterise operations with, elements that can-aestaae two 

values. The functions also assiasß two valtsss. We give hers the 

characteristics of several basic functions of algebraic logic, 

watch are illustrated in Table 11, and also by the so-called Eulsr 

circles, given in Fig« 31, 

$Suier circles are used principally in set theory for a clear 

representation of sets and operations on them. For the case of 

contact networks* a rectangle represents the aggregate of all 

the. possible constituents, and tho separated and- shaded region 

(Fig, 31a} represents tte aggregate -of those constituents, which 

enter into the given function m obligatory.    Two functions which 

have no oommon constituents will be represented by two non- 

intersecting doraains, and those having common constituents will be 

£'<7 
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1 represented-by intersecting domains, where the ooamon domain ecsrres-   ' 

ponds to the constituents which are oomsaon to both sets.    Such a 

representation permits a clear illustration of ell the operations both 

of algebraic logic (Fig. 31), aM of the algebra of contact networks. 

J It will shown below that one ceu represent analogously also operations^ 

in the presence of conditional terms. 

fable H 

1 1      1 i » 
a •1 ab <*+-* 8-»A       !    C»wft      j «©* i «ys 1 « 6 

0 0 0 
i 

0 . 1, o i * , i 

t 0 0 \ i 0 i 1 i 0 i 

0 { 0 i 0 0 i i i 0 

1 s \      i 
i 

I i 0 i    o 0 0 

i 

1. Logical addition (disjunction, joining) corresponds to 

the logical link ward» "oar'* Ü» the non-separating meaning).    The 

function a + b (sometimes denoted a   (J b or aVb) iß true when 

at least one of the ternis is tart» (Fig. 31b)* 

2. Logical multiplication (conjunction, intersection, corres- 

ponds to the logical link word   . »and.«   The function a.b (a   /\ b, 

a /\ b, a & b) is true only when both factors are true  (Fig. 31o). 

3. Implication (inclusion) corresponds to the logical link 

word "if..., then ...» and "from ...it follows that ...."    The 

function a ~f .b  (a !T> b) is false when a is true and b is false, 

and is true in all other cases (Fig. 31d). 

i 
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r~ 4, Equivalence  (exclusion "orß). ?he function a >- b (a « ^71 

a *-r b) is trtäs when a and h have equal values (Fig. 31e). 

5. Alternative (addition modulo 2} carre»ponds to the logical 

link vord «or« in the separating sense* The function a €$  b (s o *» 

a -I- b) is true only «ten a and b .have different values (Fig. 31f).  ( 

6, The Staffer function a/b, which is falsa only «ben »and 

b are simultaneously term, and true in all other cases (Fig, 31g). 

7. Inversion, corresponding to logical negation.      T'm 

function a      (^a«,   "~| a, 1 - a.) is true «hen a is false, and is 

false when a is true  (Fig. 31b). 

From among all these operations, w have.chosen for the alge- 

bra of contact networks the operations of multiplication, addition, 

aad inversion, since, firstly, addition and multiplication /lo, 

ö6 — 88/ are simulated by parallel and series joining of the con- 

tacts (circuit closed — true — one? circuit opened -— false — 

s  aero), and the inversion corresponds to a replacement of a dosing 

(normally opened) contact by an opening one  (normally closed), and 

vise versa. 

Secondly, they form a functionally complete system of 

functions, i.e., with them  one. can write down all the remaining 

functions! 

a-+b=za + be*JS, (A.l) 



r~ 

ajb ~ ah = a -j~ b. 

2. BASIC LAWS AND RELATIONS OP ALGEBRA 0? CONTACT HETWCSKS 

la the algebra of contact networks the following laws hxM% 

1) Commutative (rearrsjsgeciazrfe). 

2}   Associative 

C* + $-f * = * + (# + *&;} 

(4.5) 

(4.6) 

3) Blatribittive 

C«+»)2i-*.» + jff- (4.7a) 

(tte distributive law of multiplication relative to addition) 

*y + z»(i + i)öf+*) (4.7b) 

(distributive lav of addition relative to multiplication). 

4) Repetition 

XS . . . ä as X, 1 

* + * + ... + *«*;/ (4^8} 

5) Inversion 

Jf§f as x -f y% (4.9a) 

u 

* + »«*■*. (4,9b) 

Lavs (4*5) — (4.8) sake it possible to effect identical 

(in admittance) transformations of contact networks, while law 

(4.9) enables us to find networks which are reciprocal in structural 

m 



PadaittaBoe ,..(^y is reciprocal to sy)» ' 

Any expressions produced by the feareoiug opar&tioBS, as veil 

as the iivlividual symbols, can ass«» only two values, vbich ö arras- 

ponds to the fact that the eoataot circuit can be either opened -or 

. closed.    The equal eiga ia all these formulas demote that for eaofa      ^ 

state of the Individual eXanseafc»   of the ndtuark, the circuits 

corresponding to both parts of the equation will aimaLtaasoualy be 

either closed or opeaeci,« 

In other vooptls, the equal siga indicateB'that the circuits have 

aß Msatical structural admittance, i.e., when the statas of the 

elements obange they «ill be sta&taneou&ly closed'or Blaulta&Bou&ty 

opened, 

In accordance «ith this* tie eaa writ» down the following 

squivaleaceös 

0-Jt«0; (4.10a) 

l-*~*; U.lOb) 

° + *Äjc; (4J,0c) 

U.ioa) 

J"*«0"' C4.Ha) 

_   Jf + *asl (4.11b) 

On ths basis of the foregoing laws we can obtain also mm? 

other eqtiivaieaoes, which may bo .useful in aat^ork traasfesraatioa, 

ä i ^«    rr v4»12a,' -;.-• fl-j-<WC SSB» a; 

«(a ~f~ ä) s« e; (4*&2b) 

U.i 
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a + öx«=a + je; U.13a) 

a(ü-\-x)^ax; (4»13b) 

ax + ay + *# — ^ 4 *%*'; *^'' '^f 

(a + x) (*T+g) (*• 4' #) ** (a 4- *) (« + 0). (4. Ub) 

Finally, ve can note the following expensioa formulas, j. 

/ (ö5 <&,...„«) -~ f?HI, &,....«} + a/ (0, &,...,«), (4* 15a) 

/ (a, b„...,«) «Iff + f (0.6,..., «)J fa + / (1. b,..., n%       (4.15b) 

01% in more general for-ra 

/ (a, fc,...,«)«a6... «•/(!, l...,l) + «fr...«f<0,!,....!)+, 

+ ab...n• f {1,0, -.., 1) 4-06...nf (0.0,..., I) + ... + 

-fab ...nl(0,0, .... 1) + afr...n• f (0,0,....OK \(4.16a) 

/(a.fr, ...,«) = |a + ö + ... ■Kn + /<p,0,....0)|lö'+ö +-... + « 4 

+ / (1,0,...»0)1.. .|a + A + ... + n -f f (1,1,.... 0}]\a + * +... + 

+ «4-/(1.1,..., 1)1. (4.16b) 

3«    Coaaept of Gonöfcituöiits 

As already mentioned, in a circuit consisting of n relays am 

can produce 2n differ eat states» To each of these states corres- 

ponds a-cireuit of series-oottaectad contacts of all n relays, snob. 

that viil be closed only in a given state. Ths analytical expression 

oorresppaäiag to such a circuit is called the constituent of the 

expansion of uäity, or simply coastituant. 

We shall .denote the iaäi?Mual ooastitusnts by the letter k 

numbered with the number of the same state,       in which the carres- 
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ponding circuit Is oiosad. Thus, from Table 1 w« can see that ~~l 

&,, = a&n, 

kt = 06W, 

*s ~ «ö'v,   e t- c. 

It can be show« /16, p 63/ that a forisula for any ooat&ct 

Qetwcsrk can be represented «a a SWXB. of a certain amber of ooßsti- 

t'ueßts, arid the network itself cats be pare seated In the fora of a 

series of parallel circuits, eaöfa of which consist of orüy series- 

oorjsßote'ö contacts of all.the relays of the network, i.s», 

/ =  V £, (»   » TJj, 7>,( ...,i[r). (4# X7 ) 

Tiiis follows, iß particular, from formula (4*16a)j aad also 

froffi the fact that each eirct&t can be ohsracteriaeä by 

thoss state3, la which it ahouLä -be closed («e Chapter 2). 

The sum of all 2   constituents Is «aity, i»e., it ecrrasponds 

to a contifiuou&ly closed olrou.it 

j% ^ *» 1, 

/«ft SJ/J-JXü,/ 

This explains tibe naiaa "constityxiats for the expansion of 

unity, *" 

Tm constituents havo the following properties, that 

kfkf—O      (frir  i + f). U.19) 

Inversion of the canatittjeni k-s, which vs 08$1 an suxfci-coa- 

stituent (it is called the constitmut -far the expeaslo» of sero) 

corresponds to a circuit reads of the contacts of all relays 

{Juh 

< 
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' in parallel, open in the state niaaberecl i. ' 

One can show that a formula for asy contact circuit can be 

represented as the product of a certain number of anti^eohetituents, 

and the network itself can be represented in the form of a series 

...; conaeotio« of circuits,' each of which consist of only parallel- ^ 
' ■ ■   ■ i 

connected contacts öf all the relays of the network, i.e., 

/- ■ -2^f  -   HI;-. 
'•"*•* "''Hi V-. (4.20) 

fhe anti-constituents have tb.s following properties« 

4.    CONCEPT OP INCLUSION AND ITS NETWORK iNTERffiET&TIOK 

• Let us consider a concept of algebraic logic •—■ 

inclusion, a <n b./5/ — «1x1011 denotes that "each a is b" or that 

"b includes aw (Fig, 32).    This means that the Burnerleal value of 

the expresä&on will never be greater than the expression for b 

(they can be equal). Thus, for exaicple, if «e compared the expressions 

ab and a+b, then as can be seen from fable E, for all values of 
the value of 

a and b the value ab vill be either less than or equal to a + b, 

i.e., abc(a + b). 

*ig.  32, 
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fStoffi the saoa table ve can see,  for essuapl^ that 
aftca;flftcfr;flc(fl + fc)a^   /> cr (a + b). 

lo. otter vards, the iziclusian a c. b denotes that «a is not 

greater'than bM or a is less titan cr equal to b.rt Therefore ve shall 

use for inclusion not the symbol CI Taut the symbol <g_    or fete its 

j inverse  ^>  , i.e., if 

a < fr, 

then 

Going over to contact networks, ve can say that if formulas of 

two circuits i'n aoä f   are oonmoted by the relation ..' 
2 

F* ü> f» 

this weans "that for all possible states of the contacts contained in 

these circuits- they   «III either bo simultaneously closed or gimul- 

tansousiy opanad   (fj. ~ £z) ca» else fx «ill be closed vhon f2 is open 

(f-, f2),  i.e., there cannot be a state when the circuit f"i is 

opened  (f, ~ 0) and f2 is closed (f2 " 1)» 

IrA other words, the relation fi„ f2 denotes that the func- 

tion fi contains all ths constituents waking tip the function f2, 

and a certain, number of additional ones» 

Let us agree to say for short that the circuit % is greater 

than the circuit fn or that fo is smaller than f3. 

The relations greater and smaller have the following proper- 

ties /5/s 

1.    If a "p- b, then 

/.e4 <Ä^ 
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ß^-lj^o, (4.23b) 

fl&*0, (4»23c) 

c^b^h ., (4.23d) 
L 

2. Transitivity 

If a   >.   b and b ^ c, ths« a ^   o. (4.24) 

3. If a >   b, thatt a   < b.     . 
__ (4»o) 

If a ■ <. b, then a <£   b. 

4. When a r^fc   bt 

•   If a   <   t or b   <   t, than ab   .£   t; • (4»26a) 

if a   >   t or b >   t? iMnfa * b)> tj (4.26b) 

If ab >   t than a  >   t and b >   tj (4«26c) 

if (a + b) £   t, then a  4 t and b ^    t. (4.26d) 

la ooafeact networks tha properties (42.3at area b) signify 

that ona oan coruwct to parallel with each contact circuit a smaller 

circuit, or one caü connect in series •with it a larger circuit, 

vlthoufc changing the overall structtttal admittance. 
a 

We note that the concept of ike circuit f», smaller than a 
tfa©•     ■      ■ 

given circuit f, is ambiguous, art pertaias to   • theoretically in» 

finite set of circuits* satis^ing the inequality 

f>f*>0. C4.27) 

Tha same can be said also relative to the larger circuit f**, 

the 'limit of "which is a short circuit,, All circuits £**, greater 

(V- *"/ 
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» than the circuit f,  satisfy the inequality 
l>f**>f. . (4.23) 

For inequalities of the type 

/i<*<f9 (4.29) 

! L, Kyytura /5/ gives the solution U 

x^fi(ii^f2~ (4.30) 

«hare £*> is any ejqpressioa Cansy contact circuit), called Lnäeter&inate. 

Fes* the inequality points, I^utura gives a. solution given by 

P.S. Poretskiy 

x**h + ftfJ. (4.31) 

Faraulas (4.30) and (4.31) are essentially identical» if it is 

considered that Mima £j fg we obtain f 2 ~ f 1 * £Z' 

These formulas make it possible, ia particular, to deter- 

mine any greater circuit £** relative to f, by putting f^ » f and f2 - 

/»•»»/©Iwm/f^. (4 3a) 

Analogously, we can obtain also a "smaller"' circuit f*, by 

putting % = 0 and f~ ~ £> i.e., 

f> « fu> U-33) 

Several procedures for obtaining greater and smaller circuits 

ars given in the author's paper /§3/.    In particular» a greater 

circuit can be obtained by replacing any of the synsbols in the 

formula (any element regardless of vhether it is direct or inverse, 

and regardless of the presence of a repetition of this element in 

/&? 
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Hha fcmaala) W unity, and a smaller circuit la obtained by replace-   » 

isant with zero, 

Tisus, for examples 

&d~l-a(c -f £> > of 4- Sir > «ef > 0. ■ 

Ve shaH, agree -to denote a circuit .greater than tha circuit 
4T ■ Ü 

f by the synfcol —  , and one smeller than f by the $rmt>ol  ^    . 

Mfcr© vill be said about thaee synsbols 

in. Chapter- 5, Section 3 c 

.' -5. Structural Transformations of Contest networks 

Sine» in the synthesis of networks one obtains individual clr- 

cuite in the fctm of fee-pole networks, ve shall first consider 

equivalent etraotural transfwRßtioas of tbose oirouits, i.e., tr&ns- 

f cpaations . manr which the etoucture of a circuit changes, bob the 

structural admittance reaaias the same» 

In the synthesis of relay aetvorfcs, the transformation of con- 

tact circuits has as Its principal purpose the creation of the 

simplest network.    la this connection, ve can formulate the follow- 

ing jrcfclaas, wJblch are solved, in ths structural transformation of 

contact artworkss 

' Finding the tftaraetur© with the smallest nuribar of contactsj 

exdusioa of exeosslw (duplicating) ois.-ax'dts &sd contacts 

from ths networks 

Mt' 
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renistribiition of the contacts msx. among iadiviäual relays;       ! 

joining of a closing aM opening contact of on© relay in a 

<3otJb!e«-thröW coniaot .group to rodisbe the atiaber of springs in th? 

nstwork| 

reduction of individual circuits to such a form, that «ten thsy^ 

are joined tfas overall network contains a minifapi of contacts; 

production of a structure aor8 convenient fear- firing of tha 

network, particularly with a «daiwuttt ntsaber of vires between networks 

or parts of a single network. 

la class  n networks, the structural transf orsmtiona can be 

carried out; by, using notations in tbs forsa of structural formulas, 

and the number of symbols for contacts entering into the formula 

•will exactly be equal to the.naaiber of tha contacts. 

To go over to bridge circuits, it is necessary to have addi- 

tional transformations,,  such as matrix traasfonaations.    In 'class 

H networks,   & decrease    in the number of contact0 can be accompl- 

ished in seas cases by introducing valve elements, as wiH be 

shown below«, 

.    6.    SEMJCTBRAL ÜBÄNSFCRMITIOHS OF CLASS If CONTACT TWO- 
THUONÄL NETWORKS 

Let ns consider now individual- structural transformations of . 

class »   contact two-teradnal networks, aimed at reducing the 

number of contacts in the network, and the lavs of algebraic contact 

^4 
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"networks, •which, are employed therein. 

Thö basic procedure for redoing the »umber of contacts in a 

circuit is to excise eaoeesive contacts or circuits from the net- 

work or to join into a coaoon circuit the contaots contained in 

several circuits» . r 
:     Lavs (4.5) and (4.6)  show-th» possible rearrangements of cos- 

tacts within a circuit. The elimination of excessive contacts 4» awS 

olrcuits is on ths basis of the equivalences (4,10) — (4.H). 

The joining of contacts Is accomplished by using ths distoi- 

butiva laus (4.7}^by taking outsid.e of the bracket (4.7a) or by 

separating into an individual component <4.7b) those terms, vhich 

are common to several circuits, connected in parallel or in series.. 

la sons eaaea, however, it is advantageous to expand iadivMual 

circuits»  so that they can be unified. 

Thus, for esaifiple, if there exists a circuit 

f^abc -f (a ^-b)d, 

then the first tera is best expanded, and written in the form 

a (a + b)o, and then 
I s= {a -j- h) (ac -i-d), 

which leads to  >he elimination of one contact. 

In the general case the «expansion" of the contact circuit, 

i.e., the introduction in it of additional contacts, is based on 

the equivalences (4.23a) and (4.3b) by connecting a larger cir- 

cuit in series or a smaller one in parallel. 

A*>*r 
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üSransforiaatlon of Bridge Circuits ~1 

In bridge contact networks, in additioö to the transformations 

-ff* that follow froa the transformation of class H   contact tvo~ter2uinai. 

laetwcrks, «Mob can Us   applied: also to isaoivJuSual braaob.es of tha 

i circuit, there is still another possible form of transformations,        , 

connected with iatrotliaoing bridge Qlaaents Into the network. 'These 

transformations, withotst changing the stsmottaral adaittenaes betwasn 

poles, lead in may Gases to a change in the number of-nodes of tha .  ^j 

circuit and of the circuits between the individual nodes* 

Tha simplest case of such a transfana&tloa is the Y~<6   trans-- 

fesmation sM vice versa (Fig, 33), which can. be «ritten teteras of 

the direöt-adßdttaaoä aatricess. 

i4«34J 

A general aethcd of Jostrochioiag new «odes iß bridge networks 

was given by A» G„ Lunte /30 — 32/.    This method is very effective, 

since it makes it possible to construct bridge networks ana to 

iritrcdnee rectifier elements in tfaöfli. 

A shosrteooing of this method is that the ccapXeyJAy of the 

network depends on ths sequence with til&ch the new nodes are intaro» 

diuceäj, and the constructed network »say ttsra out to be even more 

complicated than a class  H  network. At the present time there is 

still no algorithm that leads to a simplification of ths network 

Mf 
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Mipon iotrodtwtloa of bridge elemeät».    V. S. Lasarey /93/ has show» —j 

that if when using the method of A.Ö. Liasts one «ret finds the 

initial and final elements, for example, by the 'method of M. A. 

Gawilov /!(>/, a certain eequwice ir. construction can be obtained, 

, Heading to simpler netMork&. ^_ 

The general rules indicating the -possibility of unifying 

identical circuits contained in different branches of the network 

have been recently given by M. A.Gawilov /69, 77/,    The procedure 

proposed by hins makes it possible to evaluate methods of constructing 

bridge contact networks« 

8.    IH7ERSI0B 

By inversion in the algebra of contact networks is meant the 

findiag of a contact network ^ inverse in its admittance to the 

■ initial circuit f, i.e., the circuit j> should be closed in those 

states of the network, dialing which the circuit f is opened, and 

vice versa, 

For networks of class"IT , starting out with the equivalences 

(4,9), o&8 obtains the following rule for inversion? to invert 

a class IT contact network ail the parallel connections are replaced 

by series ones, and all the series ones are connected by parallel 

ones, and at the same time closing contacts are replaced by opening 

ones, ana vice versa. 

If rectifiers are contained la the mstuark, they should be 

/Af 



're versed.     - 180°. 

Tö invarfc planar networks of class H, one aan reeoKuaoad a 

graphical aethod /l(jf p B2/ consisting of replacing eacö cios«ö loop 

by a node, aad each node by a closed loop,  eimuLtansoua^' replacing 

cisch -tec-pole network eorapsrising the breaches-       by its Inverse 

(Fig, 34}. ' If the .aatwcrk contains rectifiers, in the graphic 

inversion tholr polarity is chosen iß accordacoe with, the following 

rules ¥toa ths input pole of the network is moved comfeercioctewise, 

the rectifier ohoiüd be turned clocfeaiSG,, and vice, versa i,l?ig* 35)* 

It is obvious that ia both cases of inversion the irusfoer of 

elements in tha natwork,        an<V also ths mjniber of contacts ia 

Individual relays? resins tföchaaged, 

For aon-planar networks of class H, there are no methods for 

direct Inversion and om can recoraBjaaci in suah cases to vrrite dowa 

the network ia the form, of structural formula,  obtaining ti» in» 

veres expressiorj, and   ^constructing the xm&rm network from, this 

inverse f omula«    1ft this case the msß&er of eleaerAs in the .network 

"1 
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■Güäpter 5 

GMEEAI SOLÜTIOJB AK) TKEIR EUNSFCRI^TICKi 

1.-. Concept of General Salution 

As already indicated  (see Chapter 2, Section 3), the operation 

of individual circuits is written äown in general as the sum of 

obligatory arid coaditioflsl terms, corresponding to those states,  in 
.the 

which * given circtat should or could, he closed.    To writs down ths 

conditional tor^a we mäe use of the symbol ._J_ ,  indicating Hat 

tha constituent ambered  >*■ can be replaced by aero,      Ths pressnce 

of comitional terms in the expression tk several different circuits 

way correspond to this expression, depending on which of the condi- 

tional terras are taken completely, and which are replaced by zeroes, 

JOSE; A circuit (or its analytical expression) satisfying given 

coalitions will bs called a solution.    i«~=>5Efe%t 0f the presence of 

conditional terms, several solutions say be obtained for one set 

of ooad.itions. 

Thus, far example, if ths circuit of the relay X contains om 

obligatory term abe and two conditional terras abc and abc, then 

the solution can be written in the form abc      (not one of the 

conditional terms has been added)      ab, &c, or a(h + c)      {one of 



rth8 conditional terms or both together have bean added), ' 

In this case, «19: of these solutions can be transformed into 

another by usual transformations of the theory of relay-contact net- 

works (see Chapter 4), etae* the» aolufcl»3 haw been obtained vith 

J allowance for the operating conditions of the network. y 

It should bo noted that i£ the addition of certain conditional 

terms simplifies the expresgion, the addition of others isay compli- 

cate it» 

Tha choice of the particular solution is beat made only by 

comparison with other circuits in the ^nthasie öf the network as a 

whole,  so as to obtain the greatest unification of'tha individual 

elejasata.   ■ 

Thua, for example, if in addition to the circuit of the relay 
whose operating 

X, there exists a relay I» «at formula f^ a (b + o)d, then the 

circuit will bs simplest, if vs talcs the lass of the solutions for 

the circuit of relay X* 

It is also advantageous to know all possible solutions in. 

the compilation of bridge circuits, 
while 

However, fcfc individual solutions cannot bs reduced into one 

another, mm. eaoh of these can be obtained from the solution 

written in the fallowing form 

/s$-3 
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r 

*"«{ /irr! / r      -. *, 

«all be called t.ba ge».?.2*ai solution^  slnoe all t.ha p&rtiaular solu- 

■ tioüg eafi be obtained froia It by choosing different conditional terms, 

2«    JDsteraiiiietloa of iha Particular Soj^icsse 

Usisg ths ooacspt of smaller as! larger circuits (sea Chapter 

4; Section 4) "we can say that if not a single aorsditioxial term is 

taken la expression (5,.2), we obtain the roinlsal val/ue of expression 

(5.3) 

Tte addition of all ths Cööditi.oriai terras gives & maximal 

•?&lue for this expression, i*©«? 

Coßseqwüßtly, ajoy particular solution f*2?  satisfying £oar~ 

euiU (5.2)*  should also satisfy the Isßq'oality 

In accordance -with (4,31), the m&. geasral solution oaa be 

varittsm la t.hs form 

/ v ass t r    .    ~i~   I y       «*}„ c .,    , » 
!A        t Anr.n   •    '-'■■rna-j S*).6) 

Siüoe ßo llffiltetloas lavs been irap-ossd o& €4>s vie can sa© 

A?f 



"from formula (5.6) that the hunböTof different partiaular solutions"! 

can be ■infinite, ooasMeriüg that arbitrary variab'ies can be .Intro- 

äijced into        . 

In jraotlee, however, it is •primarily important to obtain 

particular solutions consisting of the same variable as in the L 

f-.motion fy       &**d K     • ®m& jpsrUouler solutions wUl be called 

fundamental.    It can be shown that if there are s ooßditionax coa- 

etiti»nbs in formula (5,2), the number of different fundamental 

'solutions «ill be £'s, •'■ 

Individtial particular solutions have that property, that both 

the product and tba gram of several particular solutions is a parti- 

cular scltrfeion,' 

In fact, if there are partiou'lar solutions 

fx ™ fmln  ~j~ (,liMMi 

and 

than 

IX z-~ /mir« T"■ ,ni/(!iax» 

/,Y + fx ^ /min   4* («J "f *«>a) /tn«x —• /mln + %/max = /x< 

/x/x "" /min  + *>hmtfmax **  /ml« + w<Jma\ — /.V- ' c   n.„\ 

(5.7b) 

Another particular soliafcion will ha 

fx~-~fx"-hfx»>> (5.7o) 

which can be read!3y verified bj s;i>stititfcing the values for fx
x 

and fjj-"* into (5 »7c). 

New that we have explained the nature and the basic properties 
! 

l&r 



r0£ the general and particular solutions, let us proceed to the quos-"] 

t£on 0f abbreviating the notation for the general solu- 

tion,  since a solution written la the form of a sum of oanstltueatc 

is inconvenient in 'operation and does not make it possible in praotice 

r to change over to. the network« ^ 

'3,    SlürVAtEHCES 

In vritlog down the Voniitional terms in the general solution, 

we have used the syrribol  £- > denoting that one can take either to 

expression a or ssaro, 

Let us broaden this concept now for a more general case-, when 

it is necessary to m-it© down noh-uaique solutions. 

We have seen that the presence of conditional states may 

cause several different circuits to satisfy the aam set of condi- 

tions, these circuits having identical values for these conditions. 

Ve shall use the eyabol already known to us, the fraction barf to 

«rite dorn such circuits.    We shall treat this «yatool as a sign 

indicating that the expressions oa both sMes are equivalent for 

given conditions, and either of these can be taken.    Such ex- 

pressions with the bar will be d      called     E equivalences. 

(M equivalence is- one of the methods of vritiag down muLtlpla- 

valied solutions, analogous to the use of integration constants 

.in the solution of differential equations.    A© in the latter 

case, the choice of.the particular.solution is baaed an ths supple- 
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Hnentapy e&Lutions (for example, obtaining & network with a minimum  I 

number of contacts)«) • 

Lot us examine the properties of equivalences. 

We note first of ell that it is immaterial on which side of the 

; symbol (bar) a particular expression flt^nds, i.e., the ooaaubation  ^ 

law holds for -equivalences* 

»"a* (5.8) 

•  Considering all tha possible ooiabiaations of the four con- 

stituents of two variables a aikfb (ab, ab, ab, and ab), m can 

verify that corresponding to the condition a/b is the case when 

one adds to the obligatory constituents ab tfas oondi-     ;     „ ; 

tlonal Constituante ib and lib, i.e., the equivalent can be repre- 

seated in the Sara, of a general solution 
« 

Starting with the statements made la the preceding section 

concerning the general solution, va can write 

or 

a 

ab < ~ < 06 -f- aö 4-"ö6 

(5.10) 

hence, in accordance with (4.30) a.nd -U.31) 

~ =r ab ■{- (a -f ft) m « aft» -f {<* -f- ft)«, (5.11) 

where ü), as before, is an arbitrary expression. 

Thus, equivalence is none other than an abbreviated notation 

/y?7 



' for a grot?p. of Boolsaa functions,. satiö^riftg iaeqtsality (5.10) and       ' 

deterndasö. by ©sqsr-esaloa (5,11). 

las particular solutions ape obtained by assigadag to the 

symbol 03 ia (5«1X) gose defir&te V&3.B3, 

; S.iace ths exiÄ-össioö. obt-aib<sä nft« eüb,#itu&ion of ^ no , 

Icasgar reflects the specific fs&türoa of ths opai^tiiig ooMitions 

of ti» aetwoErk*'thö -inverse transitioa fi'oa tl» pertlcyXao1 eolation 

to tlaes general soltstloa is Impossible,    fhareforö, to go over fvm 

the ge.ti.era3, solistioa to the particular solubioa we shall 110a sot tbs 

equality sign,* bat, aß awow,, iaälcatißg the oae-siäedness of tha 

traösforaatiöa. 

Fat' ths partionlöjr values fe wa obtain 'from foarsmia (5*11) s 
a l 

ttpn W =r. I;     ~ ---*> ß -f- #, 

p 

■ npH «<> =■-■-- <K    -~-*ß, 1 

e 

It is easy to aerify that these four solutions are ftJBßa/asatal, 

With othoy substitefeloRs tie oats obt&ia other particular solu- 

tions*    let ua note &om& of tiaeaii 

■   ß * ,      1 • ■ r- ~+ a ~f- /«'.     i 

|- -*■ b{a+.*). I (5*13) 

Tm case ^lisn ia one cf the parts of the equivalents there in 

/<3^ 



a zero, corresponds to the inequality 

or, from (5.11) a 

0<-?<a (5.U) 

For the case a/1 wa shall have respectively 

or 

a < ~ < 1 

(5.15) 

\ „J1 ft Xw ^ 

(5a?) 

Analogotuüy,   -5- denotes that 

abcK±<a + b + c (5.18) 

or 

& SB «6c 4- {& -f & -}~ c)t*. 
c * (5.19) 

This result'can be derived from formuXa (5,11)t 

f" . ft±i£±ÄiL Ä|öfr + (a -f &)®Jc -f |a& + (« + &)<*+*!«i- 
e 

Putting   CO a  CA> ■, v?s get 

F «««£c -f (*+&)** + «s*88 + (ß 4- &) «* 4* *** ** *** *f (* + & "i" *) •• 
c 

It Is easg»' to verify that (a + b + c) contains, in addition 

to the constituent abc, six additional constituents, i.e., the 

expression TjT^  oarrespooSa to 2 « 64 different fundamental . 
c- 

solutlons* 

The symbol of equivalents fflßy be found convenient for an 

Mf 



abbreviated ßotatls« is ths absence of conditional terms and in oases ] 

similes to tha foUo'wiiig oxma    If tbars is an expression 

f « «fr -f. ßc- -f. ,6c -f ««"* 

ther>,  sino© &h >f as -r bo ~ ab -~ ac or &b 4 Jte + ss »■ be + ae^ vs 

: obtain two earn vslsat» soltxfcioas f 

| s» sfr -|" öc x ®; « Sff -f bs 4" ße . 

%i«sr ihö eoeitrelsacs aig^, we can vKt'ifce 

I = eft -f* ox' 4' &" 4'ac ™ ö r 4 ß£ 4 %- • 

4.   'yBAvmcsmrim OF EQUIVäUSHOSS 

Whs» operating on equivalences vs should ooaäider each of 

'their parts separately» With this, ail the lave sai 

fcr-iaulsu* of the algebra of contact ßat^orks apply to equivalences* 

One can raadlly verify the oarraefesss of the following equivalences* 

(5.21) 

Froa tMa it follows5  iß partiaylse, tist 

,  b       a -fjf 

>  b  „ s "+" ^ . 

a 4 b 
€ 4 a s + 4. 

ft -J" c 

b a- 
c =■ 

6 
c a  d& 

rt oh 
ti- T 

ah 
ll- 0 ~ 0  ' 

a 4- "ft" 

a 

- 
i 

' ft -r 
I 

7> 

Ü ~1~ IF a ' 

a 4 Ä 
1 -: 

a- a      u 4 

a- ö       0 
T ~ a ' 

fl'-K- =0,BT.n. 

Ihs Inversion of equivalences is alao osrrioa out i?i accar- 

/?ö 

< 
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Tdance with the vaval rules» with m retention of tha equivalence  "1 

1 <■ e .    ... * c 

(5.23)    , 

Multiplication of two equivalence© corresponds to separate 

rsultiolication of each of the parts of the first equivalaaoe by the 

second al    Cr 
i £.    1d — J — 'Sk 
b ii        c a       da 

bJ     dh       db 
(5.24) 

Hence, for example, '   a+c ! 

hence 

a a + c ___    t_ + d _    'b+d ^ «(*.+ . 4> 

The saraa pertain» to addition 

e a       cjji (5.25) 

fL j. 1 — a*i"^'- c JE ~ c + h 

~b "*" 3" ~~-        c ~" ~~~   «  ~ d ■+« 

c        a -f <■ a c 4-« 

5« Simplification of the Jotatlcnfor the Gener4 golafeio^ 

2b0 general solution, written in expanded form, should be 

simplified in coxier to retain in the'.formula minimum number of 

symbols for contacts. This is attained by taking outsMe the 

brackets the common factors and adding those constituents, the 

/#/ 
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summation of '«hick loads to the elimination of separate symbols» 

f Vibe process of r&ducing a Boolean fuüction to normal for» 

vitfa. the least number cf letters is called miaiieiaatlon /125 — 127/,, 

la the present paper ve shall aim. not at finding the possible itiuimal 
a'C a 

form» but convenience of notation fpr s^sequaut chaaga over to 

ihe'-rietwork,,) 

We note that simplification of expressions., considered in this 

section,,  has as its purpose to simplify the notation, aaä not to 

simplify the synthesized- ttst-wark",  since it is kflown that in the 

general case tbs formula vith thü least number of elements öoes not 

always Gcrre&po'-iß. to tb'o most» economical network.  'Oaly iß a .parti- 

cular ccsoj for class*Ti    two-terminal .networks, does /the silnimau cf. 

elements in a formula cSotorisinG the irdnimuci of elements in a network. 

We shall therefore consider here those simplifications, which 

pernit merely an abbreviation of the notation. 

It is oasy to see first of all that a simplification of arsy 

struetural formula is cbts&ßßd by &Miag to the constituents 

contained in a fd.vea fcr&ula a caßsiitoöüt which differs by the 

inversion of one element«    Than this sins-seat is excluded aad the 

number of elements in the final expression is reduced. 

Constituents consisting of the same, eleffiemts anä differing 

only Ja the state of one■of these, elements are called neighboring 

/66/.    Iti accordance vith these, when aöüing two ae.lghborißg 

coösiitusats oas excludes the element in whose state thay differ. 

S&J 

i 
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r Analogoti&ly, ens emlisäes from, the expression two        "1 

elements when four constituents «re eddad, differing in a combination 

of states of these two elements, and three descents are excluded 

by adding ei^ht constituents, which differ iß combination© of the 

: states of these three elements, etc* [_ 

Therefore, vhen carrying out transformations for the purpose 

of ,?Jmp.Ufying tte notation, it becomes jneceaeary to choose and 

group the terms in such a vay, that elimination of individual ele- 

ments tak.es place»    It is necessary to insure here stash a notation 

•   that no Individual possible particular solutions drop out. Thus» if 

a certain elemaat is excltdad by adding a conditional term, this 

should be reflected in the notation for the result in the form of 

an eqtdvalanee, for oxaffip3.es 

Ätf-f-.^«fli. (5*26) 

On fcfaa other hand, for tbe ©sample  (5.1) given above, wo 

One can obtain from this notation «11 the particular solutions, 

the fundamentals of union'are ab, ao, abo, and a(b + o). 

If the sin is fox»! to contain conditional terms -which do 

not unify with the obligatory teros, they should also bs simplified 

as much as possible, and written as conditional. 

Thus, for exemplß 



i äS vs havo seen,  s&aplifio&tlaa of e;<p?easioöa can be obtained   I 

by pairu-Isa ooKtparisos of all ths terms,    In soma eases cae eau 

recomtoeM foe ooMaMeaee .that the terms be arranged ia 

oolucuis /IQ3, 128/,  separating the conditional teafras by a. bar ana. 

; indicatJL&g «lt.h SETOVJS which torss are contained in each stsa, , 
"I ■ . - r 

fhue, for the expression 

r 0 r 0 

we obtain 

aenoe 

Äf 

im 

* 7^ 

/ 
/ 

7 
ZZ 

£'# B(Sf**f) 

*^>m 
&m 

J =r= ;/      ') r- n— 1 -'■ — 

< 

¥han ths .miaiber of terras is large, the xnethod of pairBise 

comparison asy be fotmd to be iaoonvejaient, afld we- shall consider 

three mor-e general methods. 

6.    3E«ffltIFIGATIQ!S 05' EXPRESSIONS WITH THE AID OF TABLES 
CP NS2BHBCRISG CONSTITUENTS 

As ve have seea,' the simplification of expressions is dtia to 

/&¥ 



" addition of terras corresponding to nsigi&oring catustltuettts. To 

facilitate th« findiag of neighboring fcanstituents, the author 

suggests Table 12» 

Table 12 

"1 

71 tfouepa KK<Sä»KSC ««rnwyowTO», msay««wmatt»» n$>a »MwwtMiB 
35            j 

K O  . ,! 

X 39 
<^      1 

s5: t- 

«ocwwww »arucMifa: 
-■jag -* 

Am f t>m £>♦> 
  

 i    , 

o 1 i 2               4 8 16 32 

1   $ 0 3 5 9 1? 33 

?! 
3 0 6 10 18 at 
2. t ? 11 19 35 

4 S 6 0 12 20 36 

5 4 1 13 2! 37 

6 7 4 2 14 22 38 

7 6 5 3 15 »»»J 3ft 

8 9 10 12 0 24 40 

9 8 it 13 1 25    j 41 

10 11 8 14 2 26 41 

11 10 9 15 3 27 43 

12 13 ' 14 8 4 28 44 

13 12 15 9 5 2» 45 

14 15 12 iü 6 30 40 

15 14 13 i!     I         7 31     i 4? 

iß 17 18 20 24 °     1 48 

1? 16 19 21 tiÖ * 49 

48 19 18 22 2« 2 5<> 

19 18 17 23 27 '3 51 

20 21 22 1« 2H 4 52 

21 20 23 17 21* 5 «S3 

22 23 20 m 30 <; 54 

23 22 21 h) 1    ' 3!     ■ 7 r.5 
24 25 20 2K [       10 8 Wi 

25 24 27 2» 17 0 hi 

26 27 24 30 18 10 5K 

27 m 25 38 10 11 50 

28 29 30 24 20 1      12 (»0 

29 j      28 31 25 21 13 6! 

30 31 28 26 22 14 02 

Si JS.    30 29 27 ■'23 15 C3 

tf£r /l/'fxr  ä<ö£ 
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I) üuafcer of oonstltuenta, 2) numbers of neighboring oaneti~     I 

tuents, obtained,       tijxja efcaage la the stats of the eleiseat. 

This tebla. giwes the ftuntoeara of the noighbariag conatitueats 

;   fear all 32 ooaatituents of a öetwork oaa&Isting of five (A> B? C, 9, ^ 

aria E) element's (the nuriberitJg iss oaäe with a base KDCBA).    If the 

jmaaber of eloaenta is greater, the table can. be expand*!, T&as, 

the slxtii colws» contains the numbers of the neighboring constituents, 

oorreapoaäiag to a'ohaage in the sixth (F) element*    It is seen from 

the table, for example, that far the constituent auafoereä 6, the 

neighboring constituents ^ill be numbered 1, 4» 2, 14, 22? 3^* etc«. 

Here the constituent 6 differs from constituent 7 in the state of 

eleaent A (since the number 7 is in the oolunm earr expanding to this 

element), exA differs from joastittieat 2 in the state of the 

eleaent C, etc. 

It follows therefore that If, for example, we add to the 

constituent numbered 6 (abode) a constituent numbered 7 (abeäe), 

item the elössBöt a will be earolided in the suai> and upon addition 

to Gonstittaeafc 2, the element c will he excluded, i*e», the sms 

■will be respective!^ bode sad abde, etc. 

If y6 . copor from" the table in two lines all the 

neighboring constituents (in the sequence in. the table), for two 

neighboring constituents* then in each coltsaa (la addition to tte 

columa in. which the nutnbers of the constituents chosen by us are 

< 

i 

JM4, 



_.L 
located) we obtain one pair each of numbers of constituents, which   ~I 

upon addition with the previously taken constituents will yield the 

elimination pf two elements,    Here w eliminate those 

elements,, in the columns of vhtck are located the numbers of the 

constituents taken as terms, . U 

'     Thus, for example, for neighboring constituents 6 and 2, ue 

obtain from the table  (for the sake of oonveMence we vrite over 

the "columne tfcs elements in the state vitli which they eater 

into'the first t©rm)s    ' 

7        4        2       M       22 
3        0        «       10       IS 

We see therefore ttet in addition tc the elameot e, vhen 

constituents 3 and 7 are added the element a is elrdnatsd  (as a 

result ve obtain bSe), vben the constituents 0 and 4 are added the 

alemeßt b is excluded (acle reoeios), etc. 

% can obtain analogously the numbers of those eight con- 

stituents, the addition of which eliminates three elements and 

among-which each constituent has already three neighboring con» , 

stitusnts, etc. 

Consequently, having for a given circuit an assenfoly of 

obligates^ and conditional numbers, ve can obtain with 

the aid of the table the final expresslon._ With this, if in any 

column there are f öuad constituents union do not enter into the 

M7 
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r&saembjy, tbe element carrsspotJöing to this oaluaa a&ouot be ex-       "~| 

eluded * 

Sma, i& the etfafcbasie of any circuit ve can establish the 

following aaqusace for the choice atf addition of constituents. 

3.,' We oakc vx> an «ss§fflb3y of obligatory aaS co»3iticmal Effi^srs, 

' which enter into tte geaoral solution for the given oärctitt. 

2. We lake oae of the obligatory. mafcers,£rora Tebks 3.2 ve 

write out. tu© mrabars of those aaigttjöriag oonst«iti38Ht.s, vmich can 

be a<Mad to the given oßs, «to the saas sequence as i& the table, 

•    E^s «e place a bar iß the place of the oonatitwnta which oaanot be 

added s and siegle otst the iadiviätial amber (by lasing'italiesj for 

exam.ple), • 

If far a given auaiber no neighboring aumbers &re found, it 

tieans that the expression for this term should be left unchanged. 

It* there is only one afligtfyoring conatitwsttt, then as a result of 

addition to it cm slialnatös that elBOsont, IK the eoluott of ^sMeh 

is located the »taifcer of ths added coaffWAtsenb. With this, t? ths 

added coastitysnts belongs to the ooaaitioaal terras, ths excluded 

element is «ritten as a conditional factor» !Tte presence of 

saveral neighboring elements iaäicates that it is.possible to 

oaccluöe oae of tte elements, corresponding to thsse neighboring 

•eoaatj-ttienta.    It raay turn cut hers that it is possible to elimi- 

nate siraultaaeously several elements, if one succeeds ia choosiog 

all ths necessary.-terms. 

/#£ 
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-L. 
3* We verify the possibility of elimlaatiag two elements». For ' 

this purpose we writs out the second line for one of the neighboring 

constituents (with this it is preferable to take the number of the 

obligators-- tor»). If after this' we still find aore than one column 

with numbers still not taken, m taka one of these columns (again   |_ 

preferably with .'& large: ,    arsoant of numbers■of obligatory 

terms), and write out two additional rows of numbers of the neighbor- 

ing constituents, corresponding to the two taken numbers. We analo- 

gously write out further four, eight, etc. rows, until: only one 

column is left, filled with nuabers which have not bean taken. In 

this case the elements corresponding to the filled columns can be 

excluded, and the sum. wiH contaitx ell the terms, whose öua&ers are 

■ In these columns, 
we find' 

If in the sequence of writing out the rewsjao filled columns 

•with numbers which have not yet been taken        this indicates 

that further simplification is Impossible. 

Thus, if it is found that th&re exists several columns 

filled with numbers, and an investigation shows that no further 

simplification is possible, this caeana that only one (any) of the 

elements corresponding to these columns can be eliminated. 

We make an analogous operation with all the obligatory terms, 

which did not enter in the first result (in the first term of the 

sought answer), aad all the obligatory terms already contained 

there can be considered as .conditional. This is repeated with the 

///? 



remaining conditional numbers. 

For tba sjauaple (5.1) we shall have 

/ „ a6» -f if + f » (7, (5, 3)}»,^. 

We -wfito out fires the table 

,      h    c 
! «    S    w 

"1 

vfe see therefore that bocaxjsa of ihn conditional ti-tws we 

can exclude the element b or c, i.e., vs can take two solutions —-> 

ab or ac ~~ i*.e», in tba general f oral vo obtain 

For the function f -' 4 -i, 7, B,  93 10, 12' (0, 6, 3,1, 13, 14» 
"| 

15) >ryn:;.)>  starting_3 for example, yitfa. No, I, V3a can write 

!   ft     6        rt     ■ .3 

5) ! S   //      13    1 

It follows therefore that it is possible to exclude the 

ej.a;3ö-vfcs a am d„ aad £ro£. aaoag the obligatory terms the sua "will 

contain the constituents 0, 1? 8, aüä 9* Äs a result ¥s obtain 

t, Sto    L,_i_i. C vU,5*   lie« 

Cf.ritiauJJig analogously, we obtain 
■   | a   6   e   7 
7 i 7r~T'ir~)7r 

Consequently,, tba elements a ano a can also ba eliminated 

fi-on the constituent 7. 

Inasmuch as this eiiioinatios is obtained by adding only 

the conditions! Kog. 6, 14» and 15,- we write the result in the 

< 

< 
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ffollowing fata. 
<5«TT. 

- . ■ .1 

For the res&ining terms numbered 10 and 12 ve obtain 

i 8   9 10 12 & •   1~ 
141/5 12 SO « 

araent a« aw 1 

tte awtoora 8 aM 9, 11, 13, 14, «ad 15 vilL again enter. 

Thus, all the conditional muribers have beea accounted for. 

The fact that the foregoing two teras (with ntaabers 8 and 9) 

enter into too aesbers/ «ana that in one of the members they can 

be considered oonaitional. This yields two results 

I a* i # 4. a$ -j ~ 4. e .j 

and _ „'■■■■ 

It follows therefore, that la class   7T, the sielest circuit 

WÜ1 *>e / «■«•+ tf#+A 

It should be noted that this method certain fundamental parti- 

cular sol^tione may be lost, bemuse,the elimination of individual 

elements is due to combining both obligatory and oonaitional terns, 

gS&m Thus, in the Oast example the joining of the terms with Hba. 

/.JT/ 



Pi, 8, aiiä 9 yields the resaltbo t& + <3).    If we add to this tfc 

conditional term siaro, ve obt&ia bo. 

-Thtis, {1.8.9.(0)}«.«« 5+£. 

am'not be, as obtained abo^e, -, L 

la the oaae vton It is necessary to rotate alL possible funda- 

mental particular solutions, ve must obtain two simplified formulas, 

eorrespoMing 'fco the maximum fM and minimum fffiln valuas of the | 

solution, i.e., vith all the conditional makers sxA without them, 

and by comparing theas two solutions write down the general solution. 

ThttSj. far the last exaaple ue obtain 

/n)i„ »» 6$ (a ~f~ ?) + «<J«7 + «a P + * ). 

In this case the staplest network of class TTwiU correspond 

to the expression fmrX' 

7.    METHOD OF SllMFIIHi E3LSESSICWS WITH -THE AID OF 
KINliCC&XBG MAPS 

Another method of simplification is witiag dowa the ex- 

pressions with the aid of the so-called minimising maps /113/. 

This method is applicable for solutions which do not have. 

/^ 
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ooaditioaal terms,    la the present -work us show its uaa for the 1 

simplification of the ■general' solution« 

&, minimising map for a network consisting of a relays is a 

tal&e haviag        20 rows, efech. of which corresponds to one constituent/ 

and 211 - -1 columns, nasTespondia£ to combinations of the products of 

variables taken 2, 2S 3, .**, n at a time.    la each oe.ll of the 

table are written down the variables which enter into the given 

column in those states, iß which they eater' into the constituent of. 

the given row» Fig« 36 shows a jt&lnimiasing map for a = 3. 

For our case wo can recommend the following sequence* 

1. We cross out all the ram corresponding to the constituents 

which do not enter into the given expression* 

2. la eaoh column the crossed-out combinations of the vari- 

ables are crossed out   .     algo la the regaining rows« 

3» Ma verify all tha uncrossed rows and ia those rows which 

contain onl^r one each of the uncrossed combinations with a miaicmm 

number of variables, we frasne,   these combinations.   We also frame <■ 
all gush •   ; -.. 

combinations ia eaoh coivsmi.   Each such eoaibiaatioa is called 

"essential*1 aad should eater iato the resultant expression. 

4-,    Ia tha uncrossed rows, ia "which there are no framed £ 

combinations, there wiU be several, uncrossed combinations with 

a minimum number of elements. These combinations are oalled "free,8 

aad oae of them csay be included-in the result«.   We encloseenclose 

all the free combinations of each row ia a coamoa franse (inside 

/&3 
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the frassß- there assy be also orosäeShout osMsbisaatioiiSj whioh wa 3hail~j 

disregard). 

5* Tm result is writtea as a gum of all the essential combina- 

tions, to which ws add the free combinations, written iß the form of 

eauivakmees, 
I. 

The 'resultant expression *?ill correspond to the m-j£xam fsltB   ! 

of the sought solution. 

We then Gross out the rows -corresponding to the conditional 

terras, and in analogy with the foregoing fiad. new essential ana .free 

cosbiaations (for the sake of clarity vo shall circle these ) with 

a rainimism value for t.bs sought solution, 

Fronj a comparison of both solutions %m obtain a simplified, nota- 

tion f er the general solution. 

In' the ess« vjfaan it is ttseosaary to obtain osüy the simple at 

expression for the. construction of a class*  » network, operations 

lard 2 are followed by a choice of combinations frora only the 

rows of obligatory terms, disregarding the rows of the conditional 

terras. 

Fig« 36 shews the determimtion of the simplified notation 

of the» f«notion 

00 (5.30)       , 

Crossing out the revs corresponding to constituents- 0, -2, 

5 a«d carrying out the choice of the remaining combinations, va 
4 



sobtain • 

Thea, after crossing, out tte conditional constltwabs «ith fibers 

■*■***-*■ \m, w*aß + at>». 

Coiaparing these expressions,» we obtaia    .... 

For simplification in the compilation of the mp we can     ? 

recar^aa that la each cell ue write act tha combination of vari- 

ables,' but the number corresponding to the sua of the weights of 

those variables, «hiofa are located in the particular cell without 

inversions.    By way of an exeapls of etwh a notation, Fig. 37 sho^s 

tm transformation of the expression 

f = {/, 7, «, S», /0, 12,(0, 6, //, 13, 14, l5))rBEA- 

Frosa this sap 'wes obtaia 

-    ■ fmsx = a + «5«4- #«» 

f mi-„ =t mi'-\- a § <? -{- a a? -f a6$t^a {&$■}- 6m) -f m (6 -f *) ♦: 

Wbsft the auntoer of variables Is n >  4, tha «se of 

fflitdmlalfig mape beooneB difficult because of their ow&ersoneMsa. 

< 



! When the volume of "work is large/ it is recommended that the maps     ~1 

be prepared beforehand or that one map be used in connection with 

tracing paper. 

.•        •     8.    MBTHCD .OF SIMFLOTIM& THS BXHtE-SSIOHS WITH THE AID OF 
■    STENCILS .    ' f 

To simplify the expressioasf an. original losthod is proposed. 

for minimisation of notation with the aid of "contact grids" 

— special stencils■ =/56/. .. ^ '   : 

For ainiaiaation of a function written down in the form of a 

"coordinate" table  (Chapter Z, Section 3), A. Svoboda proposed the 

use of a special stencil (Mgridtt) far each variable contained in 

the formula (or its inver alon), with cute in those rows, which. 

correspond to these variables.    Thus, for the -six variables x^, 

x2» x3> 7±f yp» &a& y"3> ^^ general form of the coordinate table 

is shown ia Fig. 38, and the corresponding stencils on Fig. 39» 

The sacjs stencil is used for the inversions, but is rotated by 

ISO6.   By making up several stencils aad placing them, on 

the tables, we see ia the holes the cells of those constituents, 

which enter into the formula, corresponding to the prod*act of the 

variables, denoted on the upper and right sides of the stencils. 

Thus, Figu 40 shows the eight constituents corresponding 

to the expression xj., Xj, y^. 

The process of minimization reduces to the following.    The 

J 
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v simplified function is written la ths table -with marking for the • 

obligatory and conditional constituents» The stencils are then chosen 

suchj that when they are pieced oa the table, one sees through the 

holes as .;uany obligatory and conditional constituents as possible, 

J and not one of the forbidden ones is seen. The expression read with    .^ 

the aid. of the stencils is written as one of the terms, and the 

designations seen in the holes are crossed out and are henceforth 

considered as conditional. This process is'repeated until all the 

obligatory constituents w?& crossed out. 

To simplify the process* A.Svobcda recommends that each con- 

stituent be assigned a "wight" -» the atrsbar of »ailable neighboring 

obligatory' or conditional constituents — and that the choice begin 

with the constituents having the Maximum -weight. 

This method can also be used to expand formulas into con- 

stituents. 

9»    Additional Equivalences that Follow from the Operating 
*~~liecji'aBnce of lEi Relay ~"      • "~ 

In certain ease a it becomes necessary to use equivalences 

/16/ for specified sequenoes of operation of the relays.    These 

equivalences can be readily obtained by using the concepts of 

greater and smaller circuits given above.      Thus, for example, 

relay A always operates before relay B, and drops out later, i.e., 

if the number of states in which the relay A operates is greater 

0? 



than' the nunfcer of states In vhlolfthe relay B operates, and oonse-    ] 

omziuk? 

the», in accordant with U.23), we cbtain 

ad'» 4 
a -f $ ~~ c„ 
ö-f-g— I, 

öd - 0. 
15*22) 

Tm :uxffb equa3JLty I^ioates, la particular, that the stnle «hen 

the relay B operates and the relay A does not operate does not 

exist for the given s-aqiisaee * 

Analogously,  If -relays A and B liefer operate eiffltfltaneousiy, 

then 

I 

It follows therefore that 

/ <■■■    ^-, ^ % 

et jtesst o»e of tte relays A or B, always operates, then 

ö>6    »MM 0>G, 

beßce 

/^ 



r ~~       * *       i 
«Ö=0,  ß + ßail, 

öö==ä, a-f-B«s«f. ) * (5,34) 

Analogous eqidvalences can bo obtained also for circuits with 

,■ a greater number of relays. Thug« in the case when relays A, B, add 
1 -       ' .■.•(- 
*C »aver operate simultaneously, i.e., the following system of 

inequalities holds 

Proa this, for example, follows 

0^ = 0^  ~ä -f. ö -f. 0 . a + 6.  (        " (5.35) 

etc. 
■will be 

The txse of these equivalences ±g illustrated when an example 

of the synthesis of a network fat' transmitting a number from the 

relay RA, KB, RG, RD, RE, and RF by means of a counting network of 

a relay register of coaanercial equipment /122, 129/ to four fixing 

relays over eirouits I, IX, III, aad XV, 

The operation of the network is specified! in Table 33. 

It follows from the table that, for example, circuit I should 

be closed when the number 1, 3, 5» 7» or 9 is chosen, i.e., 

the formula of the circuit of this relay will be (we discard 

the letter R for simplicity)' 

/, sat aÖBZöe -f a&e zde -f- aB&ide -f- aßazde -f- 06 e zde. 

/ 



Table 13 

i 

3 
4 
5 

" 2£)— 

S>A i>&. Pß i't   PJt   pr: 

^- 

+ 

—sr 

j     II, 111   IT 

-t" 

+ 
+ 

+     + 
+ 

i 

i -f- 4-   +■ -r- 
-f 
-r 
4~ 

1} Dialed rmmer, 2) counting relay,'3}- actuating circuits» 

Since soearäing to tho operating conditions for' the network 

orJLy one of tba relays A, B, G, D?  ca* 2 can operate, and relay E 

cannot citrate sinuliaJisourüy vith F, the« according to (5*33) 

I 

and eonseq'iiSfttly 

jf j — a«2 -f #*• -+- ä -f a? -f- ft5 ™ a -r #-f <$. 

Analogously ve obtain (the detailed construction is shoun 

in /IB/, pp 66 — 68)» 

/,, =* (6 + «)*• 4- 6<w; 
/j,j ==o + ?<?< 4- 6e\ 

The earresposUng nst^crkiFig. 41s) has nine less springe 

than the same network in the existing register  (Fig« 41b}» 

< 
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Chapter 6. 

ASSEMBLIES OP NUMJEfcS AND THEIR URAHSPORMHTIONS 

1«^ ^Basic Def initions 

As shewn in Chapter .2, the operating conditions of a contact 

network can be written iß the form, of assemblies of numbera of those 

states, in which the given circuits should cr could be closed. 

With this, the number of state is taken to mean the sum of the 

■weights q. = 2 '   of those ■ relays of the network, which operate 

in the given state* 

The sequence of arrangement of the numbers within the obliga- 

tory and conditional parts of the assembly is of no significance, 

as follows froffl the correctness of the commutative la« for con- 

tact networks, and therefore for the sake of convenience we shall 

write the members in the assemblies in increasing order. Thus, a 

circuit which should be closed in states with numbers 7, 0, and 2 

can be closed in states with numbers 5 and 1, will be written in 

the form of the asseobly-f = \ 0, 2,  7(1, 5)j . 

An asse&Saly of obligatory and conditional numbers corres- 

ponds .uniquely to the notation for the general solution in the 

fora of the sum of obligatory and conditional constituents? 

uy 



A-. 

(6a) 

L 

•«{^„ %,...» v (t*i. 's»*,.... i»,)}»«»^.^)}*.   ; 

utero:   *? • — obligators7 nuabers ■ (t « 1» 2,  ...»_*)} 

A, — ooaältlonal auobere (j = 1» 2, -...t s); 

k       mid V a.   — ccsstittiaats corresponding to thesa 

aumbers} 

B — aasea&ly of obligatory numbers; 

j{ — aaseaMy of coaattional nustoers; 

r—   number of obligatory terms?    . 

. s —- number of coaäitional terms; 

' B -- baf»G. 

As will be shown later, assemblies of nuribare serve ..as the 

basie of the graphical construction of contact networks (Chapter 7). 

We Bhall dwell therefore in grwrter detail on operation* with these 

assemblies, but we first iatroduoe several supplementary definitions. 

We note first of all that ia the general case the nufltoera of 

states, a*d consequently lbs as^lies also, change for a given 

network departing on tha order vith «bioh the veigH* 

(numbers) erejassigaaä to Individual relays of the network.    The 

chosen order of assigning «eights to the relays viXL be called the 

base ar^ ve efaaU agree to write it in the form of 6 list of the 

relays with öeare&sing wight. Thus, for «sample, «ban. the base 

is written DCBä this means that the relay D has a weigh* 8, relay 0^ 



i~bae a weight 4, relay B has a weigh* 2 and relay A has a weight 1.    ~l 

We shall agree» when-necessary, to wit© down.the base in_the form of 

an index far the aaaeatoOy after closing the curly brackets.    In the 

case when the sequence of assignment of the wights Is iüaaaterial, 

i and it is important merely to note the number of relays in the networl^ 

n, this number will be written in ths f ana of ein index instead of 

the base. - 

At* assesfaly which contains all the 2   angers of states* ü, 

1, 2,  ♦ .., &.- 1, vill be caned complete,    If all ths numbers are 

in addition obligatory,  suoh an assembly vill be called absolutely 

complete. This'assembly corresponds to a constantly closed circuit, 

*■•*'> ' (0,1,,..^- 1}«!. 
'   . - ■ • (6.2) 

Ac assembly which contains not a single obligatory aunfcer 

vill be called erapty.    If in this case there are likewise no con- 

ditional numbers, such an assembly» consisting constantly of an 

open circuit, will be called absolutely empty 

States in which the given circuit cannot be closed will be 

called forbidden, The number of .such states will be 2 -\r + a). 

Starting with the definition of the. conditional numbers, wa can 

say that in states with these numbers the circuit can be opened. 

In other words, each circuit can be characterized also by an 

assembly of numbers, in which it should be or could be opened 

U4> 



uhsra   > • are the .forbidden nuntoers l.i = 1» 2, ...; P - 2 ■- r - s;. 

In analogy with the statements rosäe in Chapter 5 regarding 

general solutions, ve can say that tte aotatlon for any circuit in 

the fcrra 
Si* S ! 

corresponds to the inequslity 

i.e., an assembly consists of only obligator/ numbere is the least 

«It» of the circuit, written by formula (6.5), an-asseaWy that 

inolidaB all ths obligatory and conditional numbers is the largest 

value of this circuit, i.e., 

"' **»- * 46.7) 

For the sake of clarity we shall represent this graphically 

in. the form of so-called Euler circles (Fig. 42), where ths rect- 

angle is the volume of all the 2* states, the internal circle is 

tho smallest value of the function, and the external cirouit is 

the maximum valuß.    The boundary of the sought function should be 

located in ths ring formed, by those two circles. 

'    2.    Basic Qpeafcions with .Assentoljjss 

As with algebraic expressions, one can carry out matbeaatibal 
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("operations an&Logotss to operations of algebraic contact aetworks       "1 

■with assemblies* 

]ipffV-ü procodiae to tfesas operations5 we note that the same 

number cannot simultaneously be both obligatory' and conditional i~n 

, the same assembly.    If any ataiber 0< Is sianltaasoualy in both parts ^ 

' of ths assembly, it raust be exeltsäed from the conditional part» as 

follows from the repetition la« 

j«, {-A} - *. -f ^ * ^±| ,. *, _ |a|. (6>?i) 

to the formulation of individual operations with assemblies., 

ue shall bear in m±a5 that all this pertains to assemblies with one 

and the same base. Ths question of transf<xrmtions*of assemblies 

connected with the change in. the base «ill be eoasidored. ia Sections 

4 to 6 of ths present chapter. 

Considering, as is customary la ths theory of contact networks, 

that addition correspond?to a parallel oonaaotio» of ■ 

circuits, and. raultipllflatlon corresponds to a series connection, we 

can establish the following rules for operations with asaeablles. 

A sail of several assemblies gives axx assembly in. which the 

obligatory tersas are the obligatory musb«srs of all the terms of 

the assemblies without repetition, while the conditional ones are 

those eooäitioaal «lumbers of the "terms of the assemblies, which 

■were not included among the obligatory ones (Fig. 43a). 

This faHefUs from the fact that when adding functions ex- 

panded into ooßstitumtsj the em will contain all the constituents 



* of the.terms. 71 

Thus, for eaaoplef, _  .     '      _    /.'.■'■?: 
[1,3,5, (2,0)}-|- {4.5,0 (2,3.7)}=» I   ' "       '■' 

« *! + *, + *« -r- *5 + *„ +1 + 7T « (! • 3- 4- 5> 6- M: • 
■ J 

The product of several assemblies glreö a» assembly .In tfhioh 

the obligatory are those makers contained In the obligatory parts 

of all the multiplied assemblies, uhila the conditional oass are 

the Äuabsrs vfaieh- era contained in all the multiplied assemblies, 

but whioh are conäitiooal in at least one of them,  (Fig. 43b), 

The sasse follows from the 'wuLttplicat&MJ of functions expaßdeä 

in constituents with allowance for the fact that ki.kj «   0 vfaen 

i   ^ 3 and  K   *-g- - ^- * 

Thus, fear exasnple 
j 1,3, 5, (2, 6))-(4, 5, 0,(2,3, 7)} = 

-(*i + *s + *.+^+-51)(*.+*«-|-ft-+Tf + 7 + ^)« 

If we denote by 1 the presence of söras number in the obliga- 

tory part, by. 1/2 its presence la the conditional- part, and by 

aero its absence froa the asaeafely, the position cf this number In 

the resultant assembly, after addition or multiplication, can be 

characterised fey the following, tables (in the first column and 

the first rw are indicated the value* of the ßua&ere in the initial 

lit 



rassemblies, and .at the intersection" of the corresponding rows and    -] 

coluaas are the values of the number in the resultant assembly)? 

Apr1 

l Vi"    « 

'aau.ti|^:,io«tioii; 

i     V* 

!   ■ i 1 l 'A 0 

Vt V* v» V*. ;*/• 0 

y* 0 n 0 0 0 

■j--ff.-ir..-lctpB3tfiBas«»» l_ 

f 

Vi 

In the case of inversion, one obtains the circuit «hose 

structural admittance is the inverse of the admittance of ths 

initial circuit, i.e., a circuit vhieh should be closed in those 

states vhen the initial circuit is open, and vice versa. It fallows 

therefore that ,up<»;   inversion the obligatory part of the nev 

asseafcly vül contain all the makers vhich are complements of 

the inverted assembly (i.ei, the forbidden numbers), white the 

.conditional parts wäll contain.the conditional numbers of the 

inverted assembly (Fig. A3c),i.e., the presence of any particular 

number in the resultant assembly is determined upon inversion 

by the following tables 

«>       1/2        i 
"l       1/2      0* 

For example, if f =     1, 3(2,.6)    , then 

■,4.      /« iTXWfi) » {0, 4, 5, 7, (2t 6)). 

The SOB of the initial function and 

« 

its inversion gives 

/*?ö 
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■Fig«  43. 

U.L..1   ,...—...■...—»~....   — —,... 

Fig«  44. 
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tp-* Afrq&s$*&* mmwfoljfp ax$. the parodact gives an empty assembly: 
pl  * -f+f** fa **3, 4, $t7,(2, 6)}; 

:"v:- f'f **{(?, 6)1 .. 
V': ■":■'.      ^Addition, eAütipIIoatiaUj aßd Inversion of assemblies with 

obligatory and conditional numbers ocrrespends to analogous opera- 

_ i tioas in three «v&ltifld logic, /l to 4/, in which one half if taken 

to mean    "not determined «,rs 

3,    COINCIDING ASSEMBLIES ÄKD .UHIFICATIQII. 

We ■' no« introduce another concept and operation, which 

we did not encounter in the algebraic notation for circuits, bat 

T-fhich are very i-nportant in the graphical method of construction 

of contact networks. 

Assemblies of -which the obligator;/ number of any assembly 

are -completely contained ia each of the remaining ass© rob lie a, although 

among the conditional ones there, will be called coincident. For 

example, the assemblies ^ 0,  2, 7(1,  5)},   { 0, 1,  7,(2,   5,  6)} 

and £l, 2,(0,  5, 7} Juill coincide. 

Jrom the definition of the coinciding assemblies it follows 

that the assemblies 

h=*iNu(Mt))t 

(6.9) 

will coincide if the following inequalities are satisfied (Fig. 44a) 



(6,10) 

for all the assemblies % aad f ;{i  ^   j).. 

Erom the definition of coinciding asserabiies It follows that      [ 

among the obligatory numbers of each of tfcss© assemblies thara are 

no forbidden numbers, pertaining to circuits corresponding to other 

of these assemblies.  Thus, for the circuits given above, the'numbers 

3f k, 6} 3, 4, and 3, 4» 6 «ill be forbidden, and, tbesn, as we see, 

do not enter lato the obligatory parts of any of the assemblies«    For 

contact circuits this nesna that it is possible to find a circuit 

which vill'satisfy eaoh of the coinciding ciroults.    In otbar words, 

the circuits written dova in terms of'-the. soinclding assemblies can 

bs unified and replaced by am comtaon circuit, which should not close 

in all the states with forbidden nua&ere of each of the joined Cir- 

cuits, 

Tte operation of fiaäiag such a unified circuit will be called 

unification and vill be noted by tha symbol <f) . 

Unification, can be consiäaroü as finding the general solution 

for all particular solutions, satisfying simultane ou&iy all the 

general solutions that are to be unified. 

The unified circuit t°     a j_N °    , (M °     )] for the coin- 

o id lag circuits fj.» fg»  ..., % should satisfy eaoh of the cir- 

cuit,« to be unified, i.e., the following system of-inequalities 

/.? '1 



■ should be satisfiedt i 

io.il; 

It follows from the left part of the system (6,11) that tbs 

minimum value fjuia of the unified circuit fO  should be 

k 

i«i       .(6*12) 

The maximum value f^,       on the basis of the right 

half of system (6.11), will be 

?«u ** fs**x' ftma • • • /*«« ■" I! '' «*• n 
(6,13) 

In other 'words, the unified circuit should satisfy the in- 

equality 

2i u min< p < n fi mait 
I« I /art 

(6,14) 

This leads to a rule for obtaining a 'unified assetfibly, in 

■which the obligatory numbers are all the obligatory numbers of the 

unified assemblies, and the conditional ones are tha conditional 

numbers vhleh are repeated in each of these assemblies. 

In other vords, in unification the obligatory part equals 

tha sum of ths obligatory part®, while the conditional one is 

the product of the conditional parts of the unified assemblies. 

//¥ 



["The action of naification am be characterised by iseaas' of the graph~j 

of Fig. 44b or the' following tablet 

i     V»     6 

i i 4 -* 

V* t" ,; V* 0 

0 — ;.o t) 

L 

Thus, for example, 

»0, 2. 4, (3, 6)) -(0, 3, 4» (2, 5,6)] • {2, 3, (0, 4, 6)} * {0. 2, 3. 4,(6)j. 

' 4,    miU^FCHM&TXOH OP ASSEMBLIES IM CH&NQS -OF BASS 

When,the base is changed tfaa nunibera of the states alao change, 

art consequently the assemblies and the networks can also change.     . 

Ths change in the base caa be dm either to transposition (rearrange- 

tnsnt) of its elements, or by changing the number of relays in the 

network« ' . 

Upon transposition of ths base, the sequence with which the 

relays ere numbered changes, and consequently their «eights change. 

Since the ntwber of elements renains ths esarae in this case, the 

number of different sequences of mastering (number., of different 

bases) In a network consiat5j3g of n relays will be the number of 

permutations ' of a, i.e., ni.    In each transposition part of the 

number changes in accordance with a definite la«. 

Thus, for example, if we use the base ABC instead of the bass 
i 

-—i 
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.1... 
'■*■- —I 

CBA, corresponding to a change in the weight's of the relays C and A,   ' 

the foUowiag transformation of numbers takes, place    • 

B r> A     0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6.JT 

•   If ve change, however, to the base ACS, the transfermatioa of    L 

the numbers vill bs 

B E A     0. 1. 2, 3. 4, 5, 6, 7 
ABB    0, 4» I, 5, 2, 8. 3, 7 

In theas transpositions of the base, the assembly-^1, 3,  5 

(2, 6}} GBA VJÜ1 be correspondingly changed to 

(!, 3, 5, (2, 6)\BBA = (4, 5, 6,(2, Z)]ABB « (4. 5* 6. (1. 3)|.5S«. 

Without dwelling on the general la«a of change in numbers upon' 

transposition of the base, ^e note that the smallest (aero) and 

the largest (2° - 1) nurabers do not change in any transposition. 

The situation vill be'different as regards 

change of nutabsrs if the number of relays .iß the network is changed. 

Thus, if there is a certain circuit f mads up of contacts of 

n relays, and we wish to add to the network one more relay X with 

weight qn 4, i = 2n without changing the circuit, we must add to the 

circuit f the parallel-connected make'and break contacts of the 

relay X. In other words, the new circuit can ba represented in the 

form of two parallel circuits, differing only in the fact that one 

of them contains in series the break contact of relay 1, while 

the second contains the aake contact. This is equivalent to saying 

/..*7 6 
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l'that each number   0(  , contained in the aaeoably of ths olrauit f 

in the old base, cbangs« into two numbers when the relay X is added 

to the base: o< , corresponding to the state in which the relay X does 

not operate, SK3   O(+ qft +vl corresponding to the state in which the 

; relay .1 operates. |~ 

Thus, the assembly $0,2, 5(3, 6)}cBA become8 the assembly 

0, 2,. 5, 3,10» 13 <3> 6» n> U)  JxCBA uhea a relay of V6ight 8 

is added, 

la the general case, whan m relays are added to tie network,, 

each number e( goes into 2n numbers by adding to it all possible 

sums of the wights q   A .,. q„  . ,,  ...» V+ » °f "tha "^ rel*yS' n T J.     n x *;        .     r 

i.e., it produces the aeries 

'«, «-f«?»^, « + «»+2..... * + <?n*m. • + *.*• + ¥«+*  
« -VflTr. + l + <?«•*-i + • • •  *"<?n+""" 

Thus, «hen two relays?. X and X with weights 8 art 16 are added 

•te the network» the assemb3y{o, 2,  5(3, 6) jCM becomes the assembly 

| 0, 2, 5, 8, 10, 13, 16, 18, 

21, 24, 26, 29, {3, 6, 11, 14, 19, 22, 27, aty\vx*i>A. 

If the added relays are assigned the least weights 1, 

2, "..., 2n „ x, then the weights of the basic relays are corres- 

poalLagly increased by a factor 2a, and consequently, each nunfcer 

o(   will go into the series 

«•2"V«.2"*+1, flt.2"»-f-2,..., a.2"» + 2*»—I. 

Thus, for example, in the network containing two relays with 
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base IX there exist a circuit with tfas assembly (1,  (2) }, thea       ~l 

tjpon addition of three relays A, B, and C with weights 1, 2, aad 4 

the wights of the relays I aad X should be increased by a factor 
3 f  - ?      ' 

2 ~ 8, and consequently the assembly i 1, (2) j*..^ goes into the 

assembly-^8, 9, 10, U, 12, 13, 14, 15(16, 17., 18, 19, 20, 21» 22, 23} 
r 

jlXGBA* 

Using these rules, we can obtain a general nucsberiag for the 

oass of joining of several circuits with different bases into 

a common .'"    network, 

Thus, for example, if* ono connects itt series the aforementioned 

circuits \Qf 2, 5(3, 6) J        and   $-(2)}IX;j the« the commn circuit 

will be deiarmlnsa by the assssasbly vhich is the product of the two 

asseoibliee, reduoed to the base XXGBA, i„6»8 [ß, 10, 13(11, 14, 16, 

t->
iJ aÄs.7^ l*»i4«^ ^<r/      £       VVrR   ■**   * 

It is easy to verify, 'usiag the rule for ths transformation of 

numbers when changing the baa» aad muitljuyiag assemblies, that in 

the case of & series connection of circuits with assemblies 

ana ft « {%. %..., \, (jt|f |4...., p,)!^... ( Xi 
! 

(6.15)- 

in the case of the nay base Xß?  ..,, *2, x^, im,  ..., y2, ^ eaoh 

of the obligatory numbers   <?1 , of the- asateiably f-, will yield r» 

obligatory cumbers, determined from the. formula 

%«2»-f «^ (IM I A..., />. 
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Fand sf conditional numbers ~~1 
V*" + M/«l. 2,..., s-). 

Bach conditional «timber/*-* of the assembly f^ goes into r{ + s' 

conditional noasbers 

*,•$* + *■ 
and ■■:■•■ u,,«,«* iP+'l 

thus, the obligatory part of the assembly of tha overall cir- 

cuit will have r.r1 obligatorynumbers and rs1 + s(r' + s') condi- 

tional numbers* 

f-/./«-{S2<v»- + *).f 2S<va-+?A S 2<*> + *>. 

J i/«» /I*« »'« (6.16) 

Thus, for example/ when circuits with assemblies 10, 2»  5» 

(3, 6)\ ,p, and ] 1(2) 7 K .we obtain with ths new base CBAXX 

the following assembly 

(I. 9/21, (2, 10, 13, 14. 22, 25, 26)}0;,u-x. 

In ths particular case, whan the' assembly f2 contains only 

one obligatory nunfcer i,. tha assembly of the overall circuit 

contains r obligatory and s conditional numbers, where each number 

/ of the asseaibly ■ fj. goes into tha number 

1*»lj2" + /. (6t17) 

We now exaa&ne ths change that will be produced in the 

aasettfolies, if somo relay is eliminated from the network. Äs is well 
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rkB0wa» en th® baeie of the eapeasSJa f ormuLa (4.15a)* ~| 

/{a, h n)**af{U h.... n)+ af (Q. b,..., n), 

m am separate otrb of any olrotdt a transfer contact of one of the 

relays. 

la other words, any circuit can be represented as a parallel 

connection of two circuits, one of which is connected in series 

■with tha make circuit and the otter with the break circuit of aay 

one of the relays of the network.    If the circuit is specified by 

means of an assembly, then to separate out the transfer contact the 

asseobly must be broken up into, two, one containing the numbers of 

the states in' which the separated relay does not operate, aad the 

other in which .this relay does operate. 

Thus, when the contact of a relay with weight 1 is separated, 

the first assembly will contain all the even and the second all 

the odd numbers« For a relay with the maxim«» weight qa, the first 

assembly will include all the numbers from ssero to q^ - 1, aad the 

second the numbers from the relay weight q^ and., higher. 

In the general case the relay with weight q. does not operate 

in states with «timbers from 2 f c& to (2 f+ 1)^ - 1, and operates 

in the states numbered (2 $   4- ljqi to (2^ + 2)^.- 1, where       = 

0» 1, 2,  .,., 2a " V^Si ~ !•    She list of the ntaabers of states 

in which the relays with weights from 1 to 16 operate and do not 

operate are.; given in fable H and in Fig. 45. 

Thus, the circuit specified by the assembly) N, (M)j (Fig*46a) 

L8-Ö 
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' can be represented as a parallel connection of two circuits with 

assemblies [NI*^)} aadJN (MJ) J, of which the first contains only 

circuits closed la those states, in which the relay A^ with weight q, 

operates, and the second those in which it does not operate  (Fig. 46b). 

j If -we now separate the transfer contact of relay At, there remain    '   [~ 

two circuits fi and f2 (Fig..46c), aade up of contacts of the re- 

maining relays, i.e., having a new base* differing from the base of 

the initial circuit by the absence of the relay Ai. 

If in' the osw base all the elensents are placed in the same ,,» 

sequence as la the base of the initial network, i.e., the ntaabers 

from A^ to Aa_ ^ rezaain, end the numbers of the relays from k^ ^ ^ 

to A^ are reduced by one, then the numbers of the sets ufL(l*f.) j and 

\®2>&W) should be changed in accordance with the following rule. 

The »umbers of the assembly |_%? (M^) J of a circuit connected with the 

break contact is reduced by the amount    f q^, while the numbers of 

the secoad assembly ? \ E,, (Hj)4 are reduced by an amount { f   -f l}qi, 

■where ^. is taken to be the same as in the determination of the 

xranbera that enter into the asaen&lies of both circuits. The trans- 

formed numbers are shown in italics in Table 14. 

Thus, for example, if in the circuit with assembly JO, 2, 5, 

(3, 6)J CBÄ we separate the contact of the relay B with weight 2, 

we obtain two n3W assemblies. 

|*i. WJ - j°>5}^   H j/V«. (A13)}={2, (3, 6)}BM. 

.Reducing to the new base CA, we obtain '   , 

iJtJ^ 



r f.-MMJiM «/,-(o, 0.2)}flJ,.. 1 

It is most oonvonionii to bring out the contact of the. ralay 

with th» inaximm wight qn a 2* - 1.    In this oaso the circuit 

connected in series with the break ooatact will have an asssmMy with 

■jntwibcrs lesser than tfas weight-, of the relay, while the second, u 

connects! in series vlth the.make contact, viU have rranbers starting 

with ths ve&ght of the relay and higher, ,      from whioh the wight of 

the relay iß subtracted. 

Table H 

% 
1 2 

4 

I 
2 
3 

F 

■* 

■5 

Wows«* es I, »HvrofMiit f»*» 4| 

1 
% 
4 
8 

18 

Xf..»B j>*6©T»er 
n.2.M.w"t2.i4.16,18.2f>,22,M»».28,» 
O.M.5.». »,*2.J3,lS,«.2B,2J,a4,25,».» 
0,1.2.3,», M0,H,18»«.1M9,24.25.»,27 
0,1,2,3,4, 5, 8, 7,16,17.18,«9,20.21,22.29 
0.1.3,3.4, 5, f, 7. *. MO,M,12.13,M,15 
0.1.9,8.4. 6. 6. 7. ». 9J0JIJ2JÜJ4JS 

t, 3. 5. 7."9J!.«.15.«.«9.2I.23,25.27.».3i 
2, 3, 6. 7,10.11.14.15.18,19.22.23.26.27.30.1! 
4. 5. 6, 7,12.13,14.15.20.21.22.23.28.29.30.31 
fc 9,10.11,12.13.14.15.24.25,2B.27.»,2S.».31 

«.17.«,19.a0.2;.?2.23,24.25.».27.28.2».a0.8l 
0, ;. *. 3. *, S, d. 7, «, 9.10.1! 12,13 J4JS 

1) height> qtif 2) aumber of states in which'the relay %* 

3) does fcot operata, 4) operates, 

Thus, for the oirouit iodioated above |o, 2, 5(3, 6)j CBA 

■ vhen separating the contact of ths relay C with «eight 4 ve obtain 
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the iwv base, we have fi & jo, 2.(3)} BA and f ~ 51(2) J . 

In the second case, if tha contact of relay with the saallest 

weight, 1, is takes out, the new assembly for the circuit connected 

■ with the break contact »till consist of even numbers of the initial 
; f 
■ }■— 

assembly, divided by two, and tat the circuit coa&eated to-the make 

contact it will consist of odd numbers, reduced by unity and also. 

divided by two. 

GBA 
itpon separating the contact of the relay A, fj_ » |0, 1, (3) jCg and 

f l^(x) >c 2 = l<'w-'/CB- 

He note still another factor. It if obvious that in the case 

■whan ths circuits fi and £%,  which remain, after taking out the 

transfer contact of &cy relay, are ©qml, this contact can be 

completely eliminated. 

Thus, if there exists a circuit with an assembly | 1, 3, 9, 

11(2, 10}], p., then upon separation of the transfer contact of 

relay G \ie  obtain fj, = f2 = (l, 3, (2)j  , i.e., the relay C can 

be eliminated. 

However, the elimination of the contact 

is permissible also when the circuits are not equal, but have 

coinciding assemblies. In this ease the circuit f^ and fg can be 

replaced by a circuit with the unified assersbly, since the latter 

satisfies both circuits. 

/.jty 



.Thus« far example, .If & circuit with aseerablj Jl, 10(a, 3, 8, 9) 

JCg is specified, then after excising tbs transfer contact of relay 

C ue obtain £l =  [l, 2(3) jM and f2 =[2(0, 1)}BA-    
Tijs circuits 

f. and i0 have coinciding assaablias and can be replaced by a car» 
1 * ■ • 

cult with mlfied assembly |l, s}M, vßie.H oarrospondstto the | 

assembly Jl, 2, 9» io}cB*V Khieh-,satisfies the give» circuit» 

The separation of the transfer contact       serves ae the basis 

of the graphic method of construction of contact networks. 
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Chapter 7     ; 

StAPHIC METHOD OF CONSTRUCTING GOHTACT KETVKHKS 

1.    METHOD OF CASCADES 

Algebraic raethods inake it possible in most oases to construct   , 

contact networks of class |\ to "satisfy given expressions«    Bovever, 

as is well known, the introduction of bridge elements in «any cases 

makes it possible to obtain simpler networks. 

One of the methods of going over from the algebraic expression 

to a bridge network is the so-called method of cascades /45/, 

developed by G« N, Povarov //*!/,    This method is a generalisation 

of the asthod of synthesis'of parallel-series two-teriainal networks 

with the aid of contact trees. 

The essence of this method consists of the following.    If 

there are specified k functions of n variabless flCxj.» x2>  •••> 

acjj),  ♦.,, £ySxl* x2>  "** xrJ> characterizing the strtxtural 

admittance of k outputs to one input, then for each of these 

functions f^i^i, 'X-?j  ...., xa) one can separate a transfer contact 

of one of the relays» '   for example, x~ 

ft (Xi, X»,...t Xa) => Xifi (I, x.t x„) -f xlfl (0. xt,..., x„). 

The functions remaining'after separating the variable x. can 



' be written as as« functions % of a - 1 variable, I.e., 

«here kn        2k  (since for different i the functions fa can be Maatiosl). 

If uo ÄO-w take a (1, In ) -pole '    H (Pig* 4'?}, vhiofa realises 

jail thase fuactioaa h, then aaoh oirot&t oan be represented as j_ 

consisting of a transfer ooatact xj "~ *j/ tiie leads of which are 

connected to the corresponding outputs of the  (1, kiJ-pole, realising 

the functions %&, X2,  ..., 2^) sad %(©? xg,  .„.* %). 

Ina'sffluoh as the transfer ooatact *i - »j_ is a contact pyraaiä 

(tree) with ofie contact, than by virtue of the separability of 

jyramids, their outputs corresponding to different i oar* be joined to 

one &rd the- gas« output of the  (l, k^J-pcle H* 

Thus, a change over takes place frcn the  (1, k)--pols with n 

relay contacts to a (1, k-, )~pale with n - 1 relay ooatacts. 

Cofftiauing the construction,' ve arrive at a osu (1, k^-pola oade up 

of contacts of a - 2 relays, «to., until the   network  eoatalas 

contacts of all the relays. 

We aote that the series introduction of transfer ccatacts ieaäa 

to the situation «hereby at each atage of construction, after the 

contacts of srsy relay are introduced into the aetwork, the resultant 

taultipcls will always be isolating as sesa by the outputs of the 

aetworlc. 

'lbs process of constructing by the cascade method" will be 

: explained with an example of the construction of the network of a 
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(1, 2)~pols made up of contacts of four relays, apeoified by the        ~~] 

following structural formulass 

/, - -Si {x^ -f xjsj +'xtXf*4; 

To simplify the notation» the ciroult from &s$r node of the 

jnetwcark «umbered i which are «ritten in the form of this        '   • 

number, iiKiltded la parentheses (i), i*e.3 in the given case i\ ~ 

(1), and f'2 = (2). 

We coatiaue the notation in. the form of Table 15, with ^ 

successive separation of coatacts x,, Xg, etc. 

Table 15 

(l)»'X|(3)4-^(4) (3) »*»*» +if» *i 

(4) «= Igx4 

(2)<=» xt 15) -f xj. (6) ' , (5) »J!ix»ir« -f x^?« 

(8) = je^ax« -{- xsSi *» (5)   * 

(3) » -V» (7) -f- xa (8) (?) «= ^v4 -f■ i"s xt 

(8) = (7) 

(/.) « *, (ft) + 3^ (10) (9) =^x4 

(10) = (9) ■ 

(5)-.t2(l 1)4^(12} (11) «^ 

(12)«**« 
H.r-.ii i   —, .,.,,„..»,.MWf, „MMMtjpa,umiMiiaBLH..   Li.—.——Mi   i ■—„,»—«„... „„..^_ -m-.^.„.,— ■ ^——»,„—.„.at-~-> 

(7) «s ä,(I3) +£(14) (13) = x« = (12) 

(W)«.*i 
(9)=7S(J5) (!5)«=X|=-(i2) 

(ii)~x.,(16) (16)-* 5« (14) 

//*-" 



The corresponding network Is'shown .la Fig. 48. "1 

In his paper, G. N. Povarov /AA/ indicates that the complexity 

of tte network will depend on the sequence of arrangement of the 

variables (i.e., on the sequence with which the transfer contacts are 

separated, out).    He then proceeds to deduce that if certain functions 
r 

of a realizable sequence depend essentially on less than n variables,' 

then the variables on which all the functions depend essentially are. 

best placed in the last places, near the common Input of the syn- 

thesized (1, k)-pole network, 

'   2,    GRAPHICAL METHOD OF CONSTRUCTION OF SYMMETRICAL NETWORKS 

Somewhat later, developing the cascade method, G. N. Pcvarcv 

/44/ proposed a graphic method, for constructing contacts (1, k.)~ 

poles for symmetrical circuits,  specified in terms of 

working numbers,  i.e., numbers indicating for hoy many working 

relays should the circuit be closed. 

With this, as in the method of cascades, the transfer con- 

tacts of the relays are drawn successively.    To construct, one 
spots '        '      . 
along       a vertical line k points, corresponding to the outputs, 

and. working numbers are assigned to each point. Then one 

draws adjoining to each point the transfer contact of one of the 

relays (it is immaterial which,  since the complexity of the 

symmetrical network is independent of the sequence); the point 

connected to the break contact is assigned all the working numbers 

JJ-f 



* with .the exception of a  (number of the relay of the network), while    ~* 

the point connected to the make contact are assigned -the ambers 

greater thaa aero, roamed by unity. The«, the points with identical 

assemblies of numbers are joined» and tha points without mashers 

are-erased.    If near any point there-are located all the numbers 

from aero to a - 1,  such a point is joined to the common input* 

Im transfer contact of the mxt relay is drawn joined to 

the remaining points, arid in analogy with the preceding, the working 

numbers are changed, 'where n is taken to be the number of the re- 

raaining relays, i'he process is repeated until the contacts of all 

relays are introduced into the network» With this, the last relay 

will alvays have one transfer contact. 

Fig« 49 shows an exaraple of tha construction of a {1, 3)~ 

pole  (k =: 3) made up of contacts of four  (n = 4) relays for cir- 

cuits having the following working numbers* 0, 2; 1, 3, and 1, 3, 

4»    Simultaneously with proposing ths method, G-, K, Povarov has 

shown that the process is applicable not only for symmetrical 

networks, but for quasi-symmetrical ones, for which the working 

number represcats a sum of several weights, ascribed to iacliviaiJal 

-.   relays of the network. 

The author of the present work:has later shown that all tha 

networks are in this sense quasi-symmetrical, if relays numbered 

i - 1, 2j  ..., n ara assigned visights 2 , and the vor king 

numbers are taken to be the numbers of the states.during which the 
L. /.fjt J 
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i~circuit should bs oloeed* ~1 

3»    GRAPHICAL MSTBGD OF CCfilBÄtiCTIKG. CONTACT  (1, k)~POUä 

Ti» graphical raathod of constructing contact (l, k)-poles makes ' 

< it possible to construct contact networks withoafc analytical notation 

and transformations,    In tte constriction one obtains automatically. 

siagxttficatioas due to the presence of indifferent and unused states, 

Qns of the features of this method is that the constructed network 

is obtained both of olass  W or claas H, either planar or non-planar 

depending oa which network is simpler, something that cannot be ob- 

tained iß general by analytical methods. 

Experience in employing the graphical method shows that the 

constructed networks, particularly networks of contact-asking multi- 

poles, are obtained in moat oases simpler than those networks con- 

structed by öthsr Methods.   ' 

The only limitation which the graphic method imposes on the 

networks is an ordered arrangemant of the contacts of each relay 

of the network in. definite sections.    However, this limits the 

number of different versions of the network to the value nl, which 

is an undoubted advantage of the method.    Deviation from the fore- 

going limitation can yield in principle additional simplifications 

of tha network» bub this problem'has .not yet bean investigated. 

Simplicity of operations and identity of the actions par forma in 

the construction of the network by the graphical method makes it 



,.i... 
Tpossible to employ it fat mechanisation of the process of synthesis "~ 

of relay networks,' as will be shown in Chapter 11. 

Inasmuch as ths graphic Method in Its initial form was a 

graphic Interpretation of the aethocl of cascades with addition of 

'. those simplifications, which, can be obtalaed in tha allowance for the 

conditional (indifferent and unused) states, ve shall not stop 

specially ia this seotitaon tho justification of any particular con- 

struction» but will go to a direct- development of the method in that 

fora/in which one aan'reooramBnd it for practical engineering use. 

For greater clarity vie shall develop this asthocl first as 

applied to the construction of contact (1, k)-poles.   We shall not. 

oonsWar two-poles, slace they are particular cases of (1, k)-poles. 

We note that i& tbs construction of contact networks one should 

tend to a Maximum 'unification of the circuits of the network into 

one  (1, k)-pole.    Most frequently tha ooomoa potot of connection 

of tha circuits is one of the poles of the battery. 

Tims, by vay of initial data for the graphical construction 

of a contact (1, k)«pole network made 'up of contests of a re3,.ays, 

ye. have k asssfflblies, corresponding to circuits froa each of tha 

k outputs to ths öOföTion. input. 

To compile the network, m note on the left, along a vertical 

line, all the outputs and vrlte near--each one of them the corres- 

pooJing assemblies, and for simplification we shall leave oufc 

the curly brackets and the base.   1fe first compile the ooamon input, 
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.u _, 
which we shall denote by plus, ' 

If the assemblies include coinciding oaas.  the corresponding 

points will join and the -unified assembly vili bo written out at the 

common point.    In the. case vhen in a complete assembly (ail the 

jnuiKb&rs from zero-to 2n - 1} correspond to any point, we join 

this point on a straight line with the point " 4- .*'    T'o all 

f       the rexcaining points drav on the right the moving springs of the 

transfer contact groups of the relay having the greatest weight, q» 

~ 2n " •*■.    The point conriectaä with the break contact u»e assign the 

numbers less than 2n "" •*-, and the point joined with the sake contact 

we assign the remaining numbers, reduced by the weight of the relay 

q^ - 21*       -.    In this case the conditional numbers are written in 

parenthesos, as before. 

Vie then roake & comparison of all the assemblies in the follow- 

ing sequence* 

1) We see whether there are any coinciding assemblies at the 

leads from the make and break contacts of one group, and if such 

ssssrablies are found, v:e erase the entire contact group and replace 

it oy a single point, to vhich 'we assign the unified assembly. 

2}    Wa verify whether there ars complete assemblies, and if 

snch are found the corresponding points are joined with the input« 

3) We erase the springs "With empty assemblies. 

4} Vie unify points with coinciding assemblies, and write 

.  down the unified assembly at the junction. 

/<?? 
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3, i 

T % note that because of the preaeno« of ooadltional mashers, the' 

solution inay be non-uniqi».    Thus, if there are three points with 

assemblies: a) — ^ 5(2» 3, ?)} } b) — {l, 2(4, 5, 7)j aad-c) — 

\ 3, 5(0, 1, 4)"{ , we car. join either the points (a) aari (b) with a 

jcommon assembly [ 1, 2,  5(7)j , or (a) aM (o) with an assembly J 1, 

•5J, ... - 
The xmly placed pointa ean be oonsldared as the outputs; of a 

»ew (1, k"| )-pole «sade up of contacts of a - 1 relays. So these 

points we     . attach the spring contacts of the transfer gro^s of 

a relay with weight % ~ x ~ 20 " 2, «ad analogously, write down the 

assemblies, of numbers sM «here possible unify. These points repre- 

sent,        outputs of a new (1, k2)~pol» made up of the ccmtactsof 

n - Z relays,   Vfe oonbime the oonatruatioa until it is complete. 

The network must then be redrawn,  joiaiag where possible all the 

reoaiaing closing aid all the remaining mice and break contacts into 

transfer groups. 

Fig« 50a shows an example of the canstruction of a network 

for the circuits of the intermediate relays A aaä B of a binary 

pulse divider, specified by assemblies fA ~   j 1, 25 3, 6)BAX 

and fB «  { 2,  5, 6, 7 J^u* la this network, as in"the pe-eoisding 

one, we shall represent for the sake of clarity the erased con- 

tacts by dots» arjö the erased numbers will be crossed out.    In 

the redrawn form* the network is shown in Fig. 50b. 

Wa note that ia the last relay with weight 1 there is always 
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Pone transfer group, and we shall -Caerefore draw it ia this manner^ 

Oa Figs,  51a and b is shown the construction fco* two bases of 

tha circuits X-,5 'It, I0 froa the rogister of the oommsroial equipment 

/122, 129/,  specified by the following assemblies: 

X0«|I, 2, 4, 7, 9,(6, II, 13, 14, 15)}^.,. ) u 

X,«}!, 7, 8, 9,  10,  12,(0, 6, U. 13,  14, 15)},.^, [{7.1} 
A',- {2f 3, 4, 5,(0, 6,  11, 13, 14, \5)\rBHV J 

(7.1) 

If tha base is AB CSD, these assemblies vill be 

X„={2, 4, 8, 9, 14,(6, 7,  11, 13, \5)\Alipr, j 
X,= (1, 3, 5, 8, 9,  14,(0, 6. 7,  11,  13, 15)} w,     « 
X2--=(2, 4,  10.  12,(0, 6, 7,  11,  S3,  15)} u.Br j 

i 

The networks constructed by this method are in general bridge 

networks. They have that clistiaguishing faature, howevor, that in 

any vertical section oa the output side (to the left) they are 

isolating, i.e., under no conditions can two points of one vertical 

section bs found joined    at relay contacts, placer] between the 

given section ©wd the outputs. This is explained by tha fact that        ^ 
any • 

by virtue of the construction itself» such circuit will contain at 

löaötjtwo different contacts of one rslay. As a result, false cir- 

cuits,   vhich      present a danger in the construction of 

bridge circuits, cannot appear, 

Tha method developed ia the present section has the follovixtg 

shortcomiwgs! la the construction of the network one always intro- 

duces a traasfsr group and tha possibility of elimination of oao 
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of th© contacts of the group, resulting from the equivalents {4.«13a)7> 

a -J~flj('*&* a -j~ x. 

io not taken into account* 

The presence of   transfer    groups makes the network isolating 

and -makes it possible to carry out unification "but, as indicated by    , 

M. A. Oavrilov /69/, by far not all the possibilities of circuit 

unification afforded by the creation of bridge networks are used. 

This shortcoming has boen eliminated by the author by using the so- 

called direct lead outs in the .construction. 

' 4,    'USE OF DIRECT' LEÄB OUTS 

In some cases tha number of contacts in the network can bs 

reduced if one uses so-called direct lead-outs in the construction. 

Such lead-outs can he made vihsa the assemblies of both contacta of 

one switching group äo not coincide, but identical obliga- 

tory n^thers arc 'present.    In this case one can ciaka a direct lead- 

out at the contact (Fig.  52), the assembly of which will contain 

ths common nuabers of both assemblies, The only obligatory numbers 

left at the contacts are those -which were not included in the 

clirsot-lesd-out assembly, while the numbers contained in this last 

assembly are written as conditional. This corresponds to the follow- 

ing transf oroation 

x (a+ b) + x(a + c) = a -f x (b -f ~) -f- x (c -f ~). (7t3) 

Thus, for example    (Fig* 52a), if the make contact 

iff 

i 
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^responds to the assembly \lt  5>, 3, V)j , and the' break contact,! 

corresponds to the assembly  (o, 2,  5(4, ?| * °«* **ka a dtrect 

lead-out vith assembly fc,   (2, 7) ] or {(2,  5,   (7)} ;    1* the latter 

case ws leave respectively at the contacts the assemblies {1,(2, 3,  5, 

■ 7)} and (o,(2, 4,  5, 7}} (Fig, 52b *nd c). i. 

The use. of direct lcaf3s iß particularly effective if the 

obligatory numbers of one contact are contained in their entirety 

in the assembly of the second contact.    In this case one contact of 

the transfer group can be crossed cut, corresponding to the trans- 

formation- _ /        a\ 

for example, if the make contact of the relay with weight 6 

has an assembly \l, 4,  5(2, 3, ?)] , and bfa* make contact has an 

assemMy [2,   5, (0, 4, 7)"\, the latter can be replaced W a direct 

lead viith assembly (2,  5,   (4, r?)) ,   leaving at tte 

make contact the assembly {l, 4,   (2, 3,  5, 7)£or else vlth assembly 

( 2. 4,  5,   (7)\with the assembly fl,   (2, 3, 4, -5, 7)} left at the 

make contact (Fig.  53), 

The advisability of making direct ü^aas must be verified 

everyjtlras, for sometimes they my complicate the network. 

A network with direct leads violates the condition of isola- 

tion, and in son» cases individual points in the vertical cross 

'section of the network may be'found to be joined to the input 

through contacts of the following relays and through the direct 

f*t 
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leads, connected to these contacts.   When joining such pojjsfes to 1 

other circuits, the latter may be found to be joined to the input 

along rouaä-about circuits, and this faay disturb the operation of the 

network. 

Thus, for example, in the circuit of Fig.  50, direct laads , 

with assenfely J2( can be, made at both contacts of -the relay B, 

while the remaining contacts will have assemblies [1, 3,   (2)j  , as 

shovn in Fig.  54a.    However, one cannot join the direct leads (points 

£  and tp), since the circuits of relays A and B will he psrmaneaUy 

interconnected. At the sams time, in the network of Fig. 50, the 

direct lead from the contact of relay A with assembly      { lj does 

not introduce any changes in the operation of the network (Fig.  54b). 

Analogously, la tiEnetwork of Fig. 51b one can"make a'direct lead 

with assembly     \ 1, 3, \      at the upper contact of relay B, as a 

result of which we obtain the network shown in Fig,  55 (only the 

right half of the network of Fig» 51b.is shown. 

'Vie sea thus that in the presance of direct leads one cannot 

always join points with coinciding assemblies,  since false circuits 

may appear«, 

A& a result it may turn out that in a network with direct 

leads one must place on the relay with the least weight more than 

one transfer contact group. 

i 

i 
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5,    BSnSOTXOÜ OF FAUm cmCTOTS ' ' 

False circuits may appear \ti&a direct leads are. produced is 

and the circuits which are'connected to these leads are further 

unified.    In so;.» cases, as observed for example in the networks 

of ?lgs«  54 and 55,  ono caw reacli?y verify whether the direct        ,_ 

load and the unifying of the vires ara paraiscible or. not.    In ths 

nstucrk of Fig,  54b, the circuits joined to ths diroct lead 

are jolted only at ths point «plus" so that no false circuit can be 

produced.    la the network of PigJ' 55, the dirsoi-lead circuit is not 

connected to anything» and «nan otter wires are joined at the points 

*1* t2, and t«, therö are no falsa circuits (dotted in Fig.  55), 

produced,  since they will always obtain different contacts of the 

relay B (if joined at the points tj. and t2) or C (joining at ths 

point 1.3). 

In complicatednetworks, it may bo difficult to trace the 

appearance ■ of false circuits, we t hare I'ore propose a method which 

mskvc  it possible to establish directly wader «hat unifications 

do false circuits appear, and wba» they do not. .On the other hand, 

not every false circuit, even if it is found to connect the input 

with one of the outputs, disturbs the operation of the network. 

Thus, if some circuit is closed in  states corresponding to the 

numbers entering in the assembly of the given output, such a falsa 

circuit is permissible. 

To determine in ■which cases the joining is permissible and 
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Pin 'which it is not, we shall assign to each output, with the exoep-    1 

tion of the assemblies indicated above* also forbidden numbers. 

For points.joined with the output through a make contact of any 

relay Ai with weight q^, the forbidden numbers will be only the for- 

b; bidden numbers of the output, corresponding to the states during . 

which relay Aj. does not operate. For points joined, through a make [s«clj 

contact, the numbers will correspond to states duping which the 

relay A.  operates.    These numbers can be obtained with the aid of 

Table 14 and Fig, 45. 

We shall agree to write out the forbidden numbers under the 

corresponding point and include them in square brackets, or else 

write them.with a colored pencil.    In this case the numbers for all 

points of the network will be referred to the base of the entire net- 

work. 

Thus,  for the output with assembly     |   2, 7,   (7,  5)\ the 

forbMden numbers will be aero, 3, 4, and 6, while at the outputs 

of the contact of relay with weight 4, there will be written 

correspondingly the forbidden numbers sero, 3 and 4, 6, as shown 

in Fig. 56. 

In the presence of a direct lead, the latter' should be 

assigned all the forbidden numbers. When joining several points, 

the common point should be assigned the forbidden numbers of all 

the joined points, i.e., the assemblies of forbidden numbers add 

up in the joining.    Thus, when constructing a network, along with 

<0f 
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fsuccessive assignment of a aew easeaihiy of nuafcere to-each wv "1 

point, we can assign to the s&ms point the forbidden numbers, i.e.-, 

ue Indicate the numbers of those states of the network, at which 

the giwfl^oiat must not have a connection with the input to the 

made up (1, k)~pole. ,    ^ 

* now gee in what states the appearance of false circuits 

through direct leads is possible.    It is easy to verify that If 

in the asssnibly'of the direct lend, made at the contact of the relay 

Ax with'weight'qi, there is an obligatory number 0< (ccasseponding to 

the fact that this lead will be. joined to the Input of the circuit 

at the state with auatoer c< of those relays, whose weights are less 
.  ■ •   . * . vith 

than q,), then in the state, . '. this number the lead of the break 

contact wi31 be found «Joined to tfea input in the oaae-when'the relay 

A. does not operate, i.e.", in the state with the same nucsber  <X . 

The lead of the make contact vill be Joined to the input through 

the direct lead in the state with number   «< + qj. (Fig. 57a), 

On the other hand, the obligatory jouober p , vhioh eaters 

into the assanfldy of the break cocfeaot, will produce a falsa cir- 

cult to the direct lead in the state with the earn nuraber /° , 

while the obligatory number }'t which enters into the'assembly of 

the make contact, «ill produce s false circuit with number / + qx. 

All this pertains to the conditional ..nuafcers, . the only 

difference being that it is' aot known beforehand whether in the 

state corresponding,to the conditional number the circuit will be 
I 



fconnecteä to the input or not. ~~| 

However, the'numbers obtained in the above ßssthcd will-pertain 

to a bass \^hlch inclines the, relays with weight q* a«d less»    If we 

refor ths nmbers to the bass of the entire network, each noaber 

will go into 2' numbers« determined by the states of those 

relays, vhose weights are greater than q,, i.e., into the series 

*, s4-<|/.t; « -f (?,•+-:...; « + <?„; a «f #;.«., -f $+2;...; a + q(+1 -f ... -\- qn. 

Ihese numbers indicate in what states of the network a given 

point will bo  (or can be, if the number is conditional) connected to 

the input to a direct.lead bypassing the main circuit. We shall agree 

to call these numbers bypassed nuabers and writs them down along 

•with the forbidden numbers under the point to which they pertain, 

underlining them vlth an arrow, as shown in Fig. 57b«, For the con- 

tact of a relay -«ith weight 4 in a network mads up of four relays 

(n = 4). 

In the further construction of the network, the bypassed num- 

bers are transforined in accordance vith the sass law as the for- 

bidden numbers. 

Thus,  in the general ...caso ons can assign to each, point,« with 

the ©reception of the fundamental assembly, forbidden, and bypassed 

numbers.    It is obvious that one and the aarae number cannot be 

included siaultaaeousiy in the list of forbidden and bypassed   ' 

numbers of any point, since the forbidden number indicates that 

in this state the point iaust not be connected to the input, whereas 

Aß 6 



r-      ■    ' -}» ~ 
'■  the bypassed nusber indicates that the point in this state will or  I 

can be eonaaoted with the input. This leads to the r'ole, that the 

joining: of two points with coinciding assemblies is impossible, if 

among the bypassed numbers includes, forbidden nmbsr  of the second 

; point. '. ■ , 
*■■ b" 

False circuits, which can be formed through-two or aoro 

direct laads? are analogously detected»    For this purpose, after 

joining,the bypassed numbers, are transferred to the preceding points 

am? a verification is raade whether any disagresments are found. 

Fig.,  58a shows the construction of a .network of a binary 

divider for the number of pulses with the forbidden and bypassed 

■ numbers te-itten out, From an exarrd.rffi.tioa of the- network one can sea 

that the joining of the points ti and tg iß impossible,  since the 

numbers 1, 3 and 5f 7 are bypass nuiabers for one of those and for-' 

bidden for the otter«    Analogously, we cannot join the points tj 

and t4„    Cö. the other hand., tte points.t*^ and t'2* as ^s^ as 

all leaoe past the contacts of the relay I«, can be joined» 

One can verify the validity of the joining at the points t^, 

%2> »°d %3 $•& *'m circuit of Fig» 55* if the forbidden and bypassed 

members are assigned to all points. 

In practice? there is no need for writing out ths forbidden 

and bypassed numbers fear tha entire network.    It is reooameaded. 

that this be dona only for those points, for 'which it is necessary 

to ascertain the possibility of joining when the points are 
! 
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rconnectcd with contacts, at Which direct leads exist. In addition,  i 

there is no need of making a special verification if the joined points 

connoted to different contacts of one and the sane relays, as xs 

observed, in the joining of Fig. 55. Nor is there any need of 

verifying the possibility of joining at the input point. ( 

If the direct leads are made at some relay /^ which does not 

have the maximum weight, it is enough to start to write out both the 

forbidden and the bypassed numbers with points lying directly ahead 

of the contact of the relay A, as shown, for example,-in Fig. 55, 

which is part of the net-work of Fig. 5ib. 

In some cases the bypassed numbers can be used to produce main 

circuits., thereby simplifying the network. This, however, calls for 

additional investigations«. 

6. Elimination of False Circuits 

In the case when it is found that the joining of circuits is 

impossible, the construction of thsnetwork can be continued without 

joining, as was done, for example, in Fig. 58. The resultant net- 

work is shown in Fig. 59a. 

In addition, the following possibilities exist for preventing 

the appearance of false circuits2 

I) Elimination of the direct lead, through which the false 

circuit is produced. For the network of Fig. 5«a, this means a 

change over to the network of Fig, 54-b. 
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2} Introduce rectifier elements in the joined circuits (in tha~l 

case vhm the plus' of the current source is connected to the input, 

the rectifier should be connected in opposition to the arrow indica- 

ting the direction of the bypassed circuit). Upon Introduction of 

. rectifiere ahead of the points ti and t2 In Fig. 58a., ve obtain the  , 

network of Fig, 59b« " • 

3) Introduce into the joinea circuits a contact of one of the 

relays, which, would not contradict the main circuit, but which 

MOVM  eliminate the falsa circuit.  For the network of Fig» 58a, 

such a contact can be the break contact of relay I (with weight 1). 

If this contact is' connected, for example, ahead of point %2  (Fiß* 

58b), a possibility appears of unifying points t:L and t2 and the 

network assumes the form shown in Fig. 59c. 

A)     ilsolate the direct lead as a separate output. This 

is possible only whoa the circuits act on the relay and additional 

bindings can be placed on the relay, This method oan be parti- 

etiLarly effective in the case when the air-act lead is made at the 

contact of the relay -with the greatest weight, as is observed, for 

example, in the network of Fig« 50a. By separating both direct 

leads and Introducing second «ladings on relays A and B, MO  obtain 

the network of Fig» 593. 

Finally, ia the ease -when the joining is impossible because 

of a circuit produced by a conditional number (the bypassed 

number is in brackets), this circuit can bo eliminated by eliminating 
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i the particular conditional number from the corresponding assem-H 

•There are still ao raise for indicating which of the measures 

gives the most successful solution» 

7.    CONSTRUCTION OF ISOLATING ESTWGliSS 

In Dome cages it bee ones necessary to construct an isolating 

(1, k)-pole network, i.e.,  one in which there can be no connection 

between the outputs, with, the exception of the inputs. 

If m consider the process of the synthesis of contact networks 
the . 

byflgraphical method, tre can see that in the general" case the • 

■constructed ; circuits «ill not have the iso-lating propertyf for 

when two points with coinciding assemblies are joined, a circuit 

say bo produced connecting different outputs»  It follows therefore 

that to obtain an isolating network one must not .join points if thsy 

have in some state of the' network simultaneous connections to 

different outputs of the netvork. 

It can be shown that in the case when there are no identical 

numbers in asseflsblias of different outputs» the network 

must ba isolating. If there are identical, numbers, a circuit may 

be produced between corresponding outputs in addition to the 

common   input. 

In order to use the graphic method for the construction of 

isolating networks, ve employ the following procedure.    To each 

A/< 



number uhiefa. enters into the asoeßblias of several outputs, ve ! 

assign a certain aysbcl (dot, circle, bar, etc.) and different 

symbols are assigned to different numbers,    Upon further construction 

these symbols will bo drawn on the newly obtained numbars, obtained 

from the marked number.    If coinciding assemblies appear now, then     ; 

in the case vhen these assemblies are found to h&vo numbers 

with idontioal symbols, such points oanot be joined*    If assaablies 

wherein some number is assigned different symbols arc joined, both 

symbols must bo assigned, to this number in the joined assembly. 

Any .  assembly       ■ can be joined at the poii.it of input,. 

Using the method of construction of isolating (l, k)-pole 

networks,  ona cen construct «tvo-sidad« r,or;ual networks, as shown 

in Fig. oOs    The construction of such networks snkos it possible 

to rsduce the total nuraher of contacts, but this, is possible only 

for the case when the formulas for each of the relays arc functionally 

separable /36/ arid can be expressed  in tte form of a product of two 

functions of different variables. 

\t (au a»,..., a,,) = fUßi, a%i..., as) /,- (at H,..., an). 

B5    COKSmUOCION OP A CGNTAC?  (p,  k)-POLE NETWORK 

The graphic method can also be extended to the construction 

of contact multiple-pole networks with p inputs and k outputs, 

under the condition that in this  (p, k)~po.le not one of the outputs 

can be connected, simultaneously to more than one input. 
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To compile the network, ttefo'Sreulta between the inputs aad     ~| 

the outputs should be specified ia the fara of assemblies fyi from 

each output with, number ,i   (j « 0, 2,  2,   ...»  k - 1) to each input 

vith ßuaber i U = 0,1,2,  ...,p-D.    Thus, the total mwfcer of 

assemblies (including sspty OB«) iüiottM be pk. ; 

In order for the asfojork: to satisfy the faregeiag rsquixomofii 

that there bs no simultaneous .ecmiaction between aß output and 

several inputs, it is sufficient that in tto sssoablias pertaining 

to one ouipiä (with identical values of the index j) no identical 

obligatory numbers bo found. 

To construct such a (p* k)-pole netü<*A from-the contacts,  of 

n relays, we convert it .into a  (l, k)-pcle of ft + si relays, ■ vhere 

n is the scaliest integer satisfying, the inequality 2"* ^   p. Wo 

now assume that of the- contacts of r& relays there is constructed a 

(1, p)-l»ls in such a way, that to oaoh output of this 

network correspond© aa assembly fj.. of one number, equal to the 

nanber i of tfas output.    If vja join the inputs of the specified 

(p, k>™pole'vüth the like output* of the  (I, p)~pole  (Fig. 61), 

thp'iCthfl resultant (.1. k}~pole the circuit froa the output ,1 to 

the caramon isput through the poirA L viXL consist of thfl series 

connoctea circuits fji (of the  (p, k)~pois and the circuit % of 

the  (1, p)-pole» Sinee the assembly of the cslrcuit fjr consists of 

only one obligatory number, i.e., % ~ jij , then, in accordance 

with the statements mode la Chapter 6, Section 4, the noaiber 
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fof the assembly f^ goes into the"number 

.        mj.t C7*6) 

And since each of the output* is connected vith the con^cn input 

of the  (1, k)-pole by circuits parsing through each of the inter- 

mediate points i, than to each oatput we assign an aasorably, which 

contains the transformed numbers of all tha assemblies f~i viT4i 

identical .Indices j.  so that 

'-* (7.7) 

'We   next construct the network in accordance' vith the methoä 

given abov«  (Chapter 7, Section 3),  starting with the relay having ■. 

the greatest weight 2° + m " \ until the ootitacts of ths 

relay with weight 2™ere introduced into tha network. Then the 

numbers around tha ire® earls of the contacts of this relay will 

indicate ths numbers of the inputs of ths  (p, k)-pole under con- 

struction, 

B~f way of an example, v>e consider the synthesis of a (3, 3}~ 

pole, made up of the coata cts of three relays,  specified by the 

assemblies-listed in Table 16, 

Since p a 3} m.s 2. The transformed zrontoers are listed 

in the sane Table 16. The resultant network is shown in Fig. 62. 
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Table 16 1 

Ho«opa 

tu 
a. a* .•= 4* + i 

Wi Hafiop suxOfl« / 

it» 

u 
i,2,4;7,(5) 

IS) 

0,3,6.(5) 

4,8,16,28,(20) 
(21) 

2.14,2f..(22) 

2.4,8.14.1*5,26, 
28,(20.21,22* 

f 
»10 

fn 

fit 

3.7,(5) 
1,(5) 

4,6,(2,5) 

12.2S,f20) 
5,(21) 

18.26,(10.22) 

5.12.18,2i;.2K. 
(10.20,21 11) 

/so 
fa 

fa 

0.6.(5) 
1,3,(2.5) 

4,7,(5) 

0,24.(20) 
5.13.(9.21) 

(    18,30,(22) 

0,5.13,18.24,30. 
!   (»,20.2!,22) 
i 

1) Numbers, 2} initial, 3J transformed, K) assembly of output 

9.    CHANGE OP CEDim OF CONSTRUCTION OF THE NETWCRK 

As already indicated in the graphical method of construction, 

the structure of the network (nay change.depending on the sequence 

with *ihieh the different contacts of the relays are introduced 

at another network,  in analogy with how the complexity of an alge- 

braic expression can vary with the order with which eieaents are 

taken outside the brackets.     -Depending on the sequence of the 

contacts of the relays,- the constructed networks may differ in 

their structure and the number of springs, both total and per relay. 

In tha.graphical method of network construction (Chapter 7, 

Section 3), the sequence of introducing the contacts depends on the 
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flights assigned to individual rol&ys» i.e., tho awaagement of the    1 

eleme^f Sn the base. Thus, in the general ease, fox* a network con- 

sisting of a relays one ean dbt&in .n! different networks, 'cacreo- 

poailng to different permatations of the elements In the base, 

: Therefore, to £;lnd the network eatlsfying certain requirements (for.   ^ 

-sample, jniaiisfim contacts or springs), it nay become necessary to 

construct all nl versions aod to choose tha best. There is still no 

gösral method that pernite deterolning be.forohsnd the tease for which 

ths simplest network is obtained. 

Howler, it is act always necessary to construct all networks, 

for in soasa cases all ttenetworks ere obtained eitöer quite identical, 

or' of identical complexity. 

It is known first of all /!(>/> that the so-palled symmetrical 

contact networks do not change whs» the relays are renumbered. Con- 

esqi»nt2y, if the network will be syjamstrical, then no matter how 

'•we transpose the base', ws always obtain the same assembly.    She 

necessary and auffielen* condition .far an assembly to belong to a 

symmetrical network is that this assembly contain all the numbers 

of the states in which an identical maaber of relay operates, 

capraspooaing to the working nuaäbers'of the symma-fcriei. network, 

and no fetter atimbers. 

The assemblies that characterise syMietrical networks with 

different working numbers are listed in Table 1? for r\~-29$i 

U, arid 5.    The assembly of a network -with several working numbers 

Aif 



["should incltsde in their entirety €ns assemblies corresponding to eaoH~] 

of the working numbers, and should not Include a«y other numbers. 

Thus,  for a ^ 4        a symmetrical network -with working msnbers 
to 

2 and 3 Wll c 
f 

orrestwrd/the asser/ibly {3,  5, 6, 7, 9» 10, 11, I2S 

14 >, arniforthe inverse circuit (working numbers 0,'1, 4) the 

corresponding assembly \iill be     <   0, 1. 2, 4* ■&> 15j * 

Table 3/7 * 

Pjfiowr mit-,10 

0 

k 
5 

0 
1,2 
3 

0 
1,2.4 
3,5,15 

4 5 

0 0 

1.2.4.8 1,2,4,8,16 
3.5.6.9.10.12 3.5,6.9,10,12, 

It,18,20,24 
7.11,13,14    " 7,11,13.14,», 

25,22,25,28.28 

15 15,23.27,29.», 
31 

l) Working number 

* This table can be readily broadened by considering that the 

asserably for the working number p, in the case of n relays, is made 

up of the assembly for the same working 'number p for ß -- 1 relays. 

added to the asssahly for the working number p - 1 ■-£or a - 1 relays, 

XL t    p 1      f  , /? 
in ybich each number Is increased by 2%  i«o#, J**-^ j =   £   <«-/ ) 

fa-f n 
d-^,  +^        -where    <x' P is the assembly of a symmetrical network 

vith a -working nursbor p for n. relays. 
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i ■ Lst «a now imagine, a. network consisting of a-series connection 1 

of a symmetrical network made of contacts'of s relays — Ax, k%%  •••> 

As "•- and a non-symmetrical circuit of contacts of r relays — &L, 

B2?  ... ., Br„    It is obvious that ea iaterchaaga of the weights 

! among the relays A, which aake up the symmetries! circuit* will not 

change either the assembly of the Satire circuit, or the network. 

On the other hand an interchange of the weights of relay B, as well 

as a aatijal interchange of weights between relays B and A, will lead 

to a change in the assembly and my lead to a change in the network. 

It* other worös, auch a circuit with a bass including all the relays 
substantially 

A and B, may be,, influenced only by thosti permutations, in 

•which at least one relay B participates, -while permutations of relays 

A do not influence the result. - 
permutation of 

A network of the contacts of a relays, in which^       only part 

of the relays, B (s *C, ß)» <3oes act change the assembly, will be 

oalled partially symmetrical with rospect to the relays Ax, &2> 

A 
• *  * J >3* 

For a partially symaetrJ-eal network, the total, number of 

different assemblies is decreased by $i* i.e., the number 1*111 

be nJ/sI. 

Distinguishing features of the partially-sysmastrieal aetwork 

•with respect to two relays 'with, -weights q& -and q*  (i -4^.   j) v.ill 

be the presence or "absence in the assembly of the numbers qj. and 

q* pairwise, as well as of other derivative numbers determined by 



the stetes of the remaining relays»    Thus* for s;<am.pl8,  in a network! 

consisting of four relays, the assembly of a par1:dally~3y:nmetrical 

network relative to rslays with "weights"! and 4 should contain or 

not contain the following pairs of numbers s 1 — 4, 3 -—• 6,  i —• 12? 

and 11 — 14« 'Ihe presence) of at least one of the unpaired nucibers 

.fron among these will be evidence that the network is not 

symmetrical tilth respect to the relays with weights 1 arid 4. 

Table 18 lists the pairs of .numbers "which detarminö the 

s&Tiunetry with respect to two" relays with "weights indicated in 

the first column. 

Table 18 

«|   -9/ 3 4 

" •    "- 
5 

i—2 5—6 i)—H> 13—f 4 17—18 21--22 25 -2« 2!»—30 

1-4 3-6 9—12 If —H 17—20 l!>—22 25- -2H 27-30 

2-4 3—5 10—12 IS—1 :* 1H—2<i 1«— 21 2C 2H 27—2* 

1—8 a-so 5—12 7—li 17—2'i 10-2«; 2I--2H 23-:*> 

2—8 3—9 «—12 7-13 18—2''» lit—2."» 22—2R 23—2?» 

4-8 5—9 fi—Id 7—11 20—24 21—25 
It—2« 

22—2»> 
13 -2H 

23-27 

1—16 o™™" s 5? 5—20 7—22 9—24 15—30 

2—16 3—17 ß—20 7—21 10—24 11—25 14-2H 15—2!» 

4—16 5—17 6—18 7—11» 12—24 13-25 1 •'(—»> 15-27 

8—16 9—17 Hi—18 11—10 12—20 13-21 14-22 15-23 

It is easy to prove the following theoreas. 

l.If any circuit is simultaneously   'partially symmetrical 

with, respect to relays with weights q*  - q.- aed q± - q>, than it 

of A A,^ 



„l... 

"is partially symmetrical with-respect to all three relays with » 

weights q,,  q-?, ana qv„ 

Xlf any circuit is simultaneously partiarty-sysimatricaX -with. 

raspcct to two groups of relays, ixi which there is at least one 

common relay, tos& the network will be. partially syrarastrical with       ^ 

respect to the aggregate of all relays of both groups« 

By way of an example let us consider the aetwork considered 

above  (see p 96/of source/}, with circuits specified by the 

assemblies 
Xo-Jl.M, V, ?,{6,  11, 13. 14»  15>]rößA; 

X, - {I, 7, 8, ®, J0.J2C0. 0, JM3, 14, !5}]fÄifA; 

■^»■"{HiJb JLJ'<°» 6' ■<l.;.,l3' H* 15>|r*^. 

using Table. 18, we -establish that all three circuits are 

partially-syrnraetriaal with respect to relays with weights 2 aaä 

4 (the corresponding pairs of nmsbsls arc underscored), i.e., 

relays B and C. 

Thus, this circuit h&s «»/si ™ 41/2* = 12 different seta of 

assemblies, determined by the change's In the weights of the relays, 

and car. hava 12 different versions *    Fig. 63 shows' all these ver- 

sions, constructed hj the graphical method without the tise of 

direct ieadSj while Fig. 64 shows the same networks with direct 

leads.    For ©fach network the bass is indicated iß the form of a 

fraction — the number of contacts Irr the network Uuaßratcr) and 
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"the necessary number of springs (doherainator).    For comparison., Fig,-~ 

65 shows the network of the seme circuits in the axi sting register 

/122, pyramids II and 111 on network 25/> thvicn ts^e ?7 contacts and 

calls for 42 springs,    The construction of the natworkAia all eases 

■ much simpler. 

■   While in the case of a symmetrical network any transposition      ; 

of the hasQj  or in the case of a partially-sy;?.r./Gtrical network a 

partial transposition of tha bass, does not change the assemblies in 

the. network,  there asay be cases when the transposition does change 

the assemblies, but the constructed network doss not become of 

different complexity.    The simplest example is a circuit with an 

assembly containing only one number. For any placement of the con- 

tacts .,    the network will always contain the same contacts,  connected 

in different sequencer.. The  same pertains also to networks which 

are of the same type in the- sense of Polya /116/ with symmetrical 

networks, i.e., obtained from symmetrical onns by inversion of 

individual variables,    it the present time there is no good seined 

for determination of such functions. 

It is necessary to carry out additional investigations of 

the properties of different networks,   so as tc make reconner/dstion;, 

in -what cases it is necessary.to Investigate all the possible per- 

rautations in order to find the optiiual network, and in -what cases 

not all must be investigated, and also make reconimoridations en the 

choice« of the most suitable base. 
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To construct all possible networks one can change the weights ! 

of the relays In accordance with the change in the base or to carry 

out constructions by taking the contacts not in decreasing order of 

•weights of the relay, but in an arbitrary order» transforming the 

assemblies as indicated in Chapter 6, Section 5. I« the particular L 

ease when the     contact group of the relay vith weight 1 is 

chosen first, then all the     even numbers are written at the 

ßi&ke contact (starting vith zero),  divided by two, and the odd num- 

bers, reduced by unity and also divided by two, are written at 

the break contact» The ■weights of the remaining relays are also 

divided by two«, The construction is then continued in analogy 

•with the. previous construction, or starting with the relay having 

the highest, of the newly-obtained' weights, and the sequence indicated 

in Section 3 of the present chapter* 

In the latter case it is not accessary to divide the numbers 

and «sights of the relays by two after introducing the contacts 

of the relay vith weight 1. 

It must be noted that the graphic construction for a sequence 

different from that considered in Section 3 of the .present chapter, 

leads to more complicated transformations of the numbers, and is 

particularly inconvenient in tha case twhen it is necessary to 

verify the possibility of appearance of false circuits. 
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r~ 10. 'Construction of Inverse"JCir cults. 

To construct inverse circuits one can also .propose a graphic 

method, which makes 'It possible to construct the network from the 

assesfely of the main circuit without first finding the. assembly of 

, the inverse circuit, This method is baaed on the principle of 

'■ graphic inversion of contact circuits. Äs a result of such an in- 

version, a (1, k)-pole of normal form (Fig. 66a) becooes the net- 

work shown in Pig. 66b» where the contact admittance between two 

neighboring points should be the inverse of' the adalttanoe between 

the corresponding output and the coÄoa input in the circuit of 

Fig,' 66a. 

To construct   an inverse circuit with k outputs, we arrange 

along a aoriaontal k + 1 point* between which we write down the 

corresponding assemblies of the circuits.    It there are coinciding 

assemblies/ thay should, be arranged in a row, and then destroy 

the csntar point and «»rite down the unified assembly. 

Ifexb, between each of the pairs of points we place the 

transfer contact of the relay with the largest weighty ~ 2       "", 

joining one of the points with the «ako contact and the other with 

the break contact.    Erom the center springs of these contacts, 

as «011 as frora the points corresponding to the outputs, we drag- 

lines and make up new points, of which there will be 2k •#- 1. 

Between each pair of new points we «rite down the assemblies in 

accordance with the.following rules:   between the points parallel 

u 
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!~to which is connected the make contact of the relay with weight 1 

a   we write out,  frcai the assembly located above the contact, the 
*n 
nutnbers less than the weight qn? while between the points parallel 

to which is connected the break contact -we write out the remaining 

, numbersj reduced by the weight of the relay. L 

m then raake a comparison of all the assemblies in the 

following sequence: 

1} Me verity whether there are any coinciding assemblies, 

on both sides of the transfer contact, and if they exist, ve erase 

the entire contact and the point joined to the center spring, and 

write down the unified assembly between the extreme points. 

2} "We see whether theie. are any empty assemblies and if 

such are found we join the points between which is located an 

empty assembly, and erase the corresponding contacts. 

3) We verify whether there are any coinciding assemblies 

arranged in a re«, and if they exist, we erase them as well 

as the point between them, and write in this pla.ee the unified 

assembly.    If the coinciding assemblies are located not in a row, 

then       we redraw the network in such a way that they appear in 

a row.    In particular,  one can interchange the places of the sake 

and the break contacts, 

Between the newly-obtained neighboring points, with the 

exception of the points between which is located the complete 

assembly, we draw the contact of the next relay with weight OJX - 1 

«< 3 e) 



"and repeat the operation on the change Bnd joining of the assenbiies. ! 

.. We continue this until the. contacts of the relay with the 

Iciest woight 1 are introduced into the network.    Me than, redraw the 

network and unify where poseibls ihn individual contacts into trans- 

fer groups, i 

Fig. 67 shows by way of an example the construct.ion of an 

inverse network for a binary divider of number of pulses. 

We note that in the construction,the resultant network is» 

sometimes plane*, and sometimes, the complexity of such a network 

depends not only on the base used, but also on the sequence with 

which the points of tho outputs are arranged and hdw the contacts 

are connected to the points, -which is of no significance in the 

construction of normal networks. 

Somes times     . .     one can obtain in inverse networks simplifica- 

tions analogous to the simplifications obtained .in the construction 

of normal networks by using direct leads. 

In the case when the two assemblies adjacent to the transfer 

sprlag of any transfer contact ■conr.alnr    the sane «umbers, these 

asseaiblies can be transformed Into three assemblies, in analogy 

with the separation of the assembly for the direct-lead  (see Sec- 

tion 4 of the present chapter). The distance between-the points 

to which the transfer contact was connected,  is then divided into 

three parts,-, in two of which we draw the make and the break con- 

tacts, and two points remain unconnected. Between them we 

«$.3/ 
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write down the separated assembly, and we assign to the contacts the~l 

transformed assemblies, as shown in Fig. 68a for the assembly given 

in Fig.- 52« 

In the particular case when one of the assemblies adjacent to 

the transfer contact is completely contained in an assembly of an- 
r 
t 

other contact, the contact corresponding to 'she first assembly can 

be erased, and in the second assembly,the numbers contained in the 

first assembly must be made conditional, as Bisam, for example, in 

Fig. 68b(compare with Fig. 53). With this aid of this rule ona can 

eliminate from the network of Fig. 67 the contacts designated by 

crosses. We note that the joining of such a separated assembly with 

the neighboring coinciding assembly can lead to disttzrbance 

in the operation of the network, analogous to what ocexsrs when 

direct leads are joined. 

11.    APPLICATION OF THE GRAPHICAL METHOD FOR THE CONSTRUCTION 
OF CONTACT NETVKHKS WITH MULTIKLB-POSITION TRABBEER 
SWITCHES 

In the preceding sections w© developed a graphical method 

for the construction of contact (1, k)-pole networks, made up of 

contacts of relays, i.e., contacts of two-position elements.   Wa 

now extend this method to include the construction of networks 

made up of contacts of multiple-position elements, for example, 

step switches, 

■'Let us consider networks of contacts of n switches A^, kg, ... 

'K.<?v3 



An, each of which has / positions (blades)*    Since each ©witch can 

be in ;c positions, the entire network will haves / different states, 
IÄ'0 

Iß analogy with the relay-contact (^position} networks, we 

number thase states. For this purpose we assign to each, switch k - 

.a might qi = /" " ", i.e., for three-position switches we obtain 

weights 1, 3, 9, 27, for four-position switches wa have 1, 4, 16. 

64, etc. 

We assign to each position of the 'switch the numbers j ~ 0, 

1,   .,«, 4 - 1« and we assume the number of the state to be the- sum 

of the products of the number of the position ,j. in which each of 

the switches %. is located in the given states, by the weight qn 

of this switch,  i.e., 

Thus,  the states «ill have numbers from aero to fl - 1, 

Table 19 gives an example of the numbering of the states of the 

network made up of two three-position switches« 

As in the case of a relay, any circuit of the contacts of 

the multiple-position switches can be written ia the form of an 

assembly of numbers of those states,  in which this circuit should 

or can be closed,  i.e.,  in the form of an assembly of obligatory 

and conditional numbers. 

The construction of the network proceeds in the sama way 

as for relay contacts,  the only difference being that ever^ta one 

i 



Pdr aw s not the transfer contact of "the relay, but a switch with J 

positions (blades), and the lead from each of these positions, 

number j s 0, 1,   .♦., jt ~ 1, from the preceding assembly one assigns 

numbers from j^ to  U * Dqi " 1, froRi whioh ths auaber ^ 

.. is subtracted. 

Table 19 

<■ -~j cocfMKM 
CX*M   * 

^»W» - 8} 

0 
0 
0 
I 
i 
I 
2 
2 

/M*t -') 

2 
0 
1 
2 
0 
* 
2 

X, 

0 
t 
2 
3 
4 
5 

- 0 
0 
i 0 
a <"*# 
t 1 

*+t 0 
i 0 

i ° i 
1   o «•w 

X.- 

0 
0 
0 
f 
0 
% 

\ 
i 

1)      Switches A^ are in positions -with nufltoers,2) number of 

state of the netwocrk,  <*   , 3) states of the circuits. 

Thus, for example, for a three-position switch with veight qx 

= 3 wa find that to the aero lead   (j = 0) are given the numbers 

0, 1, arid 2, while to the first lead  (j* = l) — the nuobers 3, 4, 

from which three is subtracted, and to the second lead  (j - 2} are 

given the numbers 6, 7, d, froa which, six is subtracted. 

By way:of an example, let as show the construction (Fig. 

69a) of a natvork for two three-position switches &i and A2, 

<*i.$-J- 
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when the circuits are speeified by tue following assemblies (see tabE* 

195" X, - {* 4. MO, 5»; 

X»»{4. 7.0. 3, Ä)}; 

X.« {3, 5. ?, 8» (6)}. 

j- 

Fig, 69b shows the easie network la the radrawn form. As in 
the- case of 

networks vith two-position elements, in .multiple-position switches 
A. 

the complexity of the network may depend on the sequence with which 

are assigned to the switches, a»3 «direct« leads can ba established 

during the constriction. 

O'/ 
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Chapter 8   ' L 

TRANSPCBM&TIONS OF RELAY NETWORKS 

1. General Concepts of Relay Networks 

Irs the preceding chapters we considered transformations of con- 

tact networks and circuits, and the main criterion for the equivalence 

was considered the equality of their structural admittances. 

In relay networks» there are in addition, to tha contacts 

also the relay -windings,  as veil as other elements such as resis- 

tances,  rectifiers,  capacitora,  etc« 

In the present chapter ve shall consider relay networks, 

which may contain along with tha relays only active resistances.    In 

addition, va shall assuraa that the network is fed frora a signal 

source,  x.ei,  it has the form of a. two-terrcinal net-work,  the ter- 

minals of which ara the points where the current source is connected,, 

In relay networks we are interested above all by the operating 

conditions of the relays contained in the network.' The Operation of 

a relay in a network» depends,  on the one hand,  on tha state of 

the contacts, and on the other on tha presence of active resistances 

in these circuits (including windings of other relays), and in the 

case of multiple-winding relays also on the interaction between 

o{3S' 



i windings.   . 

Therefore, before ve proceed to the question of transformation 

of relay networks, we shall see on what the operation in a network 

depots and how this operation is influenced by the active resistances 

i contained in the relay circuit.   ' i 

2.    Operating Conditions of a Relay in ajfetwogk 
Ä c——.—»_~—.      ___™_™™_.... unblocked 

The state of a given electromagnetic non-polar ised^e lay depends 

on the magnetic flux produced by the relay bindings, and this can be 

■   characterized by the ampere.turns (the product of the current flowing 

in the winding by the number of its terns). 

The operation of a relay of a given construction and a given 

load is determined by the following values of the ampere turns, which 

characterise the limits of possible transition of the relay from one 

state into the others 

The non-operation ampere■turns AWfl,  i.e., the maximum value of 

ampere turns at which the.relay will still not operate. 

The operating ampere turns Mt0, i.e., the minimum na-aber of 

ampere turns at which the relay will operate reliably. 

The holding ampere turns AWh,  i.e., the niaimua value at 

which the relay will continue to hold after it has operated. 

The release ampere turns Mr,  i.e., the maximum number of 

ampere turns at which the previously-operated relay will be fully 

released. 

<X$f 



The fallowing relay is possible .hare - " ' —j 

or        hß- -v  ■ 
For most te la phone relays '*se also have the relation , 

"*• turns 
The »working» 'ampere turns AWW,  I.e., the aflpsre^hich are 

■produced in a given relay winding, depend on the parameters of this 

winding s.s veil as on the voltage of the current source and otter 

circuit parameters.    If the'following relation ie satisfied 

v/iIp>^fV° (S.la) 

the relay will operate reliable,, and. if 

■w 

it will be in the quiesceßt state. 

For- intersieäiate values of AKy, i.e., 

the relay «ill remain in the state in, which it was before the ■in- 

stant when those'ampere turns vere produced,  or may be la an inter- 

mediate stats.. 

Let us set in correspondence with each relay A ifor simplicity 

of argument, ws shall assume for the time being that it has only 

one turn) a coefficient   ^4, »hieb, will be taken to mean, the ratio 

of the working ampere turns AW„ produced by the winding in any 

stete of the network, to the operating anjpere turns of this relay 
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r(This coefficient is sometimes called the reliability margin iß    I 

operation), 

ye shall assume, this coefficient to be positive, if the current 

flows from the start of the winding to its end, aad negative other- 

, -yise (ws assume. $11 relays to be 
. ..      .   .    . . 

wound in. the same direction). 

Both the quantity ÄW ., and the number of 

turns are constant far a given relays and therefore the coefficient 

}i .  will depend on the voltage of the power source and the stete of 

the circuit* to which the given winding is connected. We shall hence- 

forth, as  . is observed in most practical, that 

the voltage is constant. 

Under those conditions the current in the relay binding, 

connected in the relay network, «ill depend on the resistances in 

the circuit of this relay, on the mutual connection, and on the 

connection with the current source» Since the configuration of the 

relay circuit depends on the states of the contacts, consequently 

the coefficient %     may change during the operation of the net- 
A 

work end will be a discrete function of the states of the contacts 

of the network 

IA — IA (fit bt ..., tt). {8,3} 

The value of   A    oan change from aero (no current in the 
.A 

windings) to a* A- , the value of which is determined by the ampere 

turns produced by a given winding when the source voltage is 

<<// 



rconnected to its terminals* and the" sign is determined, by the 

direction of the current in the v inching,  i.e,. 

For networks in «faich only pta?o contact circuits operate  on 

the relay «iodines (without parametric action).   /!    can assure only 

two extreme values,  depending on th-s stato of the cirouit ±\ acting 

on tiiis /Winding* 

"' (6.5) 

If a finite sä conductance G-is placed in series with the relay 

A ^we shall use the concept of conductance rathor than that of 

resistance.for convenience in using the symbolic algebra of contact 

networks)»  as the conductance is increased fro/a aero to infinity the 

coefficient   )\     will increase from sera to   /. , 5  as shown in Fie, 

70a,  To the contraryj  in the ease  of parallel connection of the arae 

conductance, the vaiuo of   /\ , -will decrease with inereasiap 0 

(Fig.70c).     (As in other casas in considering shunting action, VJS 

shall assume that the voltages-source circuit contains a suitable 

limiting resistance).    In accordance with this, we can separate 

regions W of the values of the conductance G,  at -which a given relay 

in a given network operates reliably (shown shaded in Fig. 70b and 

d), and regions n, at which the relay never operates.    Between 

the ss will lie the inter madia to region,  in -which the state of the 

relay dapands on its preceding state   (or the relay can be an intsr» 
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Calais state,  some of the contacts have been witched over, and 

some not). 

In aobardanoe with (8.1), the region v of reliable operation of 

the relay k is deters&ned by the relation 

**> 
(ö.6a) 

and the region a by the relation 

For eaoh state, of the contacts of the relays of the network, 

if us know ho^ the individual windings and resistances are inter- 

connected and we know their parameters, we can determine the values 

of the coefficients > , and from, them judge .the operation of the 

relay» 

We now consider how the inclusion of active resistances in 

the circuit affeot the operation of a relay. 

3. ROLE OF ACTIVE CONDUCTANCE IN A RELAX CIRCUIT 

As we have just seen, whan &n active conductance G is intro- 

duced In the winding circuit of relay A,  the coefficient \  is 

reduced. 

\4mn a conductance G is added to the circuit of a single- 

winding A, depending on ths value of this conductance, the relay 

can do the following: 

a) Operate and hold  (A&   ^'•*■'• 

b) Kot operate, but hold, if it has operated previous^ 
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i (1   >  >A >  AWh/AV0). 

c) Neither operate nor hold  (^ , .C,   AWr/&W }.   . 

Xrs cases (a) aM  (o),- the character of the effect of the 

connected conductance is icdependent of the state of the relay,- where- 

; as in case (b) these defects «ill differ depending on whether the 

relay has previously operated or not» ~ 

Therefore in the analysis of the operation of relay A the 

conductance G can be replaced by the value indicated in Table 20, 

Table 20 

') ' Jüeitarttt* past A itf a wn&xemt* 
■UK K WHWf 0 

* A. to uac sawrmevai «a: 

3>7 
tip» aacjrsofcsprrjBi- 

JHO» SXJHOqtHHM 

i) 
»ac'c 

Pejfiie ae cpaosTMBaer, «> 
yaepwHBaeT 

Peate se cpafiarajjaer H m 
yAepncitsaeT 

1 

a 

0 

0 

a 

1 

i) Action of relay A when G is connected to it. 

2) If the conductance ß is connected to A, it is changed by: 

3) In series connection 

4} In parallel connection 

. 5) Relay operates and holds 

6) Belay does not operate biet holds 

7) Relay operates and does not hold 

If there are several conductances, the operating conditions of 
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"the relay can he «tore complicated .'"Thus, for example, the same    ~1 

conductance, connected in parallel to a relay, depending on the 

presence or absence of anothar conductance connected in series, nay 

either disturb or not disturb the operation of the relay. 

The dependence of the     operation     of a relay corrected 

in the diagonal of a bridge made u? of active conductance in parti- 

cularly complicated. 

As yet there is no gensral method for converting relay networks     ^ 

with active conductances. However, for the cass of class Tf networks, 

under certain limitations, which will be discussed later, one can 

give an analytical method of equivalent transformations of relay 

networks, which can be used above all in their synthesis. 

4, GOKGEFF OP THE  ORDER  OF TIE CONDUCTANCE 

In order to characterize the effect of a finite conductance 

G connected to a relay A, we introduce the concept of the order of 

the conductance. Each conductance G will be        judged ua 

accordance with how it      . effects the operation of a given 

relay k  in a given network in series and in parallel connection. 

With this, we shall consider only the regions in which reliable 

operation or release of the relay is'insured (regions w and n in 

Fig. 70). 

If the cond-uctance G, connected to relay A, both in series 

and in parallel, does not disturb the operation of this 

r 
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frelay, us -shall say that this conductance is of one order with relay t 

A,  and v.e  shall agree to designate it by G„. A> 

If, however, the addition cf the conductance « in series witb 

the winding of the relay! disturbs completely the operation of the 

relay, while parallel connection of the gaae conductance does not 

disturb the Operation, «a shall say that the conductance G has a 

lover order with respect to the relay A and will be denoted bj G^ ft. 

To the contrary,  if parallel connection of the conductance 

disturbs the operation, while aeries connection does not affect it, 

we shall say that the conductance ö is of higher order with respect 

to relay A, and ye shall denote it by symbol &;>£. 

Finally, a ease may bo uhen the     operation' of the relay 

A is disturbed both by parallel and by series connection of the 

conductance G. Such a case, however, has no practical significance 

and ve shall not consider it, 

ye note that the concept of the "order of conductance" is 

relative, since it characterises not the absolute value of the con- 

ductance (or resistance), but the effect of this of this conductance 

on the operation of the relay in the network, i.e.-, it pertains to 

the specific parameters of the network and to the voltage applied 

to it«, 

It is .seen froa the definitions that withoutdlsttsrbing the 

operation of the relay A, one can connect in series tsock with the 
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winding of this relay a conöuct^nce" of the sane order or higher  (we "1 

shan denote it in general fom by G      ).    On. the other hand, a con- 
•SS-'Ä 

äuotaaoe G ,t,  coenagtsä in series, causes        disturbance of 

the operation of the relay A. Analogously, the parallel connection of 

a.conductance of lower crder or of the sane order (denoted in   ^ 

: general form G<A) will aot affect tbe operation of the relay, 

vhilo a parallel-connected .conductance of higher order G    ahaitbs 

the relay and disturbs its operation, 

ye shall agree that if the formula or a certain separated ^ 

part of the formula doss not have any indication of the order of the 

oonauctafices,contained in the formula for elements'of finite ooaduo- 
then 

taace-(in particular, relay windings), all these elements have the 

same order of conductance» 

5. INTERACTION OF RELAIS IS Ä HEIWCRK 

In the'presence of several relays .in a network*    each 

relay .represents a finite conductance with respect to the -windings 

of the other relays,, and they can influence the operation of each 

other» "Without considering all possible cases of mutual Influence 

of the relay «ladings connected in the network, ve- shall confine 

oca*selves to the ease (which is most important from the point of 

viei« of practice) when the parameters of the relays are.so chosen, 

that the following conditions ara satisfied. 

a^yf- 
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Jfy<     ■ .. .  j£*f* 

a) &bm A~B*       if* £-*; ) ] 
6) earn Ays,        i^ E<A\ \                                (8.7> 
B) earn A<B, 

From, ths definitions and limitations assumed above, we can 

Obtain the follow lag properties: 

1) Transitivitys 

'        If A>B  and B>c> ti,,n A>fl or C<Ä? (M) 

.   2} equality of orders: 

If A       &M- B »A then A       or B      : 

3)    non-realizability: 

If A       and B .,, tte?i ths network is not realisable* (fri») 

It follows from the definitions that if, for example, three 

relays — A, B, and C — satisfying the relation A^,B and B>c 

(or B ', , and Ctf*) are connected In series and to the power supply, 

only relay B, with the love'at order of conductance, »ill operate. 

In the case of a parallel connection of these relays,  only relay 

A with tha largest order of conduotance'vlll operate. 

If all three relays have the same order of conductance, all 

will operate simultaneously both in the case of series and in the 

case of parallel connections. 

Let -us agree also? that tha values of the conductances and 

the parameters of the relays arg so chosen that in parallel or 

■series connection of a finite number of conductances of one order, 

the total conductance viH be of the same order, i.e., 

<*tf 



For conductances of different order, the total conductance In 

series connection will be determined by the element having the 

condnctü&ce of lowest order.,  and in parallel connection by the ele- 
—order 

meni 'with the highest conductance«  i.e.. 
""A 

S>^ -f" ^<A = 2>»i; 

(y.12) 

from, this it follows,  in particular, that 

0.0 = 0; 1-C = Ö;1 
1-f C*l. I (6,13) 

i:Li_._§3lii?£i?nHl_ °r ^e^GJ Circuits 

As already indicated,  the principal    factor in relay networks 

is the  operation of the relays«, Jlelay networks       which have 

different structures but signals of the  same character and sequence 

applied to the elements lead to Identical states of the actuating 

circuits and to identical operation of the actuating elements, 'will 

be called equivalent. 

In the literature /Id/ relays are sometimes called   "equal". 

Cars  shovüxi be taken to distinguish between 

equivalence of contact networks as regards to their structural 

admittance, and equivalence 03 regards the operation of the relay 
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^in the network. 

In the present book wa shall consider not all possible equiva- 

lent networks, but only equivalent networks with the same number of 

relays'and the eaae operating sequence, i.e., networks the action of 

: which is determined by one and. the same table of connections. In   ^ 

other «eras, we consider .here transformationsof relay networks, 

for which, the operating functions'of each re.^y and of each actuating 

circuit. are specified. 

If in addition to that, the. networks have the same conductance, 

■ accurate to      within its order, we shall call them absolutely 

equivalent. Knowledge of the conductance of a relay network is 

Important frora the point of view of the mutual    influence of 

individual relay networks when they are connected into a common net- 

work. 

¥e shall distinguish the following transformations of relay 

networkss 

1) Equivalent, which lead to networks with the sarae operation. 

Vie shall into educe for these transformations the symbol ^s   . 

2} Equal, which lead to networks of the same (accurate to 

within its order) structural admittance.    For these transformations, 

in analogy with contact circuits, we shall use the  • equal 

3) Absolutely equivalent, which do not change the operation 

of the network and its structural admittance.    For these trans- 
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rformations ve shall use the symbol   =~  . ' 

7. Equivalent ^^^oTimti^^^J^Mi^^iTkB 

We ftav© seen that in the case of contact circuits, equal 

• transformations of the algebra of the contact networks lead, to con-,   , 
■ \ r 

'tact networks 'Which have the same structural admittance, i.e., net- 

id ca-ks are obtained, which «ill be simultaneously closed or opened 

far different states of the relays, «hose contacts eater into these 

networks. However, the formalism of the algebra, of contact networks 
-T 

cannot always be used for. transformations of relay networks, sinoe 

we are interested not in the structural admittance of the relay net— 

works,- but in the relay operation. In addition, the lavs of the 

algebra of contact networks era not always valid for elements of 

finite conductivity (in particular, inversion 

is not defined for these elements). A relay circuit containing 

elements of finite conductivity (in the sense of its influence on 

ths operation of the relay) can be considered as having values siaro 

or one, and therefore, with certain restrictions, the laws of the 

algebra of contact networks can be used also,for the transformation 

of relay networks. 

Let us see no« what transformations can be carried, out with 

relay networks in order to obtain equivalent networks with allow- 

ance for everything said above. 

It is easy to verify that' one can apply to networks of class 
'                                                                                   ■                                 ■ \ 

w— , : 
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[""TT*, containing both contacts and -windings of relays, those laws of   —j 

s±spfeaitfe the aJ.gabra of contact networks, which do not lead to a 

chango  in the nnmtar of windings«  übnve all,  one can apply to relay 

networks, without any limitation vhatevcr,  the comnut-itivc an3 

. associative laws of the algebra of contact network^  i.e., 

XÄZ-ÄX; I -is' 

xyA^(xy)A^x{yA)\ \ 
x + y + As={x4ry) + A=sx + (y + A). { _.., 

The distributive laws of the algöbra of contact networks are 

applicable only for .those cases, when the number of windings does 

not cmnge,  i.e.,  for the interaction of the contact circuit relative 

to addition and multiplication of elements of finite conductance 

(Fig. 71): 
x(A-\-E)s;xA + xS;        \ 
x -f AB sä (x + A) (x + B). j 

^o.io/ 

In formulas  (B.14) — (8.16),  x and y can raean not onlj con- 

tacts of individual relays^ but contact circuits, while A and .3 

can mean not only the bindings of individual relays, but rslay 

circuits. 

In addition,  it iseasy to verify- that if tho network consists 

of windings of single-winding relays with'conductance of the  sane 

order and if the  sufficient condition for the operation of a 

relay is that current flow through the winding of this relay, 'than 

<%ö~i 



fall networks of class ««  will be ©qüivalent, since for any connection^ 

between these ■windings the currant wall pass through each of them, and 

all relays vill operate simultaneously.    In other words, for elements 

of finite conductivity of the same order we can write ths following 

i absolutely equivalent transformation. ( 

A.B-f&.ASss^-*'!»-** (6.17) 

If the windings of the relay have conductivities of different 

order, than the method of joining the windings vill play an im- 

portant role, due to the limitation of the currents in ths windings 

of the individual relays, as indicated above, and consequently 

transformation (6.17) is not applicable in this cade. 

8. Inversion of Relay Networks     . 

In the analysis of transformations of contact networks we 

defined inversion as finding a network,'of inverse admittance. In 

the inversion of any circuit'of class W, parallel connections 

become series connections and vice versa, while sake contacts become 

break contacts and, vice versa. 

Let us examine now what .happens'in a relay network if in- 

version is carried out in the aforementioned sense. 

Obon going from a series connection of a contact circuit and 

a relay winding (Fig. 72a) to a parallel connection (Fig. 72b) 

the operation of relay A vill not be disturbed only if the cir- 

cuit jT, shunting the relay A, will have an admittance inverse of 

. .1 
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the circuit f , i.e.,' if these circuits are naitually inverse 1 

$A ~ I A- (8.IS) 

\fe see trms that by inverting & relay circuit ia accordance 

with WruLa of inversion of contact circuits, but without chaagiag 

the windings of the relay, wobtain a mv »stwork, operating in   '       ^ 

the saras aamier,    It is eaay to'verify, however, that the two net- 

works differ iß their conductivity. 

Analogously, in going froa series connection, to parallel J 

ooaaection for a circuit containing rslaya of one order of con- 

ductivity (Fig. 73a), the operation of the circuit does not change 

if the coMactivities remain of the samo order. 

In the presence of vtndings of different orders of conductivity, 

upon going from aeries connection to parallel connection, the opera- 

tion of the circuit will'net change only if the ordera of the 

,-.... .: conductances of the relay 

windings ia the network will be'reversed (Fig. 73b).    If we con* 

siclsr the coodtiotaaces of the network, w© shall finfl that under 

the foregoing conditions, in the case    ' of inversion 

of a network consisting of conductances of the saae order, the 

conductance of the network remains of the same order, tmt if the 

orders are different the order is reversed.. 

We can derive from this the following rules for inversion 

of elements of finite conductivity. 

In networks vith elements of the game carder, inversion of 

*\ *"3~C- 



the network does not change their order, and if conductances of   ~l 

different orders are present In the network, inversion causes their 

order to be       changed from larger to smaller, and vice versa, 

l«e,jt 

G7A*®G<A;  G>A*&G<A\** | • 
G <As&^>A't     G<A"*&G>A« * 

(8.19) 

Thus, the laws of inversion as applied to relay networks will 

have the forra 

XÄ>B ssM -f A^;    * -f- -3£* ssJ-^<jj. i (ö.20) 

Under these conditions the inversion of a relay network is 

an equivalent transformation,  since the. active of the network does 

not change»    In other words, vie can •write 

T~F. (8.21) 

The structural admittance of the network, however, is inverted 

when the network is inverted. 

Along with this, one can broaden the process of inversion in 

relay networks and. invert not the entire relay netvork, but only a 

part of it,-    (Individual procedures for partial inversion of relay 

networks are given in reference /131/.)   'Thus, if a relay two- 

tsrmioal network 0 is isolated in a relay network, and if this 

two pole network includes all the relay windings of the network 

' o?^$*~y 



rihöft r-ne oan invert either only the' two-terminal netvcrk j*,  or the    "j 

entire network, considering the two-polo 0 unchanged,. 

To prove this statement,  3nt us represent such a relay 

network in the 1'orir, of a ccniart four •-terminal network I and n rsiay 

. Wt^sinal network £ (Pig, 74a).     If W consider v^ as the load of    ^ 

the relor network, then fron the conditions for sspffslioa of ins 

circuits s-tine ~n this leal ßi>, ±±/, the contact f cue-pole con he 

represented in the. f cr>a ci' a L-ahaped link  (Fig. 73b),in which the 

loasitudinal ar* contains £ circuit vith admittance equal to thr. 

of the ioiir-ternünal natycrk in which the output incut snmrfc-oance xr. 30 

torninals sre  short circuit©«   (? -- 1),  and. in the stotnt arm in the 

input admittance Ice with tho output open circuited   10 = ü). 

In thip case there will he voltage on the load if and only 

the  ceri« hrancb is closed   H3C = D and the  shunt branch is 

opened   (l00 =-• 0),   i.e., •whan   

So    OC 

If -we now invert the network,  leaving 0 unchanged, ue obta: 

a ns^ netnork  (Fig, 71c) uitu a series branch IQC and a parallel 

branch Tg*.  For this circuit,  the; condition for the presence of 

voltage on the load vill be tho  sane: the serfs 3 branch closed 

(I,,,, ~ 1) ana the  shunt branch opened  (Isc = 0): 

* -o 

i.e.,     the conditions regain the same. 

It follows therefore that upon inversion of a network in 



["which the two-pola $ remains unchanged, ths conditions for the flow ~] 

of current through ths latter ■win be the same as-prior to inversion. 

However, in this case 'the input admittance  (as in other eases 

of inversion) is changed. Actually,  if the input admittance of the 

.. network prior to inversion was .   ( 

oc 

it becomes after the inversion 

if. 
. The two-pole jf can in turn be inverted in accordance with the 

■   rule of inversion of relay net-works«. Actually, as we know, inversion 

of a relay network does not change its operation, but only its 

admittance.    Inasmuch as the four-terminal 2 is a purely contact 

network, a change of the order of the admittan.ee of the load does 

not change the condition of 'current flow through it. 

By way of an example lot us consider the network of the form 

F = jyA, the inversion of which leads to the network 

F s£= £-f y -f A. 

Using the oommufcation rule and separating in different manners 
$>ßrt 

the contact two-pole  (for the sake of clarity the separated^ is. under- 

lined), we obtain 

F =* xyA 4* x (f+ A)=r JT+ yA 

or —' «_ 
F ** yxA -T y (x + A) •=* y -f xA. 

All the networks obtained (Fig. 75) are equivalent, but have 

°i**f 
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^different structural admittances. ' 

9.    EXPANSION OF VtSLM WN'I^ BY IMRGDUCINQ CONTACT CIRCUITS 

A relay network oan also bo modified ty introducing in it, 

•■ in accordance with definite rules, contact circuits for elements of    { 

finite conductivity.    Ha shall now consider under-what conditions 

one can introduce now contact circuits into e relay network. 

It is quite obvious that the «expansion« of individual contact 

circuits is accordance with the loua given in Chapter 4 does not 

change the opeasfclng principle of th« relay network, since under these 

expansions the admittance of the contact circuits does not change. 

The introduction of contact circuits in relay networks offers 

greater possibilities of expanding the networks.    Thus, if in a 

normal network of the form fA ve add in parallel a purely- 

contact circuit, the condition of operation of the relay A remains 

unchanged only if the circuit ^ is opened at the instant when the 

circuit f is closed.      la other «ords, the following conditions 

should be satisfied. 

It is obvious that this condition is satisfied abc?e all by an 

expression iwreree to f, isvxy and also by any "smaller" expression, 

i.e», ^ 

■<*4f 
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, We can tiros write doun the t'oilo wing equivö ler .CG    i :? JU^ #        ;'' Oc .)* 

/^«4» M + / (a. 2: 2) 

An alog -ously, thy equivalent o vil 1;not be vi olated for an 

'jJtlVQTSiß lire uit if ye connect in serle s a circuit vi iich viil be 

elo sad v .sen the circuit connected para 11s 1 to the re :lay ■winding is 

006 necl. ■ I'his corre? jponds to multi plyin g an expression of the fes 1 
4 4 A by an expression which Is invars a to '/'>  or hy soroe 

ft                H 
larger ex-                   ' 

pre ssicn y      -*- s e.,   (Fig. 76b) 
! 
i 

f 4- >4'A-(f-f -*>4- .0;   o--> ^ K&*£J} 

It Is GSSy  tf J verify that i n transformaiior -s ,8,22 ) and  (< ;.2.3) 

the overall admittance of the cir ouit changes  (with the oxcoptir ;-n of 

fa-I vial case 8 F s 0 and  £   si) 
2- 

,  and consequent iy3 the se trans }-*■ 

"P .-,-vt i-.r-.+ 'i ^ *~ ^ , 1   -X     -f * for-rations are not absolutely equivalent. 

10.     EXPANSION O.F RELAY NETW0R.K3 BT IwlTtODUClNG SUISUIS CF 
flNHü CONDÜGTCTin 

Let us consider the possibility of expanding a network by 

introducing elements of finite conductivity.    In'accordance -with 

too definition, hj connecting a conduotanco G>;> in series with 

tbs binding of relay A,  of the sanio order  or greater, does not 

change the operating conditions of this relay,    .Naturally,  the 

operating conditions will remain unchanged if the conductance of 

^.AA 



this circuit is further increased by connecting ia parallel to G^ ~1 

eons circuit A (purely-contact OP udth element of finite conductivity) 

fbut not with relay windings .    SLflmsirts of finite conductivity can 

be replaced by vindinga if circuits of several relays arc conbinsd 
• one can 

(see p 133} J    It follows therefore that^conneei     in series with        ^ 

' any relay network, without disturbing its operation, a circuit of 

the form ft- ,,    -f il , -where A    is the network 'relay winding with the 

largest order of conductance  (Fig, 77a)« 

« (fli».«»ft äUt <£* • • •« %i Ay .».»Ai}^ 

' Analogously,'we can connect in parallel to each relay network 

a circuit of the form JIö^A    (where k* is the network relay winding,'., 

having the smallest order of conductance)? ■' 

F (üi am x>... t zy Ait..., An) -^9G<A! -f 
-f- F (öj. • • •» cw #, ..., z, Ai,. .., An). (8.25) 

These equivalences are in general not absolute.    They become 

absolute only -when the structural ediaittancee of F and-XL are related    . 

as follows: 

If F = 1, then ^2 ~ 1 for the equivalence  (8.24) 

If F -z 0, then jQ. = 0 for the equivalence  (8.25). 

In the case -when the network F is of the normal or inverse 

type, i.e.j when its structural admittance cannot assume the values 

of conditions (8.26), then the equivalences  (8.24) and  (£.25) 

become absolute  (Pig. 77b and c)t 

*(A3 
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' f'Aa(G>A + ®-)!-M (8.27) 

The circuit 6 -     4- Ö. can also be introduced in series, aM 

: the circuit ÜG <A in parallel v.lth the winding of the relay A, i.e.» 
1 one can add to formulas (8.27} and  (8,-28) the following equivalences? 

^4--A »f + (%*+ s)^* /ft 30j 

ELeinsnts of finite conductivity oaa also be introdiwea into 

individual circuits, acting on the relay A. Thus, an elemnt with 

a conductivity G> & or a circuit of the form G^A '+Stcan be 

connected in aeriea with any contact circuit, connected in series 

with the winding of the relay A, 

In otter words? iß any ter/a contained in f one can introduce 

as a multiplying factor the; expression G   A +i*.  (in the particular 

case Us 0) without disturbing the operation of the networks 

«S + Wi4«[/l(C^+«>+f»MsI/, + MÖ^ + fiMA      (8.31) 

On the other hand» the operation of the. network remains 

undisturbed if «8 connect im^^ 

a conductance of the for a XL ?*<k} «hose order la-less than the 

coaauÄtaaoe of the relay winding, in parallel to ths contact olr- 

ouit connected in series vith the winding of re3.ay A, since by 

definition in eases uhsn. the contact circuit is open the currant 

will not be sufficient toths relay -winding to operate this relay. 
t 

•—i 
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In other voräs, one can add to the formula of the contact cir- 1 

cult of a normal network of relay A an egression ÄG^ as an additive 

term-   to any part of this circuit (in particular  ease J%~ z l)v 

fA~(f + QG<A)A: ' (8.32a) 

(8.32b) 

Analogously, in contact circuits connected in parallel to the 

winding of relay A,  one can add in series a conductance G->^ •# ü, 

while in parallel one can add a conductance   SlQ^.t 

W, + 4 gs ?l (ft + 26^) + A; (-8*33} 

®i 4- ?-2 + ^ *? ?» (ö>A -f- ö) 4- <pa 4- ^i- 
(ö.3ib) 

If formulas  (8.27) — (8.34) are compared with (4.23a) and 

(4.23b)  for the expansion of contact networks, as well as with 

formulas (8.22) and   (8.33),' an interesting analogy can be made 

between the concept "order of conductance" and the concept ef 

larger or s-mallor contact circuits. Actually, «here a larger circuit 

can be connected to a. contact network without affecting the overall 

admittance, one can Introduce in a relay circuit an element of 

finite conductivity of greater order without disturbing the opera- 

tion of the network»    An analogous correspondence exists between 

the smaller contact circuit and a lovior-order element of finite 

conductivity, 

1 
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11.    ACTION OF MULTIPLE-WINDING RELAIS I 

In tho cases considered above it was assigned that each relay 

has a single ^indiag (one responding orSan).    In practice, one uses 

extensively multiple-winding relays, the eoUon of vhich depends not 

only on the state of the circuits in vhich individual are connected,  L 

but also on the interaction of these windings. 

For a multiple-vinaing relay we number  (in the general case 

tho nuriboring order is immaterial) all the windings of the relay and 

write down the number- of the «lading as a superscript to the symbol 

of the relay, i.e., A , k\ etc. denote the first, second, otc. 

bindings of the relay A*    In addition,, ve agree that if In -winding 

A tho cta-reni flows from, the end to the beginning, the symbol for 

k 
this winding will be A , 

<Ae       note that it is not always essential to write down the 

winding numbers. This pertains in particular to intermediate trans- 

formations in the case «hen tho windings of.one relay are ail of 
P 

the same order of conductance. 

In a multiple-winding relay the"magnetic flux is proportional 

to the total asipsrs turns prodvwsd by all tho windings, with allow- 

ance for the direction of the current in the individual windings. 

If ve denote hj    \l the ratio JM0
x/JMot where Ari/ are the 

1      ■ ' 
"working" ampere turns produced by winding A' of relay A, then 

the operation, of relay A can be characterised by the algebraic 

•sum of these coefficients for all the windings of this relay? 

•«; 



' (8.35) 

'Xhero are still 00 general methods for transforming* relay 

networks with multiple-^wiaiing relays, awl in the next sections we 

; shall only discuss several particular oases, -which are of practical. 

■significance. We note above all that the transformation of relay 

networks will depend on whether ail the ■windings are connected in a 

coordinated manner (the current flows in all tiifidifigs is only one 

direction), or whether there exists bucking windings. 

12.    RELAYS WITH COORDINATED WINDINGS 

For relays with coordinated bindings, \m introduce the follow- 

ing limitations1 

For operation of the relay it is sufficient that the circuit 

be closed of at least one of the windings and that the relations 

that follow; from the concept of the order of oonßixtance be retained. 

Vhea conductances of loyer order are oo&fieeted ia aeries with 

the vindiögs or conductance,-3 of higher order are connscted in 

parallel, the relay will not operate or hold, even though current 

flows -simultaneously in all windings. 

In other words, we shall assume that the parameters of the 

nstwork are chosen such that in the case when the relay should 

operate the coefficient     A« X  for any of its windings will be not 
• A 

less than -unity 



I— —j.*„. 

*V >- l. 0- 
' (8,36|>) 

and in those periods 'when the relay should not- operate, the coeffi- . 

cients  A A   are such that ths folio-wing relation holds 
A 

/IIP 
-• (0.36b) 

IMer these .-.lialtatlons, the? repetition law will hold, i0e,^ 

A* A1-A* A*..., f (83?) 

as well as ths distributive laws 

P + ÜA+xAl + iiA*t      \ 

With the aid of these relations one can introduce into the 

network additional «.ladings? which in some cases makes it possible 

to simplify the network.     ' 

We note incidentally that the distribute laws, from the point 

of viev of operation of the relay K do apt impose any limitations 

whatever on the seq*oeßea of the conductances of the windings &s 

1 o A , and. A**.    If it is assumed, however, that all the windings have 

the same order of conductance$ then formulas (8,3?) and  (0*38) 

yield absolutely equivalent transformations. 

Vie note furthermore that the formulas for ths distributive 

lavs vill hold also in the case when x and y will contain ele- 

ments of finite conductivity, but the formulas will not give 



»Si 

t^quivaleßt transformations if x and y vül contain windings of » 

ary relays, ■ 

The Introduction of supplerssntary windings with use of tueir 

laws (8.38) makes it possible to subdivide the contact circuit into 

several independent circuits, a fact which can be used to reduce the L 

number öf contacts   when constructing miutipla-relay networks, as 

•«ill be shotm later«, 

After introducing into tho network at least one bucking winding, 

no further -winding can be added» 

33.     IMEODÜCTIQN OF BUCKING WINDINGS 

Experience in the construction of relay networks shows that 

in some cases it is efficient to used so-called bucking windings. 

In particular, the USQ of such "windings makes it possible to 

improve the tine factors of a relay, and also replace certain con- 

tacts in a relay circuit by their inverses, 

We note that in general it is immaterial which of the bindings 

is the basic one and ■which is the bucking one.  The basic winding 

always is bucking "With respect to the bucking "winding,  i.e., 

As A. <8'39> 

Li the general case the ampere turns produced by asgc each 

winding (both basic and bucking) can-have different values and 

their interaction may be  sufficiently complicated« 

We shall consider only networks in -which the parameters arc 

ct,_7ö 
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fso chosen, .that each binding can be' in the following states» ~j 

a) »Excited," characterised by the coefficient |>   '|> 1, 

which is saae for all windings» 

b) «Unexcitsd,» characterised by a coefficient  A ^i       such 

that Wx">\ <rAW°A 

We shall coafiiie. ourselves hers to such transformations, whioh 

do not change the values of    Ak = £L ^ &l  for s11 Possible stat8S 

of the network. 

'   It is precisely for these conditions that ue< shall employ the 

distributive law of relay networks, formulated by D.  I. Shnarevich 

or 

(8.41) 

Jros this'follow, for. example, the following equivalences: 

(x + y)Aa> (x +1») ,4 s .rd« + xyA* ^s*^ 
T-     A*BEüt + JfrA>s£xAl+xA*. (8.43) 

In the particular case .vhen -xy = 0, i.e., x.. <C   y or y  <   x> 

formulas  (8.41) assume, the form of the distributive lav) for networks 

without bucking windings. 

Another transformation,- vhloa raakes it possible to introduce 
of . 

into the network, a bucking winding a-nd retaining the values   /t^, 
i 

47/ 



Tby changing the structural admittance, is the equivalent trans-        ~1 

formation, recoaaandad by A» N, Yurasw M, 65/ and D. I, Shnarevich 

x + <4 4= A1 (x + A*).) 
(8*44) ! r 

We note that after introducing into the network bucking 

windings one can no longer .«as the transformations (8,38}? which 

folio« froa tha law (8,37) of repetition for networks without bucking 

■windings, for in this ease the relation is violated between the 

number of excited direct and'bucking windings* and consequently 

Ak changes. 

If. for any state ffi    of the system relation (8*6b) is possible, 

indicating that relay A. doas not operate in this state either because 

of lack of current in the winding or because the magnetic fields 
produced by the individual windings ^ 

y^re cancelled out, then each'of the windings A   of this relay can 

be!considered only as a finite coaduotao.ee Gtx . ü of the same order 

as the _-winding.    Consequently, in particular, it follows that in 

the case vhen identical ampere turns are produced in the windings 

i i 
A   arid k , 

(8.45) 

Using the equivalences (8.25),   (8-45), and  (8.43), one can 



obtain, a derivation of tha first of f oraiulas (8.44) 

xA *-xA -f IC.A =* xA •+■ 1(4 -f ^) — 

Analogously-, the second fopai-üa can be derived. 

n 

! r 

U.    GEKERAL RULES FCft TRAK3FCEÄIÜH OF RELÄT NEWCKtS 

As already mentioned, all transformation of relay networks 

can be broken up into equivalent, in -which the structural admittance 
not-   .. 

changes, an. absolute equivalent,ih .which only the action of the net- 

work is retained, but also the structural admittance. Certain trans- 

formations,  such as formulas (8.38), far example, are absolutely 

equivalent whan all the relay windings contained in the» have the 

same order of conductance. 

inasmuch as in absolutely equivalent transformations the 

Btruatural admittance of the circuit doss not change, consequently 

its action on the other networks       with- which it may ba 

connected does not change.    One can therefore conclude that abso- 

lutely equivalent transformations can be used without any 

limitation both in the network as a whole, and in its individual 

parts. 

The situation is different with transformations which result 

in a ohange in the structural admittance. These transformations 
applied 

can-be,, without limitation only to the network as a whole. 

When these transformations are applied to parts of networks, one 

<70 



■;' sust verify how they Influence the roraaioiny; parts of the network. 

In the general case,   to carry out troroif ;:e oations which arc not 

absolutely" equivalent on individual parto of the  natter-.:»  it i;;- 

rseormiianheö: that thfi necessary part be' separated from the network., 

os indicated in toe next chapter, the transformation carried out» 

after which this part is ooancotod with the. regaining .network« 

By vey of an exfoaple of hrjiny traoahtriortions cf too proc-ent 

ohoyter let uo ooaoinc the aorirotion of forxnlu (3.21.0 cf the ope:; 

tien of a relay with bucking windins in a sequential 

ao ooiainocs by Pi, A, QsyriJLov /.io/  on tns  baoic of a 

of the operating conöitiorio of aoquoutisl networks.! 

Storting 'with formilo   (3*20)  for the operation of toe irrcoo- 

ffiediato relay A,  tho connection .oott-ork of this reLa^ eon bo -writl 

F ** (r -f 0Ä) i4. 

oore r or«  a are  foaciaono >oor«tion o.ni release  of the ACT; 

roiisiorruoo  ir iii folloviino :or;ner; 

" ^ (r -f GA) ,4 «, (r 4. flA) A _j_ flA ^ + ^ ^ 

«sM 4- «M •+- rö£4 -f ah (A + .4) s 

srM + ö/l + örl + ahX^ (r + a) Ai + ^ 

A 7y 



Thus, a transition is realised from the network of Fig. 78a     ~] 

to the network of Fig. 78b.    Analogoxjsly one can obtain other net- 

works with bucking windings, 

Fig,  78, 

A-7& 
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Chapter 9 '    \- 

C0:«3TH0C2ICN OF MiMIPLE^lEL&I METIÄBIS   ,. 

In the. synthesis of relay networks one obtains from tha 

operating conditions of the network the operating., conditions of .the 

individual relays and actuating' circuits in the form of analytical 

formulas or assemblies of numbers.    In other words, in the first 

stage of the synthesis ore obtains a group of networks of the form 

f,il„ fJB,  for the oDeration of the intermediate relays A, Bt  .,., 
"A       B    i% * 

and, f.„ ft,,  ,.., for the actuating relays 7, VI,  ,..,   (Pig, 79). 

The next stags is to construct the overall network-, -where it 

is necessary to atteia.pt to obtain the simplest possible network, 

in particular, ■ networks with the sraallast number of contacts. The 

reduction in the number of contacts in the network is attained by 

unifying contact circuits acting on different relays.. The possibility 

of unifying the circuits of separate relays is determined by the 

corditions imposed on the individual circuits* 

It becomes possible most freqnahtiy to unify contact circuits 

•which are connected to one of tha terminals of the battery»    One 

, raust attempt to have as maay contact eirct&ts as possible converge 

<*y.& 



Pat one point, for in this case thlTpassibilities of unifying indi-  ~] 

vidual contacts increase. 

In the present chapter we shall consider conditions,  under ■ 

■which it is possible to .unify individual networks, and methods of 

reducing the nuriber of contacts in a network. . . 
r* 

The unification of individual circuits in a. common network 

is possible in two -ways« 

In the first method, which we shall call joining, the indi- 

vidual circuits are joined together in parallel■■ or in series, 

The second method, which we shall call combining, consists 

of reducing circuits of separate relays"into a single 

structure, .after •which relays from other networks are introduced 

in one of the ex, 

The principal condition which determines the possibility of 

joining individual circuits-into a common network is such a choice 

of parameters of all circuits, under which the states of one of 

the circuits does not influence the operation of the relays in 

other circuits*    And since such an influence is determined above 

all by the admittances of the joined networks, we shall stop to 

discuss the character of the structural admittances of different 

relay .circuits. 

2,    CLASSIFICATION OP RELAY REWORKS BY THE CHARACTER OF 
THE AMTTANCE 

L The structural admittance of the relay network is characterised» 

<%y? 



Pas the admittance of the individual windings of the relays and    ~j 

resistances, and by the methods of unifying the contact circuits 

with the -windings and resistances. 

In general one can subdivide all circuits into four groups. 

1") Group A — networks vita finite admittance, characterised 
U 

by the fact that in all cases their admittance have a finite vans, 

i.e., they satisfy the inequality« 

0<K<I; U).i) 

(Hers zero corresponds t& a closed circuit and one to an open 

circuit (adadttance equals infinity). 

2) Group B — networks of normal typo, characterised by the 

fact that the contact circuits are connected in series with 

elements of finite admittance.    In such networks the 

adrsittsnee can never be unity, and satisfies the inequality 

0«.K<I; (9.2) 

3) Group C— networks of inverse type, where the contact 

circuits arc coaneatad in parallel with, elements of finite con- 

ductivity, as a consequence such a circuit can never bs opened 

and satisfies the inequality 

0<r<l: . i%3) 

A) Group D — mixed networks? the contact circuits are 

connected both in series and in parallel to elements of finite 

conductivity and their admittance satisfies the inequality 

0<Y<1. {M) 

| 
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r 3.    ELemantary Relay Clroijfe " " • "1 

A relay circuit vjhlch contains only one single^inding 

relay A will be called an. eleiwatary relay circuit. Fig. .80 rtous 

eleineafcary relay circuits of all, four groups. 

la the presence of sewral elementary relay circuits we shall 

■ compare item in order 'of conductance, «eaning thereby the order of 

conductance of the relay «1*1*8* contained in the particular circuit. 

It is obvious that 'an elementary relay oü-ouit of group A can 

never change its conductance. Kleaontary relay circuits of groups 

B and C may have teo values of conductance« finite, equal to the 

conductance of the relay winding, and respectively sero or one.     . 

Circuits of group D can have both values aero and one, as wll as 

finite values* 

Elementary circuits of classes B and C e«n be transformed 

into each otter by simple inversion, and can be transformed into 

• networks of class I) &M vice versa by partial in- 

version.    This does not violate the elementary aature and the    . 

operating conditions of the relay« 

An elementary circuit of group 0 can be transformed into 

a network of grow B or C by series or parallel connection of a 

finite conductance 0= A, as follow &«r. transformations (8.27) 

— (8.28) t ?\ 

,p-f f/t4=? + f^-f jö«^. (9.6) 
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In turn, elementary circuits of group B and C can be transforms^ 

into group A by analogous addition of an Clement of finite conduct- 

ance or by introducing a bucking' uifidiiig in acaordanos with fomula 

(8.44 h XA=*XA+JG*A; \ 

; x -f A ss(x -f v4.M jf -t G^A ) >    J 
(9.?} 

xA*?-A + x~A\ i 

An elementary relay circuit of group A oanoot bo transformed 

into any other group» 

' 4S    CONDITIONS OF JX3XNINÖ EELAI CIRCUITS INTO A COJ&DK 
N3TWCRK 

Whan joining several relay circuits into a common one it is 

necessary to satisfy the, condition whereby the states of 

sosis circuits do not affect the operation cf the relay in other 

circuits. 

.Starting with the foregoing, ve can see that-when several 

relay circuits are connected in series the q.oaduotanoe of each of 

these should be less in order of conductance than all the remaining 

onea.    To the contrary, In parallel connection each conductance 

should not be of greater order. 

It is obvious that the joining of several circuits, satisfying 

this condition,  is possible only within the groups A, B, and C for 

identical ordters of relay conductances in each'circuit, wherein: 

1) The circuits of group A can bs joined both in parallel and ._ 



..a_ 
Pin seriös, as can be done with elements of finite conductance of       ~1 

the mm order, and also connected to circuits of group B 

in parallel or tc circuits of group C in series.   • 

2) Circuits of group B can be joined only in parallel with 

.each other axui with circuits of group A. ,    . 

3) Circuits of group G can'be joined only la.series vitfa each 

other or with circuits of group A^ 

4) Circuits of group D cannot be joined either in series or 

in parallel with, any other circuits. 

We see that the most «flexible" fro/a the point of VLBTA of 

.joining with otter circuits are circuits of. group A.    Circuits of 

groups B and C are equivalent, while circuits of group ß are the 

most unsuitable. 

Eäeiasatary relay circuits of different orders of conductance 

cannot be interconnected- into a common network, 

The most practical significance is a parallel connection of 

normal elementary relay circuits (grotto B).    'Here one should tend 

towards unifying contacts «hich enter 'in circuits of different 

relays,»    For this purpose formulas of individual circuits 

are reduced to such a form so as to be able to take outside the 

brackets the largest number of tflemsots. As a result of such 

■transformations one obtains again a'circuit of normal type.    It 

is possible to construct circuits by graphical methods, if the 

conditions of operation of individual'relays are specified by 

<<?A 



fasseroblies of ntunbers* 

Gas join analogously inverse networks (group C). 

5«   ^B^^B^t^Bl^B^^^S^^^^^ 
■ In sooa oases it Is advantageous to breakdown the elementary      ^ 

relay circuit, before joining it to otter circuits, into several 

smaller relay circuits, by introducing additional windings. Such a 

breakdown can be obtained by introducing a coordinated winding in 

accordance with formulas (8,38) and (8.42) or bucking windings in 

accordance vith formulas (8.41) and  (8.44).    After breakdown, each 

elementary circuit can ba considered independently, bearing in mind . 

only that vbaa a bucking uinding is introduced in any particular 

relay,'further introduction of coordinated windings in accordance 

■with formula (8.38) is impossible. 

The breakdown is best carried out in such a «ay that in 

iaaividual circuits the contact part of the network will be if 

possible the same structure,or else that they have the maximum 

number of identical contacts, which could be brought out into a 

unified circuit« 

Let us consider, for example, the transformations of a net- 

work of a binary palm divider,the ■circuits for whose relays A and 

B aro specified by the formulas 

fa = #6 -j- ua. 

<A3 



>■   ■ 'Introducing co-ubinsd windings» the circuit can be ' 

represented in tho fors of four elerasritary circuits of group B: 

* bA1, i^Ä2
s  ibB1, anilaB2, After ow.h a breakdown, it is advantage- 

"I TJ i • ~<T 
ous to ^ify mndiags A" and B" into ocjoaon networKs, as veil 

• as A2 and B2, after which the structural formula of the network ^ 

becomes 
F««(o4«-f 67P) + «öt'/S», 

where the winding should be of the saras order of conäuetance. 

Bits circuit can be transformed further by introducing bucking 

\jio3ings,  to such a form as to have,  for example, one raake contact   . 

ott relay I.    using transfer mat ion (8.44-), we replace the contact 

i by \, i«-c, vs write j-aA2B2 s=. iaA* + aA^B2, and consequently 

■we obtain the circuit 

. F « a (M1 -f- $5» + «Asi5») -f öA«ß", 

represented iß Fig. 26a,    In this circuit all the windings are of 

the same order of conductance, and the windings A'- — AJ and 

B2 — F'  should produce the  sanaa number. of arapsre turns. 

6S    COMBINIM& REUY CIRCUITS 

Tha joining of elementary relay circuits, as indicated above * 

leads either to a normal network or to an inverse one.    The 

probabilities are much greater if one goss to mixed networks 

with parametric action OB xadividual relays. 

In joinings   relay circuits,' it is possible to bring out any 

'A Pi 
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.•"contact (or oontaot circuit) into a booaon circuit provided this 

contact' (circtdt) 13 in mvioa with the circuit of the relays that'   ■ 

are joined together,.   It is impoasiMa to use       one and the same 

contact, for example, to act'on tec relays if the operating formula 

.; of one relay contains a make contact and the foraula of tho other   •    y 

' contains a break oontaot, uitli a simple joining., of the relay cir- 

cuits.    In tho tod circuit,  however, if tbla contact Is connected 

in parallel to <m relay and ia series to another, Its actions on 

these relays vill ba opposite, 

To construct mixed relay networks we use the equivalent trans- 

formation indicated in Chapter S, together with" the possibility of 

introdticing into relay circuits elements oi' finite ooaflactivity. 

The circuit of each relay (or each of the relay «ladings) «ill be 

transformed in euch a vay sa to reduce them to a unified structure, 

i.e.., to circuits with identically located like contacts and elements 

of finite conduotivlty. These circuits of unified structure can then 

.ba combined, I.s,, individual oleaents of finite conductivity can 

be replaced by corresponding relay '«ladings toon different circuits 

vith observation of tho necessary orders of conductivity of tteae 

bindings. 

■ By way of an example let us consider the transformation of 

a network, the sjyntfaesis of which is carried out in reference 

73, pp 534 — 535, in which the functions of the operation of the 

»leys Xi, X2i and %3 are Siven ^ thö forHÄilas 



■■          ■ 1 
fx, =» ß 4" X^vXfr         __     ] 
fa »OJCI+'*3(*I + *a>: } 
fa a* axs -}~ xxxz.            ) 

(9.9) 

We consider first networks whioh contain the contacts of 
L 

reiser A,    For this purpose wa provide -         each relay vith two 

■windlags and transform the expression to* unified structure: 

Ft -4* (gX! «it te 4- MC* ) X! — 'fa 4~ »ß    < VX» 4- **&  _« v 

Fa ** «|X| * « + *'i^i"4 {«-f JPjXl) C?> *'; 
F|** o»%X]«M« + ®ö<x*)JSgXf^ (e^ »£<V K-%X|■+- C^x*). 

(^denotes any contact circuit).' 

Comparing" the three resultant expressions we can note that 

J. 
the first factor of each has a struct ore a + yql p<)(3 K1    > 'wail*3 

the second is an element of finite conductivity of form (X~ ^ ^i 

+ XoI^4 rt).   ,;.    Eroa this we coneltsäa first that Xx   and 

Xg    should be of the same order, Sros. a comparison with the first 

factor it follows that the order of the conductance of Xg   should! 

1 1 be less than the ardor of the coaauctasces of l->    and % . 

Consequently, we obtain finally a structural formula 

Tfe note that this network has the"character of a normal- 

relay network.    In ths calculation of the relay windings it is 

1 
necessary to take into account that ths -winding of relay 'S.^ 

should have such a resistance, that «hen it is connected in series 



^th relay-!   or X, it does.tat hoMj    relay X2 sfaou» operate uhen    ~1 
1 " •, 

connected in-series with the -winding of relay X3;% 

We am transform the second parba of fc* formala, containing 

the contacts of the relays Xi"X2 and X3: 

j   . ff • x^Xf «jfs?3{?!-f- Xf) «<£ + »G<x|K»» + G<JtfX*i + X*~); 'f 
f5 B: x« {.v, -f- Jra) Xl 4- (JC, -f x3'KXl -f x,H-(Xs -f *iG» x5 K*s + XfMO»xf -f- •); 

/■•§ = x,x3X? «fcx, + xtXl - <*, + xtX§X<7>x£ -f »)• 

■Eroia a comparison of the individual parts of the resultant 

expressions we can write for the first part 

xÄ-f- xlXi<xf*-.xi 

ana for the last parts 

l(xa -f• X|< xf X*i + X!> x|)]>x|. 

Comparing the orders of the conductances» we aae that X2'~ and 

X32 are of the same order, vhile X;i
2 is of a larger order, i.e.., 

finally 

f * * &, + x.XljÄ4- X|K*i 4- *\>xl x|). 

In order to be able to join the networks F£   In parallel, 

thfi latter should be reduced to one of group B by connecting in 

series a conductance R, the order of *hioh should be such that* 
o 

The operation of the relay of network F   raust not» be eis~ 

turbed, for which purpose it shook] be greater than or equal to 

the relay vith the highest order of conductance in this network, 

1 -1 

The operation of the network IT must not be disturbed,  for 



) 

"which purpose It should be equal to or lass than the" öon&uctancs I 

of the relay of network f' having the lowest order, i.e., S^^f . 
*c ^i. 

The final network will be as shown In .Fig« 82a. 

To -satisfy the conditions that follows from the foregoing    • 
! 

• relations for .; the orders of the conductance, the windings of 

the relay must be so designed» that relay Xi_ does not hold vhsa the 

■windings of 1.*/*  or X-^ are connected in series, and the relays ZJL3. 

operate xahen all three windings together -with the limiting resistance 

R are connected in series* 

' A shortcoming of this network Is the faet that in quiet »state 

the circuit is continuously closed, In order to eliminate this vo 

1 take the inverse network öf F 1 

■it 

Here,, too, ve must use a limiting resistance R, and the, winding 

of the relay should as he so designed that the relay % does not. 

2 2 
hold vhen connected in parallel with vinding X^ s  winding X2 , 

2 or winding X3 , while' the relays "%.% &'r,& %3 should operate %*hen all 

three bindings are connected, in parallel* 

The new network is shown in Fig» 82b..The resultant networks 

have two or three contacts (four or five springs) less than net» 

Dorfes asssiBbled by usual synthesis methods /73, Fig. 15/. 

By way of another example 1st us consider the synthesis of 

i 
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fa well known two-relay 'network ojHff binary divider for ±k a number 1 
of pluses, the structural formula of which has the form. 

F & u6Al-{■ n6?i' +■ 
^uaAVP.                                           (9ao) 

In analogy with-the ■ preceding, we transform, the individual 

h 
terms of this expression                        „. 

F, s «A4» «w (tf 4- 41}   ■;■■ 
Hrw^öv.^-j-^'r 

=--(» 4- <»G<A> ){6G>Ai -f /4'): 1 f£ = H65I «fe K (fißi 4. GVs«) «(a -f «G<ä« )W + G«*.); 
F3 « «a^'fi» -«a -f aA*B* «(« + <M8fi*) G>A>.ß'- 

'    Comtsarine the individual expressions 've can .conclude that 

the general structural formula can be written in the form 

F = \u + a (A*&)<Al ](6B*>Al + A% 

The corresponding network is shown in Fig« 83a»    Inverting 

this form, we obtain a new-network (Fig. 83b): 

f »«|o + (A*£P)>A> 1 + (8 + S^M". 

to the first network the first windings of relays A and 3 

ana the limiting resistance should be so designed that when 

winding..  B1 is connected in parallel to -winding A1 relay $ releases, 
2 5 

and relay B operates. The second winding A   and B~. should be so 

designed, that both relays operate -when these •windings are 

connected in series with "winding A1 and the limiting resistance. 

In the second net-work (Fig. 83b). the binding Bx should be so de~ 
1 

signed that when connected in series with the winding A   relay 

<*J?0 



' A releases, and B operate a. 

We note that these networks have one contact  only on each 

relay, and consequently, it is impossible to obtain a network with 

fever contacts. 

:     The solutions given here are not unique, since one can obtain ^ 

a largi number of analogous networks of different structures. 

*9/ 



Chapter 10 

SEQUENTIAL RELAY NETWORKS WITH CAPACITCES.. 

l^J^J'J^^^^J^^^-^^^J^^^. °£ Helay. Networks 

In relay networks' capacitors are 'Widely used principally tc 

produce delayed operation and release of relays,  sometimes to 

accelerate the operation, and for suppression of sparks. The ability 

' of a capacitor to accttnuLate aad store charge and to produce 

short-duration current pulses during the time of charging or dis- 

charging are used considerably less freqtiently, 

These properties make it possible to use the capacitor ae 

a memory element in a relay sequential network, which maj operate 

on the relay /50/.    Ia the general case the capacitor can have 

different charges, but from the point of vie-w of operation of a 

relay network, m are interested in only two states of the capa- 

citor —■ discharge and charge 'with a voltage capable of acting on 

the relay. 

Inasmuch as the processes       of charging and discharging 

of capacitors in different circuits have1 been studied 

quite well, -we shall stop herg only to discuss problems of 

synthesis of networks with capacitors acting on relays. 



r Tip. BL shows the simplest,"w of acting on intermediate relay"] 
j' -'''■ 

through „ 
X       contact i of trie receiving element.   .Relay X operates omy after 

the receivinp: elestsmi operates an'5 then releases.    If the relay has 

a device far holding (polarised relay or a relay with self- 

, holding, and. also, a holding vinding /dotted in Fig. %Uf, It will ( 

remain In operating condition. 

The relay can be switched off either by breaking the holding 

circuit,  or by transmitting a current pulse from a capacitor in 

a bucking winding, as sh'own in'Fxß. B5? ■where the circuits r and h 

correspond to states of the network In uhich the relay X should 

operate  (r) or release  (h). .  One must connect in a circuit 

of the bucking winding a maie contact of this relay,,so that after \ 

this relay releases the relay does not operate again -because* of 

current srf? in the 'backing vanning* 

Thus,  to operate a relay without holding it is necessary to 

have three windings -— working,  holding,  arid tracking. We note that 

the relay can be held with the vorking binding,  if the 

supply is connected to It..through a resistance ft by moans of a 

transfer contact on-the saae relay.    In this case the parameters 

*3      of the circuit should be so chosen that the capacitor does not 

have tiraa to become  charged   during the instant of transfer of tha 

contact, when the extreme springs arc interconnected.    It is- 

possible to eliminate this effect by introducing a rectifier 

element B in the charging circuit of the capacitor- (see Pig. 8§). 

of <^v3 
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f- Since the duration of the pwlse is liioited, one must choose        < 

such a dilation, that one relay has a chance to operate or release, 

and tha other, connected in parallel to the contact of the operating 

(releasing) relay does not operate«    Ttoßer this condition one can 

j use one capacitor to control several relays. |_ 

Prom an examination of the networks w» see that corresponding 

to charged and unabarged states of the cepaoitor  (in anelogy to the 

operating and non-operating states of the relay) are individual 

periods of operation of the network,    As regards its action on other 

elements of the net-work, the capacitor differs from the relay, After 

the relay operates, it switches circuits (one or several) and after 

causing a certain action in other elements of tha circuit, it can 

in itself not change its own state.    On the other hand tha action 

of the capacitor can take place only during instants of charging or 

discharging, i.e., the action 'is accompanied by a change in 

the state of the capacitor. 

Thus, the capacitor can be used only in those oases when it is 

enough to have a short-duration action, as for example to actuate 

an intermediate relay.    The possibility of having a capacitor act 

on actuating circuits is very limited and requires investigation in 

each particular case.   • 

As will, be shown below, the use of capacitors in 

sequential networks makes it possible to reduce the number of 

ä  relays, vhich in some oases leads to an increase in the number of 



("contacts and windings in the remaining relays, Soffistimss the use of    » 

-,   capacitors makes it possible to solve problems of interaction between 

the intermediate relays, by realizing charges and discharges in a   . 

corresponding -sequence, and also by transferring the charge from -one 

r capacitor to another. .   . 

In some oases an effective solution can be obtained by com- 

bining the action of both the capacitor and purely contact networks 

on a given relay. Thus, for example, one can let the relay operate 

by a capacitor and release by breaking the holding circuit. 

The synthesis of relay networks with capacitors can be carried 

out «sing Methods. used for the synthesis of relay circuits, 

and the purely eontact-naking multipole can be separated in the 

network viith. capacitors.. 

2,    Synthesis of Sequential Networks with Cfopaoltor Acting 

on All. rthe Relays. 

For the synthesis of networks with capacitors, wa can use 

methods ■used in the theory of contact networks for the synthesis 

of purely relay networks. 

Let. us first consider the synthesis of a network with a 

single capacitor acting on        ri relays of the network, Stach a 

J    network can he constructed, in stash a way.that the capacitor is 

first charged &.ncl then discharged through the'winding of the relay 

through a correspiaMing contact circuit.    In addition» it is 

c$f;4> 



["necessary to provide a circuit for"holding the relay. Applying the   ~] 

synthesis procedure of Chapter   3   to networks with capacitors, 

ve shall use connection tables to determine the necessary number of 

iatermediate elements and the instants during which their states 

, must change« ( 

If it is considered that a '     capacitor can have two states — 

uncharged and charged — them it can he used as one of the circuit 

elements.    In this case ths connection table raust be constructed in. 

such a way, that during the period of network operation,  which 

differ only in the fact that the capacitor is charged and dis- 

charged, ths state of the actuating relays be 

ths  same«   . 

We introduce into the connection table a separate-row, in 

■which an arrow (—») will denote the instant of capacitor charging 

and a cross { X ) the steps-during which the capacitor retains 

its charged state.    The charge of the capacitor ■«ill take place 

during ths steps wbsn the relays, on which the capacitor acts, 

operate or release. Thus, the connection tables vill note in 

addition the steps of capacitor charging» The steps will 

be numbered- as in tables without capacitors, designating 

with a cross the numbers of those steps, in which the capacitor 

is charged. The difference between all numbers (including tha 

cross) indicates the possibility of realisation of such a network. 

In accordance with the foregoing, the table of connections 
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^for a counting network for four pulses, in which the actuating cir- 

cuits are closed only after the velm.ee of the receiving P«lsa relay 

I, will have the .form sho^ in Fig, 86» 

After the table of connections is made up, ve proceed to 

■: synthesize the notviork. " „ r 
'"': ^ . chargxag ' 

Since in the -process of operation of the network the circuit 

f       of the capacitor should be closed during the charging steps, 

and the cco-re 3poaiiJQg ralay operation aaä release steps should cause 

the closing of the capacitor charging clrouit to the working or 

bucking vindinga of the relays, a sequential n-reiay aetviork with 

capacitor can be represented in the form of a contact laultlpcla 

(Fig. 87) with one input and dam 2a + 1 outputs* Connected to the 

input of the maLtlpcfleis a capacitor, and to one output is connected 

one terainal of the battery through a > limiting resistance R, «hils 

the vorking and bucking windings of the relays are connected to 

the remaining outputs (the holding circuits are not shown in the 

diagram, but if the ralayc are unpolariAed they ahoidd be provided 

with such circuits}*    The output to which the battery terminal is 

conaeoted should be Isolating as regards to all remaining outputs. 

"from the connection' table we find the following. 

The formula for the capacitor charging circuit   f*     as the 
.    . charging s 

Bvm of the constituents oarrospending'to tbe^steps W««- 

ignated by aft .'.arrow la thö row   5   '* 

The formula f«„ of the working winding of relay X as the sum      ^ 
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'of the .constituents corresponding to the steps of operation of this ~] 

relay (marked with an arrow in the table). 

The formula f'!.. of the bucking binding of the same relay I 

as the sDia of the constituents corresponding to the release steps 

[ (marked with the symbol  ~4  }.    la this casa the conditional terms      ^ 

in formulas fV , f'x and fnx can be taken to he the constituents 

corresponding to the unused states, and in formulas f!
x and f'i, 

also the constituents of those states of the network, in 'which 

tha capacitor acting.on the given circuit is not charged. 

If us denote by Etha terminal of the battsr-y - with 

■which the capacitor is charged (with resistor R), then the structural 

formula of the muLtipole network (without tha. holding circuits) can 

be writte« in general form 

F ** h& + t ifxPd + t'xiXd. (10,1} 

We note furthermore that, in the synthesis of a relay network 

with capacitors it is essential that the capacitor return to its 

initial state after the completion of the.operation. This may require 

additional devices for charging the capacitor at the end of opera- 

tion of the network, if it remained in charge state. 

By way of example 1st as consider a construction of a 

simplest counting network with two counting relays (A and B) and 

a capacitor, operating in accordance -vith the connection table 

indicated in Pig. 86. 

Starting with this table, wa obtain 

K3ö& 
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■ h Ä näß -f tmS -f Kö^ 4- »«$ •a» M; 

■ ' /J» *» Maß'» 

Consequently 

f = ■»£ -f «atf>4 ~{- MC&4 -f- «a#i? -f- uad£ ~ 

- uE -f K {a (6.4 -f 6B) + ß (6S + <M)I. 

The corresponding network with the holding circuits added is shown 

in Pig. öS. • 

3*    Ifctvork •with Dscouplirj/; Capacitor^,,. 

In the networks shown above,  one capacitor acted on several 

relays, and this called for a suitable calculation of the duration 

of the pulse and introduction of separate contacts for each relay 

circuit* ' 

The network can be. made to oporate more stably vtem 

different capacitors, charged during different times act on the 

7    ' different relays or vindings» Thus,, Fig. 'A-) shows a connection 

table for a network -with two relays,  operated by two separate 

In this case the capacitor charging circuits \iill be; 

3öJ 
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r In the synthesis of cirouitsfor relay A w can"t&ke as the    H 

conditional terms the constituents corresponding to all steps, in 

which oapaoitar Cx, acting on tills relay, is not charged,. i.e., 

«lth auabers 2, 3, 4, aufl 5. 

,        .    Taking this account va obtain for relay A 

f A ** \Qf 1% 3, A. 5)J « « y + —^—- •. ■: 

;  /^ «={6, (2, 3, 4f »)|«*«-g--f —^—~-   : ; 

■       Analogously we obtain for the circuits ofvele^ B 

f* = {2,(0, 1,6,7}} = »^+ _^; 

/;-.(4.«o.i.-e.7)}««^ + aä^««.: 

For the circuit of relays A and B ve can take any one of the 

solutions, but \ : loBt advantageous not to correct in the occult 

of the narking winding.a contact of the given relay (this vlll 

result in total discharge of the capacitor), but to place in the 

circuit of the bucking «mail« a break contact of this relay.      . 

Accordingly, wobtain the network of Fig. 90. 

It is also possible to employ a separate capacitor for each 

'vlnälng of relays A and B, es *bwn in the connection tables on 

Fig. 91. 

Since the capacitor C;1 is net charged in all the states of 

the network, tilth the exception" of aero and one, consequently 

all the remaining constituents can be taken as conditional terras 

for the circuit f etc. The corresponding network is shown in 

Fig. 92a. By unifying the contact (for vhich it is convenient 



"to introduce rectifier elements /fö/, we obtain the circuit of Fig. —^ 

QOV, 

In Boras cases networks viith capacitors can be simplified by 

separating the interraooiaie elements into individual groups in such 

a way, that the, operation of the first group depends on the receiving 
I** 

elements, the operation of the second -group depends on the first, 

etc. in analogy as it .is advantageous to do in. relay astyarks, 

4.    ADDITIONAL CAPABILITIES OF NEIWBÄ3 WITH CAPACITORS 

The use of capacitors in sequential networks makes 

it- possible to solve also several other problems without intro- 

ducing additional relays,    Thus* if a charged capacitor is discharged 

before it is connected to the relay'winding, this ralay -will not 

operate. Consequently, in the network of Fig» 93 the relay X will 

operate when the circuit fy is close, provided the circuit f« 

is closed earlier and the circuit f7    is not closed after this, 

A limiting resistance R should bo connected in this circuit. 

In the general, case, a relay network with such a circuit 

can bo represented in the form of a nmltipcle  (Pig, %), analogous 

to the smltipole of Fig, 87 with one input mad ± 2n + 2 outputs. 

In addition to producing a pulse for relay operation through- 

discharge,  one can use the process of charging the capacitor 

(Fig. 95).    For normal operation it is necessary in this case to 

insure prior discharge of the capacitor through a resistance R, 

&jy 



The contact multipole Iß represented in this case in .Pig. 96.  ~1 

We see that it differs from the multipole of Fig«  % only in that 

the battery terminals aro connected,' ana the synthesis of the 

network is analogous. 

In some oases one can rise both processes« Thus, for example,       . 
'■ r 

Fig;  97 shows a network in vhich tha relay X operates.everytirae 

that the state of the contact u change <3 (once because of charging 

of the capacitor, and the second time because of the discharge). 

Finally, circuits with capacitors have additional capabilities 

realised through the transfer of the charge from one capacitor to 

another. For example\ in the network of Fig. 98a the relay 1 is ' 

fed vhsn the circuits fb f2, Wd % are connected in sequence, and'. 

simultaneous and repeating closures of the circuits are permissible. 

In the circuit'of Fig. 9öb a disturbance to the sequence In closing 

of tfaa circuit makes it impossible for relay X to operate. 

Tims, fcr example, the circuit of Fig. 99 permits action on 

the relay X only if the relays A, B, and C operate and release in 

sequence.    Any other .sequence of the operation of these relays 

■will not affect the relay X.    If this problem is to bo solved by 

means of relays alone, three intermediate relays must be need. 

&a*r 
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Chapter 11 

MECHANIZATION OF THE PROCESS OF STRUCTURAL 

SYNTHESIS OF RELAY NETWORKS 

1. GENERAL INFORMATION OH THE AUTOMATIZATION 

OF THE SYNTHESIS PROCESS 

The process of synthesis of relay networks is 

quite time-consuming. The process is particularly 

eoxaplieated becau.se the same conditions correspond to 

a large number (theoretically infinite) of different 

systems, differing in the number of relays» their 

sequence of operation, methods of constructing individ- 

ual circuits, and other factors. The construction of 

versions of the network and the choice of the optimum 

call for a large amount of cumbersome work. The desire 

to make the  designer*s work easy in the choice of 

network versions has led to a search for the possibility 

of automatization of the process of structural synthesis 

Attempts at mechanizing        algebraic methods of 

<3or. 



network synthesis were unsuccessful, because of the 

lack of a sufficiently good single-valued algorithm 

for obtaining the structure of the network. 
cojabiaatioa t ^ 
A method developed at the  Institute of Matneoatieaj 
K ■   ' i 

;     Machines of the Czechoslovak Academy of Science! 

has resulted in a semi-automatic machine /78/ for the 

construction of contact (l,k)-poles specified in terms 

of structural admittances. This machine analyzes the 

specification inserted in it and indicates which contact 

must be placed in the network between the chosen term- 

inals. The network is assembled manually, and the 

machine determines whether the contact has been added 

to the network correctly. As «result» a network 

version is obtained which experience has shown to be 

close to-optimum as regards the number of contacts. 

The graphic method (Chapter 7)        developed 

in the Laboratory on Scientific Problems of  Wire 

Communication, Academy of Sciences U.S.S.R., has made 

it possible to develop a machine (suggested by V. N. 

Roginskiy, V. G. tazarev, and A. A. A^khangel'skaya /132/J, 

Söf 



which automatizes the construction of several versions 

of contact <l*k)-poles from assembles of obligatory 

and conditional numbers» and also the choice of the 

most suitable version for'a specified minimum contact 

or the distribution of contacts over the relays, The 

machine simulates the basic operations of the graphic 

methods, and the synthesized network is obtained on a 

dummy panel. 

Next» on the basis of the work by     V. G. 

Lazarev /92/ on the determination of the minimum number 

of intermediate relays necessary to realize a specified 

sequence of actions (see Chapter 3, Section 4), it 

became possible to automatize also the process of 

constructing the connection table /112/. 

In the present chapter we give brief information 

on the principles of constructing the principal units 

of this machine. 

2." SIMULATION OF THE OPERATION OF THE 

GRAPHIC METHOD 

In the graphic method (Chapter,..21_forjthe, 

< 
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1 
construction of contact networks, the following 

operations are performed: 

1) Conditions are specified for each circuit 

in the form of assemblies of obligatory and conditional 

numbers. " 

2) Individual assemblies are compared with each 

other and those coinciding are detected. 

3) The coinciding assemblies are unified and the 

common point is assigned the unified assembly. 

4) The assemblies are separated by connecting 

to the point a relay transfer contact. 

5) The necessary junctions and contacts are 

drawn and erased. 

It is possible to indicate here the operating 

sequence in each stage. These properties of the graphic 

method have made it possible to develop a machine for 

the synthesis of contact (l,k)-poles. To produce a 

machine it is necessary to provide an electric model 

for each operation. Let us analyze the possibilities 

of simulation. 

v?// 
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S 
The conditions for each circuit are. specified, in 

the form of assemblies' of obligatory and cofiditional    i 

numbers.     In a network of n relays, the total number 

of numbers will be 2n. 

The siiaplest method of specifying assemblies-Is 

to assign to each number a separate wire and to apply 

to this wire different voltages depending on whether 

this number is obligatory or conditional.  In this case 
■i 

to each output of a (l,k)-pole network one taust assign 

a       bundle of 2n wires numbered from 0 to 2n - 1 

and 2n 3-position switches (or other types of transfer 

switches). Depending on the position of the switch, 

the corresponding wire receives either the total voltage 

(if "the given number is obligatory) or half the voltage 

(if this nuotoe* is conditional), or no voltage (for 

forbidden numbers), as  shown, for example, in Fig* 100. 

Other methods of specifying the assemblies  can 

also be developed, for example in the form of pulses 

separated in time, etc* 

< 

< 
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No» .of wire 

* * 
a • 
* f. 

* * » 

c « 
• * 
» 
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Fig.   100, 

l?i Ig.   101. 
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2,n Cony arisen of rAsseiablie.S;;        ;' '■'■■•' 

and Establishment of Coincidences 

The determination of coincidences of individual, 

assemblies should be carried out with a special device 

connected ultimately,to each pair of bundles. 

To determine the coinciding assemblies» we 

introduce, on the basis of their definition (Chapter 6, 

Section 3), a coincidence function C(flf f2), 

which assumes a value 1 when the assemblies f^ and f 

coincide, and 0 otherwise, that is, 

V If £*  and f0 coincide 
F C(f.,f0) -      

1 

MM-' 

1**2* (11.1) 
0, if f*  and f0 do not coincide 

To establish coincidence, it is necessary to 

compare all the numbers of the assemblies and two numbers 

will coincide *i£ and only if a "unique coincidence" is 

established for each number, i.e., it is established 

that not one of the obligatory numbers of one assembly 

is contained among the forbidden numbers of the second 

assembly.. The functions of the unique coincidence C^ 

^>// _ 
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for each number i (where i..• 0, 1, 2, ..., 2n - 1) 

should, in accordance with the definition of the 

coinciding assemblies,- satist'y Table 21« 

Sable 21» 

*■ 

•t 

ti 'm i 

0 1 t 0 
1/2 1 i f 
i 0 i 1 

• Table 22 

«1 

Pi 
6 i/a 1 

0 U 0 1 
i/2 0 0 0 
S ! 0 0 

Then 

(11.2) 

It is advisable to simulate not the coincident 

function itself C(f<3( , f ^ ), but its inversion 

2"—I 

C </.. M - r0 + cy + ■ • • + \\x « S ft.    C11* 3> 
/«o 
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where "c. is determined from Table 22. 
i 

For'the numbers corresponding to voltages 0, % 

and  1, specified above, the function c±  can be readily 

realised by means,of a thyratron, with a firing voltage 

located halfway between half and full'voltage (Fig. 101)} 

b 

»/,<{/»< i. 
(ii .4) 

The non-coincidence function C(£k, t j)  of two 

assemblies is realized here by means    of a parallel 

connection of the outputs of thyratrons connected to 

like wires of two bundles» as shown in Fig 102. 

The sequence of comparison should be programmed 

beforehand» and primarily a comparison and -unification 

feSSVace of  bundles pertaining to each transfer contact 

followed by the remaining bundles. 

3,I_J|i^l^i£n_oj^ 

Two bundles of wires, between   which coincidence 

is established (C(£k» £*) should be unified, that 

v$/6 
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is, one bundle of wire should be obtained instead of twoj. 

The voltage on wire i of this bundle should   satisfy 

Table 23 (in accordance with Chapter 6S Section 3). 
■i 

fable 23 

m, 
I 

h    Jr 
m    |     * 

1/2 
0 
1/2 
i 

The simplest method of realizing'the -unification 

■is direct connection of like wires of the -unified 

bundles, 

If a voltage 0 or 1 are applied to the wires 

directly, and a voltage % is applied through, a limiting 

resistance, then after the unification the resultant 
I 

I  voltages will satisfy Table 23» Since the result should 

leave only one bundle, the circuits in the wires in 

the second of the unified bundles should be disconnected. 

Fig. 103 shows a joinlag scheme with the aid of 

a unification relay C. i%  which operates after & 

coincidence between bundles k and {has been established. 

i 
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Control of the unification is by means of a unifi 

cation detector, which is connected by means of a 
! 
I 

distributor to individual bundles.  If a coincidence   j 

is established, a .suitable unification relay is connectecj 

in the detector, as'shown In the block diagram of Fig. 

103. 
i 

«hen voltages are applied to the wire not through j 

the contacts of a switch, but with the aid of &  relay   j 

network, the.    unification, operation can be. performed 

by suitable change in" the state© of the master relays 

after briefly unifying the beams once coincidence has 

been established. The corresponding network is shown. 

in Fig, 104, The »aster  relays A and  B operate in 

the following manner: when 1 is applied, only relay A 

operates» When 0 is applied, relay B operates. When 

% is applied, both relays operate. These numbers are 

applied in the form of brief pulses fed to windings I. 

If the wires are joined together for a short times and 

if the master relay of both bundles are in the same 

states their states will not change; but if only one 

4 
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relay operates In one bundle, and both relays operate 

in the second, then the relay operating in the second is 

the one operating also in the first, i.e., a change in 

potential will take place in the wires, in accordance 

with Table 23. The roaster'relays of one of the bundles 

should then release, owing to the application of &  short 

current pulse to windings III. 

In the second method there is no need for using a 

unification relay at each point. 

The separation of numbers into two assemblies 

at the point where there is-connected a  transfer contact 

of a relay with weight q is realized in this method of 

simulation of asseisblies by simply dividing the 

bundle into two parts with corresponding renumbering 

of the wires in one of them, as shown in Fig. 105. 

%.     REPLACEMENT OF A CONTACT WITH A DIRECT LEAD 

One of the contacts of the transfer group can be 

&Z3 



replaced with a direct lead (Chapter 7, Section 4) in 

the case «hen the obligatory numbers of the assembly 

of this contact are completely contained in the assembly 

o£ the second contact, even in the form of conditional 

numbers, In other words, in this case the following 

inequality should be satisfied 

\N%\<\N^Mt} (11.5) 

< 

or 

ft wte<£fSaunt 
(11.6)  | 

f 

! 

where. f1min * {l\}  — obligatory assembly of the contact 

which can be replaced by a direct lead; 

f , - "fs2» M2\ "" assembly of second contact. 

Changing over to voltages c^   and ^    on the wires 

i of bundles A and B, corresponding to make and break 

contacts of one group, inequality (11.6), which indicates 

the possibility of replacing the make contact (bundle A) 

i 
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with'a direct lead.will be satisfied if for each pair of 

like wires the function s1^» determined by Table'24, 

is equal to unity. -Analogously, if the function. a\k 

(Table 25) is equal to unity for all pairs of like wires 

this will indicate the possibility of replacing the 

break contact (bundle C) with a direct lead. 

Table 25 ' Table 24» 

*< 
ft 1/2 ! 

^*m~~—i-i 

0 ! 1 0 
1/2 ! i i 
i 1 i i 

■ 

«i 

pi i 

•  1 I 
i 

0 i i i 
1/2 i i i 
* 0 i i 

The simulation of these functions is analogous 

to the simulation of the correspondence function by 

double verification with allowance for polarity. 

Wien unifying bundles in which at least one is connected 

to the direct lead, a check roust be made on the possi- 

bility of appearance of false circuits (see Chapter 7, 

Section 5). . • 
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4*  SYNTHESIS OF NETWORK 

To obtain the   synthesized network the machine 

is provided'with a handle, which represents a universal 

(l,k)-pole, in which each contact and connection between 

wires are indicated by a bulb', as shown in Fig. 106. 

Bulbs A and A indicate the presence of a given contact 

in the network and light $?han there is at least one total 

voltage in the bundle corresponding to the given output. 

Bulbs B.   and B2 light when a given contact is 

eliminated (in which case bulbs AL and A^ must not glow) 

or is replaced by a direct lead. 

Bulbs Cv/ light up in the case when correspondence 

is established between bundles k and (. 

Investigations-have shown that the      demi- 

panei is best constructed in the.  form of pyramids with 

vertices at the. point of output and a universal network 

at the input, as shot^n schematicaliy in Fig» 107. For 

the universal network the bulbs D (see Fig. 106) are 

placed at  the intersections of the outputs of both 

parts of the panel. 

i 
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Fig,  106 
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Fig.  107 
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S/ CHANGE OF BASE MID CHOICE OF VERSION 

■As already indicated (see Chapter 7» Section 9) 

the complexity of a network      depends on the system 

used to nisriber the relays, i.e., on the base adopted. 

A change in base leads to a change in the numbers. In 

the machine, the changing of the base is simulated by 

means of a switchboard that changes the numbers of the 

assemblies in accordance with the change of the numbering 

of the.relays. Such a switchboard has nl states and 

2n - 2 inputs and outputs, while the numbers 0 and 

(2n - 1) do not change when the base is changed. 

(The theory of the construction of such switchboards 

was developed by V. G. Lasarev and Yu. L» Sagalovich 

/133/.) 

After each switching» the machine constructs a new 

network. The choice of the version is based on certain 

additional  conditions —. the minimum of total nuraber 

of contacts in the network, a specified distribution of 

contacts to the relay, etc. 

To facilitate the choice, the machine is equipped 

i 
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with counters for the nurobers of contacts on each relay 

and for the total number of contacts» The counters may 

be interconnected with, the control assembly in such a 

way that the network is chosen automatically. 

6. AUTOMATIZATION OF TIE SPECIFICATION OF THE 

CONDITIONS 

For synthesis of sequential networks, the condi- 

tions can be specified in the form of connection table 
.•i • 

in which keys specify the states of the receiving 

elements and actuating circuits.    The machine verifies 

automatically the readability of the table,  determines 

the periods during which the states of the intermediate 

relays must change, and introduces intermediate relays 

in accordance with a specified program. 

After the reaUsability of the table is 

established?fsxxaEsfex®fx&^xsEl£OTa±Kg%sl3CRÄfc» the 

corresponding assemblies srre determined for each of the 

actuating circuits and also for the intermediate-relay 

circuits. The apparatus for specifying the 

L. 
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connection tables was developed under the leadership of 

V. G« Lazarev. 

7.  BLOGTC DIAGRAM CF THE MACHINE 

Fig. 108 shows a block diagram of the machine 

for the synthesis of relay networks. The principal 

blocks of the machine are as follows: 

A panel for specifying the connection table with 

2-position keys K^ for the receiving elements, lamps 

L for the intermediate relays, and 3-position keys K2 

for establishing the states of the actuating circuits 

in each step. 

Base switchboard' (BS) i 

Coincidence detector (CD). 

Bunfcny panel. 

Number of contact counters (C). 

Control network (Y). 

The operation of the. machine was verified in a 

breadboard model constructed in the Laboratory for Wire 

Communication, Academy of Sciences, U.S.S.R. Later, in 

I 

i 
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accordance with the model developed in the laboratory» 

the machine shop of the Institute for Automation and 

Telemechanics, Academy of Sciences, U.S.S.U., was 

prepared a model of the machine, which has passed labor- 

atory tests successfully and which was demonstrated at 

the World's Fair in Brussels In 1958 (it was awarded 

the highest prize of the fair — Grand Prix). At the 

present time work is being done on the development of 

machines intended for practical utilization in the 

design of relay networks.  (The development was carried 

out under the leadership of the author with the aid 

of A. A. Arkhangel'skaya, S. S. Kraynov, V. G. Lazarev, 

and 0. F. Sergeyeva. 
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A,B,  ...', W, X,  ...,  •— relay windings (in im&tipole-winding 

relays — windings from which the current flows from the start to 

the end). 

A, B, ..., W, X, ... — bucking widdiags of relays (current 

flows from, the end to the start). 

a, b, ♦.., Mi  x — make contacts, Boolean variables, 

"a, b, ..., v, x,- ... — break contacts? inverse Boolean 

variables. 

0 — elsmsnt of finite conductivity. 

Q.       _.. ditto of same order of conductance a's element A. 

G>.. '— ditto,  of greater order. 

5 s, — ditto of greater order or of the same order. 

■Gy . — ditto of same order, 

G       — ditto, of smaller or sams order, 

f, / — contact circuit (its structural formula). 

fy — contact-.circuit of rolay W (operating formula of relay 

W). 

0 — any indeterminate contact circuit. 

f* • — contact circuit between nodes i and j. 

f„4„ — ß&nisal contact circuit. 

f        — rasximal contact circuitj 

r.f — formula for operation of relay W. 

g,   ~~ formula for holding relay VI. 

\ 



lx ' „„ fcß'raula for release of relay W. ■ » 
'W 

t,       _. oonstituent with nuasber 

r — subconstituent, eorrespending to the opsratirsp; step. 

g — the same, for holding step» 

h -~ the sansj for release step» •    ;_ 

rf ,(?,  ..., — nm&nrs of etatea (constituents) of a network 

/??..—.the same, obligatory constitu&Hts. 

4L. — tho same, conditional constituents. 

V*   -— forbidden numbers. 
i 

1*1, , *}* » ' -   ?r  (^ ./x , " • '   /W j "   f ^ 'v 
' '— assembly of obligatory and conditional numbers. 

K — .assembly of obligatory      ' numbers. 

M --'assembly of conditional numbers. 

•-I./-0 —' eHalvalaneei 

F} $ — relay circuit (relay network}« 

£l~ any (indeterminate) relay circuit. 

n — number of relays (elements) in a network, 

q ä 21' "     — weight of relay X5J 

+ — parallel connectioa (logical addition). 

. •— series connection (logical multiplication}. 

0 — permanently opened circuit. 

1 -~~ permanently closed circuit.   . 

£)     »- joining 

- „_ equivalence of circuits based on structural admittance. 
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— eqmlity i     of relay circuits in action, 

— absolute equivalence of relay networks. 

4 
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